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... not to serve the working class at each of its stages, but to represent the
interests of the movement as a whole, to point out to this movement its
ultimate aim and its political tasks, and to safeguard its political and
ideological independence.
V.L Lenin, The Urgent Tasks of Our llto uement
From \.lie Edito rs
The= on the National Question and White Supremacy were adopted
by the S'rO General Membership Meeting, May 15, 1977. The theoretical
and practical importance o( lhe Black national question in the U.S. is ex·
plorod in Jasper Collins' reply to the Philadelphia Workers' Organizing
Committ-ee. l:!ecause U1e white left's unders.tanding of the national question
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theses on
white supremacy
and the national question
·1. Nationalism is a crucial phenomenon in the world today. Rather than tending to dissolve into the general
class struggle, as many Marxists have predicted it would do, it has gained in importanee.

2. The theory of the national question current in the U.S. left is replete with inadequate, irrelevant and
erroneous positions: the significance of nationalism among workers of oppressed nations is grossly underesti·
mated when it is recognized at all; pursuit of economic self-interest is presented as the path to proletarian
solidarity when in the case of white workers it is an imposing obstacle to such solidarity; the revolutipnary
potential of national liberation struggles, both in stimulating and transforming the class struggle and as di~ct
chaUenges to capitalism, is consistently underestimated. The elassical theory of Lenin and Stalin is stretched
in application in order to deny the national character of the struggles of oppressed peoples within the U.S.,
while the most relevant aspeets of their theory are ignored - particularly in their consequences for the role of
workers and communists in oppressor nations.
3. Nationalism has two contradictory faces; it'is both revolution and counter-revolution. On the one band,
nationalism among some workers is a deviation from proletarian internationalism. Counter·revolutionary nation·
alism exists among workers of oppressor nations in the routine acceptance or active p.romotion of the interests
of "their" imperialism against the peoples it oppresses. Nationalism among worker$ or oppressor nations takes
a variety or forms, but in the U.S. it must be placed in the context of white supremacy, an institution with
deep roots in the pre-imperialist development of U.S. c.apitalism.

'
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4. On the other hand, nationalism of oppressed peoples, manifested in revolutionary anti·imperialist strug.
gles for national liberation, is the most widespread and visible example of "applied internationalism" in the
world today. Wb• is called "narrow nationalism" by sections of the U.S.IeCt, insofar as it exists at al4 c01\$isls
merely or limitatk.os in outlook and understanding within liberation struggles which can and wiU he dealt with
by the most advanced components or those struggle..
5. White supren•acy - the general oppression of people of color by whites- is ~he main pillar of bourgeois
rule in the U.S. Beyond its overt manifestations among white workers, it deeply influences how capitalist culture

'

in general - male supremacy, ind i\~dualism, reformism, etc. - infects the working class. White supremacist
thinking and behavior is based on a syst-em of white·skin privileges: the granting to white people throughout
society of conditions of employmenl, housing, health, education , ct.c. superior t.o those available to people of
color. The spOntaneous struggle for equality, then, is a struggle against white supremacy.
While white supremacy is based on real privileges and has generat-ed a pervasive tendency for white workers
to identify themselves primarily as part of a g10oup defined b y skin color, it does not eliminate the class contra·
diction and class struggle. White privileges are not in the interests of white workers str uggling to take their place
as parL of the revolutionary class, which regards victories in the reform movement as a b y-product of revolu.
tionary struggle. The task is to make this reality outweigh the reality o f privilege. Unless t his task is undertaken
and a substantial number of white workers are won to a pOSition o£ class solidarity, a successful challenge to
capitalist pOwer in the U.S. as a whole is eJ..'tremely unlikely. The fi~ht for equality is so central t.o the develop·
ment o r revolutionary class consciousness that it must never be subordinated to a ny considerations of unity
in the reform struggle.
6. As U.S. capitalism evoh•ed into the main cent-er of world imperialism, white supremacy shaped,
reinforced, and mer2ed with oppressor nation nationalism. This process docs not eliminate but accentuates
the necessity for a concrete understanding of the historically specific charact~ of white supremacy in the U.S.
For example, although people of color in the U.S. have " higher "standard of living" than other Third World
peo ple elsewhere, due to the pre-e minent position of U.S. imperialism, this has minimal impact on their political
consciousness because it is so minor compared to the disadvanta ges they incur from being non-white in a country
based on white power.
The same observation applies, in reverse, t.o white workers. There can be no doubt that iheir political back·
ward ness is determined to a much greater degree by white supremacy than by any great nation chauvinism apart
from it. These points are not doctrinal h~tirsplitting. Their practical significance lies in refuting the view that a
d ecline in t he fortunes of U.S. imperialism on a world scale would lead to a decline in the significllnce and
magnitude of whi le privileges - although it is axiomatic t hat it would reduce the advantages enjoyed, t.o one
degree or another, by all U.S. workers. rn fact, since white supremacy serves t he function o f suppressing and
diverting class struggle, it will become even more central to the m&intena.n ce of bourgeois rule if economic
options open to the ruling class are curtailed by a decline in U.S. imperialist strengt h.
7. It is essential to pro1~de material support for unli·imperialist movements for national liberation, which
are the main component of the revolutionary process in this period. They constitute a much more potent force
for proletarian revolution than any aspect of the traditionally conceived class strugule. Just as white supremacy
(the main element in oppressor nation nationalism) is the main bulwark of capitalist social domination, so the
internal national liberation movements arc the most advanced outpOSts of revolution, the main challenge t o
capitalist social domination. This is so for two separate reasons:
a. White supremacy institutionalizes t he "competition between the laborexs" on which, as Ma.r x and Engels
noted in the Communi$~ Mani{e5to, "wage-labor rests exclusively." The struggle (or equality within the working
class, which is the main antidote to capitalist hegemony and t he main issue around which genuine proletarian
solidarity must ~ buill and tested, is obviously led by the oppressed peoples. In addition, the spOntaneous and
conscious identiJication with the world-wide struggles against imperi1l ism by the oppressed peoples in the U.S.
raises the level of militancy and reduces the appeal of social democratic palliatives for workers among the op·
pressed peoples, thus augmcnt.ing their capacity to provide leadership for the entire working class.
b. The revolutionary potential of the mo1•ements for national liberation within the U.S. is due t.o more
than the abilit." of the workers of oppressed nations to generate revolutionary cunents in the class struggle
as a whole. It also rollows from the cap~ity of the internal national liberation struules t.o strike major blows
against the power of capital. This, of course , is true only t o the extent that their strugeles are aimed not only
at equ.a lity and democratic rights, but are also st.rulurles for full national liberation: that is, fot th~ right of
self-determination in the classical sense, the right to constitute a separate and independent st.at.e.
Oppressed nations have the right t o set up an independent state on a definite territ<>ry. This basi.c right of
self-determination cannot be separ~ted from or pOsed against the right of oppressed nat!ons and peoples to
determine the form and con tent of their struggles for more limited objectives, sttuuJa which we also supPC>Tt
unconditionally.
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The fact that m.any of the movements for national liberation in today's world reeard themselves as socialist
is of great positive significance, but there must be no mist.aking our position: we support them whether or not
this is the case.
8. Black people in the U.S., wherever they live and work, constitute part of an oppreMed nation. The fact
that they do not fulfill Stalin's familiar criteria or nationhood d~monstrates only that the criteria ar~ inadequate.
Nationhood evolved out of centuries of common oppression and struggle, st.ruggle that was sistematically
resisted by the U.S. ruling class and ignored (at best) by the bulk of the white working people.
While our recognition of the fact ot Black nationhood in the U.S. does not depen,d on the existence of a
clear population majority on an economically viable territory, the actual existence of such a phenQmeoon is
of crucial significance in the struggle for land and sovereignty over a defmite territory. Without tbe potential
Cor such a struggle, the concept of self.<Jet.ermination loses much of its content. Our understanding o( the history
and actual conditions of tbe " Black Belt" South convinces us that it provides this potential. We share tb.is
recognition with major sections of conscious revolutionary Black nationalism.
9. There can be no doubt that Puerto Rico is an oppressed nation or that Puerto Ricans living in this
country will play a crucial role in the liberation struggle of their homeland. We are aware or the deliates among
Puerto Rican revolutionaries over the proper attitude toward Puerto Ricans living in t h·e fifty states. For our
part, we oppose both the tendency to subordinate the struggles of Puerto 'Ricans in the continental U.S. to
the general class struggle here, and the view that their only role is to support the strug-gles on the island. We call
unequivocally for the independence or Puert.o Rico, because the history of struggle and cult ural development
there have determined that the right of self-determination Cor that people must involve the separation of the
island from the U.S.
10. We believe t hat the Mexican/Chicano people living in the U.S. constitute a nation. Whet her t he appropriate exercise of their right of self-determination is linkage with Mexico or establishment of an independent
state i!' the current Souiliwest is a question t hat will be decided by the struggle of the people themselves.
11. While we do not believe that Native Americans at this time constitute a single nation, and while we
recognize that efforts toward nation building on their part may give rise to certain eon!licts over tenitory with
the Black and Mexican/Chicano nations in the South and Southwest which will require further judgment, we
nevertheleM support the drive toward self.<Jeterm.inatio.n and territorial sovereignty of the Native American
peoples, and expect that any potential conflicts will be resolved on the basis of internationalist solidarity in
the struggle against U.S. imperialism.
12. We recogn ize the national minority status or the various Asian peoples within the continental U.S. and
call Cor the granting to them of various forms of local control and cultural-educational autonomy in accordance
with their demands, as well as the ending of all discrimination against them. We beli.eve that in Hawaii tbe fact
that A~ian peoples together constitute a majority of th.e population raises real questions About the future relation of the Islands to the U.S.
13. We condemn the discrimination against the growing Arab-American minority', and point out that the
malicious caricature of these people purveyed by t he public media constitutes the most dan~ous form of
anti-semitism in the U.S. today.
14. We support the str uggle or the Panamanian people to recover the Canal Zone. We call for the renuncia·
tion or all U.S. rights over the Vrrgin Islands, Guam, Samoa and all other U.s :-rwed lands in th.e Pacific: Trust
Territory (Micronesia, inclu{)ing the Marshalls, Marianas, and Carolines) and all islands of disputed sovereignty.
15. The primary task of communists working amoog oppressed peoples is to assist in the development of
the national liberation struggle; that is the most effect.ive way for them to contribute to the class struggle and
proletarian revolution. For communists working in t he oppressor nation, Lenin provided adequate guidelines:
wage an uncompromising struggle against any type of "great nation privilege" whatsoever, and provide concrete
and effective support to the actual movements for self-determination directed against "their" imperialism.
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It is highly important to put forward in precise terms the slogan of
the political self-determination of all nationalities, in contrast to all hedging
(such as only "equality").
V. I. Lenin, Concerning Certain Speeches
by Workers' Deputies, 1912.
[18:417* Lenin's emphasis]
We want to end the oppression of national minorities and women
and make equality a reality.. ..
Philadelphia Workers' Organizing Committee (1975)
Black people today ... do not retain, nor do they need, the right
to self-determination.
Philadelphia Workers' Organizing Committee (1976)

Who's being dogmatic?
a response to the Philadelphia Wo;kers'
Organizing Committee on the national question
By Jasper Collins
I

When V. I. Lenin wrote, in JanuSJIY 1917, that Negroes in the Unit.ed States "should be classed as an
oppressed nation" [23 :275], he did
not apply the criteria of nationhood set forth in J. V. Stalin's famous definit.ion: "A nation 1$ a hi8-

torical/y constituted, stable com munity o f people, formed on the
basia o{ a common language, terri·
tory, economic life, and psychok:Jg[,.
cal makeup manifested in a com·
mon culture." [2:307 Stalin's emphasis]
Sialin's del'wition., written in
1913 in .Marxl$m and the N atio nal
Question [2:300-381] and warmly
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embraced by Lenin at that time
[19:539] , was a rigid, dogmatic
o ne: "it is sufficient for a single
one of th ese characteristics to be
lacking and the nation ceases to be
a nation." {2:307] Lenin was not
measuring Afro-Americans by this
dogma in 1917. Instead he ·wrote,
"They should be classed as an oppressed nation, !or the equality
won in the Civil War of 1861-65
and gu8ranteed by the Constitu tion
o! the republic was in many respects increasingly curtailed in the
chief Negro areas (the South) in
connection with tbe transition from
the progressive, pre-monopoly capitalism of 1860·70 to the reaction·
SJIY, monopoly capitalism (i mpenal-

ism) o! the new era, which in America was especially sharply etehed
o11t by the Spanish·Amcrican irnpe·
rlalisL war of 1898 (i.e., a war be·
tween two robbers over a division
of the booty)." [ 23:27 5-276)
The white population, he add~'().
despite widely varied origins.
"smooth••d out to form a single

*Citations in this article are to the
45-volume English edition of Len·
in's Collected Works and the 13·
volume English edition of Stalin's
Worh published in Moscow. The
volume number precedes the colon
and the page number(s) follow it.

'American' nalion." (2 3:276] Lenin never finish<.'<! t his pa.mphlct,
Statistics and Sociolc>gy [ 23 :271277 ]. but it is clear from !tis outline for it (41:387-390) that he
intended it to be a complete
restatement of his position on the
llRLional quest.ion, reviewing the
development of .Marxist tht'Ory and
debate, but casting ii. in the light of
the new undemanding of imperialism.
In 1915 he had writt-en that " imperi alism means t-hat capital has
outgrown i.hc (ramework of nation·
al stales; it means that national op·
pression has been extended and
heightened on a new historical
foundation." (21:408 } He had argued for a sharper understanding of
the national question in a number
of letters, polemical articles. theses,
and speeches (~om 1915 on [e.g.,
35:240 -24 1, 2,12-245 , 246-247.
248-249 , 250-255, 264-265 , 266269, 272-274 (letters); 21 :-107-414;
23:13-21, 22-27, 2S-76 (articles);
22:143-156 (theses) ; 39:735 -742;
41:426-427 (speeches) ]'. but Statistics and Sociology was to be his
popular exposition on the subject-.
It was cut short by the first wave
of the revolution in 1917 and, li!:e
State and Revolution (25 :381·192) , was never complcwd.
During this period St.alin was
either unaware of Lenin's new understanding or else he rcjt'Ctcd it.
Lecturing in April 1917 he said,
"the closer the old landed aristocracy is to power, as was the case in
old tsarist Russia, the more severe
is the [national] oppression and t he
mo re monstrous arc its fom1s."
[3:53 )
Though Stalin saw that inlperialism also oppressed nalions, he did
no~ · understand the essential connection between imperialism and
national oppression, nor tl1e q uali·
t.ativc increase in the latter. A
month earlier he had written in
Pravda t-hat in " Non.h America.
where landlordism has never existed
and the bourgeoisie enjo ys undivided power, the nationalities develop
more or less freely, and, generally

spea.king, there is practically no soil
for national oppression ." [3:18 )
Clearly Stalin was clinging to the
rigid terms of his 1913 pamphlet.
Since Lenin had described "the specific political features of imperial·
ism'' as "reaction everywhere and
increased national op pression" [2 2 :
287 ] in Imperialism, the Highest
Stage of C4pltalism (1916) (?.2 :
185-304 ] , which Stalin must ha\'e
read, it is quite likely that Stalin
knowingly d isagreed 'vith Lenin on
tl1is point.
Lenin continued to press for his
view that :-legrocs in the United
States were an oppressed nation. In
submitting his Prelimi11ary Draft
Theses on the National and Colonial Questions for i.he S<!cond Congress of the Communist International, he specifically sought elilbo·
ration regarding this and several
other specific instances of national
oppression which he deemed "very

complex." [31:144] The draft
theses explicitly required "that all
Communist parties should render
direct aid to the revolutionary
movements among the dependent
and underprivilc;:ed nations (for
example, lreland, the American
Negroes, etc.) and in the colo nies."
(31: 148] It is ~specially ironic,
then, that in 1928 and 1930, when
Stalin and ihc Comint~m finally addressed the Negro Question in the
Unit~d Slates with t.he comprehensiv~ consideration that Lenin had
urged, it 'was done largely within
ihe context. of the 1913 theory U1at
Lenin had tntnscended.
(The resolutions t.h emselves d o
not contain the rigid language of
the old Stalin pamphlet, but neither
do they reflect Lenin's advanced
understanding or t.hc national question during the imperialist e poch.
The 1928 resolution was so ambiguous that it gave rise to a number of
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Mem bers of tht Altai mino rity a1 they lived under the uars . Stalin's early theoretical
work \¥as not mainly collCerned M th peop&ru like tht5, but with the national question in
Europe.
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Pet:rog~. 19 17: reTohnlonariefi make bonfirn of turin inUgnia. The imperialin wat
brought to the forefront the liberation of the colonies.

The Communist, August 19<!0,
pages 6 94-712, especi<tlly page

conflicting lines within the U.S.
Communist Party . The 1930 resolution was an attempt to clarify the
line and firmly express the view
that- "the Negro question in the
Un ited States must be viewed from
the standpoint of its peculiarity,
namely, as the question of an opprl!SSed nation," and that in the
South ''the main Communist slogan
must. be: The Right o{ Self-Determilia/ion of the Ne!JI'oes in the
Black Belt." [" Resolution on the .
Negro Question in the United
States," The Communist, February
1931, pages 153-15<1, emphasis in
original ] The debate on im plemen·
tation revealed clearly t-h e exten t to
which the Communists relied on
the early Stalin understanding.
(See, for example : Harry Haywood,
"Against Bourgeo is-Liberal Distor- .
tions of l-eninism on the Negro
Question in the United States,"

" Hegel remarks somewhere tha~
all facts and personages of great importance in world hisu>ry occur, as
it were, twice. He forgot to add:
the first time as tragedy, the second
as farce.'' Karl Marx, The Eight·
eentlt Bnmwire of Louis Bonaparte,
1852.
Had Marx lived to witness tl:e
twentieth century, he might have
added t hat third, fo urth, and fifth
reruns become increasingly farcical,
particularly \\itbin the movement
that bears his name. Nowhere is
this more apparent than in the debate over the Black National Ques·
Lion in the UniLed States. That debate has erupted again and again in

..,This is not to say that all the
writing~ prod uced in these d ebates
are useless. Some are not, though
one cannot read many of tbem
without experiencing chronic deja
VII, th e redundancies are so numerous. More helpful, th ough, are two
works that do not directly address
the Black National Question. Horace B. Davis' book, Nationalism and
Sociali&m: Marxist and Lalx>r T heories o{ Nationalism to 1917 (1967)
is best in its treatment of the early
years. Moshe Lewin's book, Le.n in 's
La$t Struggle (1968) is helpful historically, particularly to show the

importance of nadonal sclf-<letermillat-ion to Lenin, and his practical
diCCerences with Stalin. Unfortunately, Lewin tends to project a
Trotskyist analysis: Stalin's errors
were due to his allt>ged or implied
intellectual medicx:rity, rather than
to an erroneous theory from whic h
flowed a disastrous, chau•i.nisti<:
practice.
Trotskyi~ts, on the other hand,
have paid more attention to the importance of subjective fac tors: See,
for example. Leon 7'roW<y 011
Black Nationalism and Sei{-DetermilUltion (1967), and the many
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the U.S. communist movement in 1946-.1 948; in 1956-1958; and,
most recently, revived in the late
sixties and continuing to the present.
Certain aspects of the debate predictably recur: T he most persisten t
is t-he argument about whether
Black people in the U.S. fit the
19J 3 definition of a nation. Black
migration is examined in microscopic deW!. and the outline of
Arro-American history is retold.
Rarely has the presence or absence
of a nadonalist moveml'nt among
Blacks been central to the debate;
in fact, paradoxically, thore who
argue most. vigorously that a Black
nation exists within U1e U.S. are
u.sually the ones who are most
hostile to el<isting nationalist moveme nts . Never does the development
of Leninist theory on the nation;ll
question ent<:r the debate; instead,
every article is sprinkled with
quotes from l..ellin and Stalin
\vithout regard to their )liace in the
unfolding of the U1eo ry - therefore
generally presuming their validity as
gospel, and thereby erecting a stout
barrier to the method oC :\lao: and
Lenin.**
The practice of every revolutionary group is sometimes better,
sometimes worse, t.h an its theory.
The experience of predominantly
white tort gro ups in the Un ited
States shows that more often t han
not they have failed to measure up
Trotskyist writings that rely heavily
on the works of ~Ialcolm X . Unfortwtately, they tend to obscure the
meaning o f self-determination and
the struggle for inde~ndence by
applying these Lerms loosely to any
demand for Black community control and to any all-Block political
formations.
A recent article that is faithful !.0
the method of Marx and Lenin as
far as it goes is "Arc Puerto Ricans
a Na t-ional Minori ty'?" by James
Blaut, in Monthly Review, May
1977.

to the challenge of Black liberation.
Acceptance or denial of Black na·
(.ionhood within the confines or the
traditional debate doesn't seem to
have m uch effect: those groups that
adhere to the Black-Belt Nation
theory have often used it as an ex·
cuse to refrain from an all-ou t attack on white chauvinism and oppressor-nation privilege; conversely,
those who reject the Black nation
tend to ignore or oppose independent revolutionary initiatives by
Black people. In this respect, the
t.wo poles of the usu al debate are
inti mately bound by links of
chauvinism .
Since the test of SJty left group
has to be its practice, a critique of
its theoretical product will only
crudely approximate the judgment
that will ultimately be called for.
That limitation should be borne in
mind as the foUowing argument. is
weighed by the reader. On t.he
other hand, a test of the theoretical
base of a polit.i cal line is the only
v11lid way either to pred ict or to
gcn<:>.ralize a particular political
approach.

groups as the Detroit Marxist-Len·
inist Organization {DMLO) , the
Philadelphia Workers' Organ izing
Committee {PWOC), and others.
Within th is broad trend, I'WOC's
writings - both theoretical and
agitational - present the most
comprehensive analysis and e:>."Planatio n of Black liberation. For thal
reason alone: this e.=y appears
justified .
llJ
PWOC argues that Black people
do not constitute a naLio n anywhere wi thin the present bounda·
ries o f the U.S., because th e l:llack
nation that once existed - based on
"a large Black peasantry " with the
plantatio n economy as "the cen tral
un ifying force in the national d evelopment of the Afro-American people" - h as undergone an irreve rsible transformation due to geograph·
ic dispersal and a striking change ln
class composition. Be cause of these
deve lopments, says PWOC, Black

people are not entitlt'<l to self-determination; lh•, most they may legiti ·
mately strive for is "t>qualily" a.' a
permanent minoriLy within the
U.S.; movements for independence
are reactionaxy, and must be opposed .
As explained above, these argu·
ment.s are familiar, and break lit.tle
new ground. An other characteristic
is sinillar to so much of the left's
shameful past : Lhe tht'Ot ctical argument is a coUection of citations
(rom Lenin , Stalin, and the Co mint.ern - often out o f context '- in
order to j ustify a previously held
position. P\VOC's popular pam ·
phlet, Racism and tlze Wol'kcrs'
Movement,*'* appeared about. a
y ear before the theoretical ex posi·
tio n, BlacJ~ Liberation Today:
_4gain.st Dogmatism
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the Natioilal

<~uestlon. *"u.

'!'he most striking
disap pointment, however, is the ex·
tent t.o which the argument "a·
***Cited as R WM .
** **Cited as BLT.

Within the framework o utlined
above, there CSJl be only one excuse
for att.aching importance to a par·
ticular theory of Black liberation
advanced by one· curre nt within
today 's left sufficient to justify a
thorough critique - the est.i.mate of
the strength of the political current,
ratlter than the particular p resenta·
tion of the line. After all, the re arc
a wide varLety of groups, sects, SJld
part.ies o f the so-called «new com·
munist movement," or Hant.i-revi·

sionist left," or revisionism. or
social-democracy, or Trotskyism .
But among those who can make a
passable claim to being revolutionary, only one political current the one t.bat calls itself " anti-dog.
matist" - appears to be growing in
influence. Others whose fortun~
looked good jUst a few short years
ago have falle n into decline.
The politic8.1 center of the " anti·
dogmatist" tendency is the Guardi<ln newspaper and it.s more or less
loyal periphery, inducting such

Some self·rtyled Marxi$t· Leninists refer to the race problem as a "contradiction among
the people." Is this what they have in mind?
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focus on the " division of natio ns
into oppressor and oppressed which
forms the e-nce o r imperialism."
(21:409 Lenin's emphasis) "The
imperialism of our days has led to a
situation In which the Great-Power
oppression or nations has become
general. " [21 :410) He refers to
" Increased nation81 oppression under imperialism.'' [22:146] "lm·
pcrialism is oppression of nations .
on a n elU historical basis." (39:736
Lenin's emphasis J It is this aspect
of nationhood, not the tendency
t.ownrd assimilation, whic h is " profound!)' alte red" under imperialism.
N•tional oppression. Is this Africa or the United States?

gainst doamalism ·• rests on the
most rigid. doctrinaire - yes, dogmatic -adherence to Stalin's 1913
pamphlet. on t-h e one hand, while
quoting Lenin both before and after he developed the theory of im·
periali.sm - as though his ideas und erwent no change- on lhe other.
To some cxt~nt PWOC's presen·
tation along these lines flies in the
face of some of it.s own theoretical
understanding. 'rhe part of the
first chap ter o f its pamphlet explaining the development or nations
under feudalism is strictly doctri·
naire Stalin, beginning with his defi.
nilion or a nation and continuing
through the tredilional view tbat
national persecution diverts allen·
tion from class struggle, bob'iered
with more Stalin. [BL T , pages 7-9 ]
After reviewing the debates on t he
national question within t he early
Marxist movement, PWOC arrives
at the present historical epoch, and
says, quite correctly, "\vith the rise
of Imperialism , the charactcr of the ·
national question is profoundly altered. " [DLT, page 13] But the
only text cited in this section is a
quotc from Lenin's writing in 1913,
before he had developed his understanding of imperialism.

Finally, the first chapter concludes with a section on the historic
tcndency of capitalism to assimilate
motions - nn aspect, says PWOC, of
8

"the more . advanced capitalist
sLates." [BLT, page 1-1] Again the
assertions are studded will• quotes
from 1913 gospel. This argument is
the essential theoretical underpin·
uing of PWOC's theory: "As capi·
tal ism matures and ex tends its mar·
ket into wider spheres, it tends l?
break down national barriers and
obliterate national distinctions."
[BLT, page 14) " LeniJi, in noting
this feature or the national qucs·
tion, tha~ is, the tcnd ency of capi·
talism to assimilate nations, some
sixty ycnn ago spoke of 'a wndcn·
cy which manifests itself more and
more powerfully with every passing
decade. and is one of the greate,."t
dri\'iog force.~ transforming capitalism into socialism.'" [BLT, page
45] A longer \'ersion of this same
Lenin quotc is used in PWOC's sum·
mary argume nt. (BLT, page 49 ]
It cannot be sLat~'<! too often :
that this is a view which was central .
to Lenin's understanding of the national question in his early years, ·
but which was replace<.! by more
significant insights ,.rter 191 5: fm.
periatism "means that national oppression has been extcnded and
heigbt~med on a new historical
foundation.'' [21 :408] " Imperialism means the progressively Dl<)unt.ing oppression of the nations of the
world by a handful of Great Powers." [21:,109] T he Party must

IV

Even within the framework o f
their chosen doctrine, the anti-dogmatists commit serious theoretical
blunders. For example, they write ,
"The Marxist attitude toward the
national movement and toward the
question of self determination is
not absolute and uncond ilional, so
Marxists also only support those
national movements which advance
the general interests or d emocracy
and the pro letariat." (BLT, page
11] U this were so, it would be dif-

Gordon, o Mi>Siuippi ""'"' freed himself
and fought to free hil ~MoP~ e. On hi• f irSI
eseape attempt he was caught by patroll-ers, flogged, and re turned to hi's mam r.
The next time he ran, he succes.sfully escaped to Union Army lines., where this
picture was taken, and became a sotdier.
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ficult to account for the unconditional support extended by Maneisis to Haile Selassie's Ethiopia
when Mussolini's army invaded in
1935 .
PWOC attributes to Lenin the
view that "the aim of [national]
independence was unobtainable
short of a general revolutionary
crisis." [BL T, page 12) Even in the
\\Titings on which PWOC relies so
heavily , Le(lin clearly reject<!<! this
·view. He repeatedly referred to the
secession of Norway from Sweden
-:- by referendum - as an example
of the practicality of self-detenni·
nation:
t he Norwegian parliament resolved that t.he Swedish king
was no longer king of Norway,
and in the referendum held
1'!-ter among the Norwegian
people, the overwlielming .
majority (about 200,000 as
against a few hundred) voted
for complete separalion from
Sweden. After a short period
of indecisioti, the Swedes resigned themselves to the fact
of secession.
This example shows us on
what grounds cases of the .se·
cession of nations are practicable, and actually oceur,
under modern economic and
political relationships, and the
form secession sometimes assumes w1der condit.ions of
political freedom and democracy.
No Social-Democrat will
deny - unless he would profess indifference to quest.ions
of political freedom and de- .
mocracy (in which case he is
naturally no longer a SocialDemocrat) - that this exam:
pie virtually proves that it is
the bounden duty of class-conscious workers to conduct systematic propaganda and prepare the ground for the settlement of conflicts that may
arise over the secession of nations, not in the 'Russian way',
but only in the way they were
setLied in Hi05 between Nor-

way and Sweden. This is ex.·
acuy what is weam. by the <femand in ibe progran1me for
. the recognition of the right of
nations to self-determination."
[20:427 Lenin 's emphasis ]
Though PWOC attempts to exonerate oppressor-nation workers
from their share of the responsibility for national oppression, placing
the entire blame on the bourgeoisie
of the oppressor nation [BLT, r>age
9), Lenin did not concur in t.b is
either; "No one people has oppressed the Poles more than the
Russian people, who served in the
hands of the tsars as the executioner of Polish freedom." [24:297] He
writes of ''we Great Russians, who
have been oppressing more nations
than any other people." [24 :208]
\\'hen 1\e wrpte that "$00-400 million out of 1,600 )million] are oppressors" )39:736], he was counting more than just. a handful of
imperialist bourgeoisie.
Finally, PWOC places great stress
on the struggle against Black "bourgeois nationalism." [BL'i', page 51}
ln uiscussing "the strategic task of
Communists within the Black Liberation movement" they state that
"much of the content of this work
must necessarily consist of ideological struggle against the narrow na-

tionaJism and reformism characteristic of the Black petty bourgeoi·
sie." [BLT, page 53) Our disagreements with PWOC's characterization of contemporary Black nationalism will be dealt with below;
here the contrast with l-enin's ap·
proach is inlportant: " Insofar as the
bourgeoisie of the oppressed nation
fights the oppressor, we arc always,
in every case, and more strongly
than anyone else, in (a1.10ur, fo r we
are the staunchest and t.be most
~-onsL-;tent enemie.s of oppression."
(20:411-412] "The bourgeois na·
tionali~m of any oppressed nation
has a general democratic c.ontent
that is airected. against oppression,
and it is this content that we unconditioiUilly support.'.' [20:41 2]
[Len in's emphasis]
These examples are not a complete catalog of: PWOC's collision
with Leninil.m on thcorct.ical
grounds, but they embrace the important points. There is a tOuch of
irony in the fact that the Lenin and
Stalin texts relied on by PWOC, and
PWOC's interpretation of them, are
similar U> t.hose offered by the
groups from whom PWOC is striving so bard to differentiate.
We have attemp~..ed to demon·
strate two essentials of Leninism on
the national question: that Lenin

Does PWOC consider this ''narrow nationatism'?
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had a program which he ad\'Sllced
during his entire political career
based on a single principle ~ the
right of nations to self-determination; and that Lenin's understanding of national oppression and the
importance of national liberation
deepened as his theory of imperialism developed.
Was Lenin dogmatic'? The answer
must be both yes and no. No, if the
questioner · means a rigid commitment to a political line that is
super-historical, that docs not now
from concrete historical experience
and change in accordance with the
requirements of a new historical
epoch. Yes, if the question refers to
thu rigid and unbending commitment t.o revolutionary principle:
It is therefore quite natural
Cor Social-Democracy, as the
party of the revolutionary proletariat, t.o be so concerned for
its programme, to take such
pains to establish weU in advance its ultimate aim, the
complete emancipation of the
working people, and jealously
to guard this aim against any
attempts to whittle it down.
For the same reasons SocialDemocracy is so dogmatically
strict and firmly doct.ri.naire in
keeping its ultimate goal clear
of all minor, Immediate economic and political aims. He
who goes all out, who f.ghts
for complete \1ctory, must
!llert himself to the danger of
having his hands tied by minor
gai ns, of being led astray and
made to forget that which is
still comparatively remote, but
without which aU minor gains
are hoUow vanities. Such concern for the programme and
the ever critical a~tude towards small and gradual im·
provements are incomprehensible and foreign to a party of
the bourgeoisie, however great
its Jove for freedom and the
people may be. [8:427]
nu.,. .was the commitment of Len·
in's life. Once he tmderstood the
modem era as the epoch of imperiJO

For white workers, racism is more than a

mist-aken idea.

alism, t he liberation of oppresSCd
peoples became for him a central
aspect of tbe emancipat.ion of the
wor:lting people.
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Besides the requisit-e Jist of
quotes from Lenin, Stalin, and the
Comintem, a nutshcU history of
Black people in the U.S. is obligatory in any self-respecting communist polemic on the national question. Again PWOC foUo\vs the tradition, cribbing as many errors as
truths from its ideological forebears. There is not room here to
rc(ote in de'tail the history and
analysis offered by PWOC; but ihe
main points of difference will be
shown. Readers who want t.o explore these matters in greater detail
should read two pamphlets available from Sojoume.r Truth Organization: Marx on American Slavery
by Ken Lawrence; and White Supremacy: a coUection.
For an organization that has

spent so much time concerned
about racism, it is surprising that
PWOC does not ever uiotempt to explain the origin of slavery or of
white supremacy. For some unexplained reason, Africans were enslaved while Europeans were not.
After that, "The ideas of whit~ supremacy and black inferiority developed gradually to give moral and
political sanction to the slave sys-

tern and the degradation of the
Black people." [RIVM, page 6) This
is an astonishingly bnrrcn place to
begin, considering that an understanding of the origin of white supremacy ought 1.0 shed important
light on the practicality of various
approaches to ending it. But PWOC
is not deterred. (Part of the difficulty with PWOC 's line is its overaU
imprecision, of which this is merely
an example. One that is more glaring is the use o! "racism" in a wide
variety of contexts without carefully differentiating it.s meaning. At
times. the term is intended t.o mea:l
simply the ideology ot white chauvinism [wh ite racial superiority) ; at
other times, it is used to mean
whiw supremacy (material privileges granted to those with white
skin and denied to people of color].
these are important distinctions, because the former can, on occasion,
be overcome through education,
debate, or exhortation, while the
latter can o nly be uprooted through
victory in a conscious struggle that
alters relations of power. 1'hougb
these arc necessarily intertwined,
and one can lead to the other, they
are not the same thing.)
PWOC defin.iwly learned a few
t.hings - a very few - between the
time its popular pamphlet appeared
and the publication later on of its
theoretical argument. In the former, although "Black People have
waged a stubborn and heroic struggle against their oppression from
lhe time the rust slave ship dock~-d
in the New World" [RWM , page
23), not a single Black struggle
ll!lainst slavery merited mention.
(Perhaps this is beca11se "separatist"
and " terrorist" paths are, to PWOC,
"politically self defeating." (RWM,
page 23])
'rhus, "the class conflicts that led
to the Civil War" did not include
the slaves, according to · PWOC's
first attempt. Instead, the plant~rs
were opposed by the Northern capitalists, free workers, and farmers.
(RWM, page 6) This scenario is
reiterated in the later tract, but
three sentences are added about

slave struggles : "The Black people
themselves had never been passive
observers of the struggle between
other forces over the questions of
slavery and freedom. Throughout
the period of slavery the Black people had resisted their oppression by
means of armed insurrect.ion. Ex·
slaves like Frederick Douglass had
played leading roles in the abolition
movement and the Black freedmen,
though not numerous and subject
to harsh political restrictions, bad
sought to organiz.e lO furth~r the
~-ause of Black freedom. " Mention
is made of freed slaves in the Union
Army. [BL7', page 20 ) But PWOC
claims these struggles were relative·
ly insigniricant, because "it is only
with the Civil War and Emancipa·
lion i.hal the Black People for the
first time gain the requisites [or
forming a mass movement." )BLT,
page 20)
As history this is a disaster. No·
where were Black people important
in PWOC's view. The planters,
whom Marx '~ewed as capitalists,
and slavery, which :\-tan: considered
" the pivot of bourgeois industry,"
are, for PWOC, enemies or capital,
and feudalism, respectively. In
:\lan;'s view, the U.S. Civil War
was a revolution from the stand·
point of the slaves and free work·
ers, a war for free soil and free
trade from the standpoint or farm·
ers and industrial capitalists, and a
war for territorial conquest on the
part or the planter-capitalists; in
PWOC's view, it was a class struggle
between planters and capiU.Iists.
So much scholarship has docu·
ment<.-d the central role of the
slaves in the fight against slavery
that it is hard t.o believe anyone on
the left would continue to spout
this version of history. Those who
have doubts on this score should
compare PWOC's account to the
writings of C. L. R. James, W. E. B.
DuBois, Herbert. Aptheker, Lerone
Bennett, John Anthony Scott,
George Rawick, and Peter W.ood, to
name only the best and most prom·
inent. Even liberal historians like
Kenneth Stampp and John Bias·

.

~

In liberated area5 of the South. Black people openly celebrated th.e Emancipation
Proclamation; in areas still controlled by Confeder-a·te fOrU$, Loyal Leagues were

organized to spread tM word from p4antation to plantation.

singame ar~ more useful than
l'WOC. (As we shall see later on,
however, PWOC's fnke histvry is an
imponant pillar of its strategy for
today.)
PWOC's description of Recon·
struction is us miserable as its treat·
ment of slavery. Generally speak·
ing, it follows James S. Allen's '~ew
in Recon,tructioll, Battle {or De·
mocracy: Reconstruction was a
suu.ggle for bourgeois democracy
which failed when the Nort.hem
bourgeoisie betrayed the freed men
in the Hayes·Tilden compromise.
which restored power t.o the plant·
ers and reduced the Hlack people to
serfdom ; as opposed to W. E. B.
UuBois' account in Black Reccn·
slnlction, that the Black govern·
ments in the South were revoln·
tionary dictaton;hips that failed
primarily because v.ilite workers
did not properly grasp tl>eir class
interest - instead of fight ing for
the success of Reconstruction, they
generally joined with the capitalists
in ~an alliance based on white su·
premacy, thus abandoning the best
opportunity offered by the <·poch
for their own emMcipalion. [Titis
dL<cussion is elaborated in Noel
lgnatin's Reconstructio11: A Study
G!litie, which will appear in the
nest issue of Urgent Tasks.) But
PWOC adds embellishments w AI·

len's theory tha~ are unique among
leftists.
In real history the Re<.'Onstruc·
tion governments were overthrown
by secret, well-financed , armcxl con·
spirators cotmnanded by former
Confederate gen erals, identical in
every respect. to the fascist co11ps
d'etat in our own century. No men·
tio n is made of this; in PWOC's
;~(.'COunt, the Ku Klus Klan doesn't
arrive until after white supremacy
has been rrn;torcd [BLT, p(lgc 22).
and the role of. the Klan as the
<ll"mcd forces or t he Democratic
Party gets no attention whatsoever.
Finally, PWOC leaves out ~-om·
plctely the fights agaiilst the impo·
sition of terror, perhaps be<.-ause
those struggles outline sharply the
leading and· revolut<onary role of
. Black people, whether the goals
were proletarian class power or na·
tiona! independence : In Mississippi
a Black miliLia ws.s organized by
Charles Caldwell, a state senator
and former slave, to suppress the
white insurrection. In the Sea
Island$, Blacks took up arms to
defend the land they had taken
over.
greates~ post-Civil War
sLrike In U.S. history was started l>y
Black and \vhite railroad workers in
Martinsville, West Virginia, in 1871.
After the terrorists had won in the
South, Black t<oadcrs like Benjamin
11
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"Pap" Singleton , Edwi n P. \lcCabe,
and Hen ry Adams It~! the largest
single migration in U ,S. history the 1-llack Exodus from th<> South
to Kans.1s and Oklaho ma in 18i9 revealing to th<> \vholc world the

mass d~mand fo r land and selfgovemmem, lnst<'<Rl, PWOC's vcr·
sion folio ws the standard bourgeois
account.: d1c era was chara-ct.cri'l..t!d
hy "b'l'O;s comtpt-io n an d pro fiu.>er-

ing ." IBLT, page 21)
It is typical t hroughout the
PWOC a rgument that fll~c k !X'<Jplc ·
are never considered wo rkers until
the p resent period ·- insll''a d . they

are viewed as an ''ally~ ' or the (i mplicitly white) wo rking ch1..-s. [BLT, .
page 5) lJnu"r s lavery, the class '
characu-.r o r th<> Black popula tion .
is never discussE-d . AfLe r e mancipat ion but prior w the Great Migration to the :-lorth .- the period in
wh ich PWOC <~onfers nationhood
.
I
on th em - Black people are serls,
jX'OllS, or pea..<ants. [BLT, page; 21, .
22, and 27 1 The very people who , ·
in our view, are the most thorough ly proletarian group in U.S. sodety , .

for PWOC are latecomers to the
'"orking class . For a hist.orical rc .
butt.al t.o this view, refer t o t-he
pamphlets mentioned at the beginning of this section; for a po litical .
reply, see Noel !gnat in's Whit!!
B lindspot.

PWOC's h istory te<mls with addit-ional misrepresentat ions, but a
couple of addiiional examp les will
have lo suffice: D"Seribing th e en~
of Marcus Garvey',; mass follo"i ng,
PIVOC wfcrs to "the absr.nce of a
stro ng n at ional movement d uring
this per iod ." [BLT, page 23) Whi le
th e Communist Party was agit.at.ing
for a :-lcgro Soviet Republic, PWOC
says its struggle ;;was not centered
on the demand for independence
but for self determination ." [R~T,
page 23 1 This quote re veals the
muddleheadedness that is cha.r-a cle ristic of the PWOC docume nt. Selfdetennination is properly defined
as indcp<md ence, secel'!SiOn (ht!nc:c

the right of .elf-d etermination is
the right to se.:-ede), b ut PWOC cannot get- this straight-. In o ne case it
re[crs to ~e/f- defemliiUJtiOII as ;;the

Returning sold iers discharged at Little Rock, Arkansas.
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right of an oppressed nation to sececle and form its 0\\-11 slate."
[BLT, page 101 On anot-her occasion, the right o f self-datarmuu~.tion
is ,'repudiating the i.mP<~rialist. an-

nexations and frontiers." [BLT,
[>3ge 12] These i.wo examples
would be com~ct if their terms were
c xchan gt~i, but PWOC ob\~ously
doesn't grasp the d ist-inct.ion. One
wonders whether t hey have read
cv"n those text.; by Le nin and St.alin o n which they rely so heavily.
VI

Another fea~u.re common to po ·
temics o n t-he national question
based on Stalin ~s crit.eria is a demo·
graphic argu ment accompanied by a
sht.af of maps and charts; PWOC's is
no exception . The p urpose of the
demographic discussion and t.he
attendant attaclil"cnts is always to
establish whether or not the Black
population meets Stalin 's requireme nts of nationhoo<l . I'WOC argues
that it. docs not. In addition, however, PWOC has ventured forth
\\ith what purports to be a d ass
analysis of the Black populatio n ,
so that il can attempt to locate its
enem ies and its rricnds among
Black people. Once again there is
not t.pace here (ur a ntinut.e dissec·
tion of PWOC 's presentat ion , so
again a [cw samples will have to
su ffice for this re\iew.
Along wit.h others who have
made similar arguments, PWOC
seems to believe tha~ unless ;;a contiguous territory with a Black majority could be constructed o n the
basis o f thew (Bla ck majority]
cou nties" IBLT, page 39]. a nat-ion
does not exis t. In actual fact, the
m ack-Belt nalion of the t wenties,
thirties, and forties, ·which I'WOC
does accept as valid , neuer <.-onsisted
of a contiguous te rritory with a
Black majority.
PWOC attempts t o show, by focusing o n population percentages,
that the decline in the Black population since t-he fifties has resulted
in the d issolu tion of the Black
(continued on page 49)

White women and
revolutionary strategy
STO answers Prairie Fire:
male supremacy is not
equivalent to white supremacy
By Carole Travis
In the lint issue of its journal,
Bretlkthrough, Prairie Fire Organi~ing Committ.ec published an article entitled "Women's Oppression
and Liberation" which purports to
conLain an analysis of women's
oppression and a st.rate;nr for revolution flowing from that· analysis.
We disagree with both tl1elr analysis
and their strategy.
First, the authors of the article
misunderstand the historical background and dynamic of both the
woman question and the national
question, confuse the relationship
between the two, and incorrecUy
conclude that the two que.--tions are
of equal or similar importance to
revolutionary strategy in the U.S.
Their second problem is their
strategy itself: namely, that women
are the sector of the oppressor na.
tion who will play the leading role
in supporting the national move·
menls of the oppressed nations.
We have other areas of d isagreement but will merely list them for
the record at this time: the role ·o f
ihc family in society, the significance of the threat posed by lesbianism and homosexuality to capitalism, and the role of trade unions
in a revolutionary strat~.
Before getting to the substantial
questions, I want to indicate several
problems I had because of PFOC's
imprecise and muddied thinking_
One problem wiUl the article is its
ambiguity on Its cenual point: are
women the actual or potentilllleading force in t.h e oppress-or nation?
The general import of the paper is
that there is concrete reaso n to be-

lieve that women have been or are
the leading force, yet most of the
statements of the position concede
that it is a theoretical estimate. Sn
on the one hand we find:
The crisis or U.S. imperialism
brought about by the victories
of the national liberation
struggles and socialism around
the world has heightened the
contradictions for women
within the oppressor natio n.
opening new potential for the
development or revolutionary
f..'Onsciousness and movement
among white women. (my emphasis, page 39, Bretlkthrough,
number One)
As tho crisis of imperialism
deepens, the realities of a male
supremacist class society force
changes in tho lives of white
working class. women and
o pen up e11ormous pou ibilities for revolutionary movement among women of the o ppressor nation. (my emphasis,
page 39)

Seeing white working class
women as the potentially leod·
ing force among white women
and the while working class,
we mu.st commit out>.-elve·s to
work and struggle among
w~.•..e working class women
around anti-imperialist politics. (my emphasis, page 45 )
On the other hand, the general
impo rt of the historical sections is

that wo.men have always been a
leading force:
These d ifferent forms of male
supremacist exploitation and
oppression laid the basis for
white women's leading roles in
the social movements of the
19th century tor abolition.
women's rights and labor reform. (page 31)
Different arguments are required
to su bstantiate a theory from those
required to establish a fact. l'~'OC
is not clear on which it is doing in
this article. In !act, on very close
reading it appears that PFOC sim ply states its · theory and then presents a lot of history that does not
substantiat.e it 1111d a little inaccurate history tllat appears to substantiat.e it but docsn 't. :\fore on
tllis later:
Another problem is tllat the article is loaded with confusion, imprecision. and $Ieight of hand, all of
which render the ideas more obscure. For example, the last q uo.t e
cited above says that exploitation
in t he 19th century U.S. was male
supremacist. 1'he Marxist term exploitation rcfcrs to the amount of
the surplus value extracted from
Ute worker over the wages paid to
him or her; it expresses a class relationship. lf PFOC wants to say
something different about exploitation generally or specifically in regard to the 19lh century U.S., they
must spell out their arguments and
ideas. Otherwise, it looks like they
are trying to remove the class content from tile traditional Marxist
conc,eption or class and class struggle and, by sleight of hand, weight
their argument o n the significance
of women's oppression for unsophisticated readers.
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Tha t quote is an e xample of the
liberal and varied use o f the lt>rms
" Je:uling force," "leading role:· etc.
- another attem pt to we ight their
HleadinU force~' argument in ways
whkh will not stand up on close
examinat ion. T hat women 1~-d the
early 19th century fight against
th eir lcgul status as chattels and
wC:rc part of later struggles do es no t
mean that they are willing to sid e
with Blac k struggles today, much
I= lead in that ccntTal strategic
role .
!llo rcovcr, the article shifts back
and forth betwt-cn artribulir~i rhe
leading role to women of Lhc oppressed und the oppressor nation.
(For a wh ite organ ization to view
the history of national liberation
movem<·nts from a perspective o f
sexual divisions is certain to be
viewed with hostility b y t.hose
move ments. 'f1>is should not be a
deterrent to doing so if th ere is
truth in the view. We think there
is not. Wo men and men h ave par·
t.icipated in and led various national
struggles. ) But assum ing that worn ·
en are thefa (?) leading force in
their own national struggles. that
h as not hing to do with wo men in
the o ppressor n al.iun. In fact, wOrn·
en in the oppressor n:llion have not
played the leading role in support
o f natio na l liberatio n/ against white
sup re macy.
Finally, there is no serious grap·
p iing -..;th the privileges of white
women, a lthough t he a uthors repeated ly recognize the ir existe nce :

.

·

National liberation struggles bring communities together. Above: Mexican youth
demon strating in Ch icitgo.

often given jo bs witn some
prestige or security. (pa.,<>e 37)

·

.

At the same time unemplo y·
m ent increases, m aking it ·
harder to get jobs and wh ite '
women repi:JCO Black. J,atino, ·
Nati\'e American and Asian
wo men. (page 37)
Wh ite wome n ben efi t fro m
whi te supremacy in many
wa ys. For example, although
Third World and white wom en .
are situated in t he same job
areas the w hite women an,
w on. o ften pro moted to su·
pervisory positions and more
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The gro wth o f t.be state appa·
ratus has been occom panied
by the p roliferation o f soft
core po lice jou s, la'llclY filled
by white women. We lfare
work, all types o f social work,
counselling and tea;:hing an:
all jo bs set up to co ntrol
Third World people a nd worn·
en . 'fhcy effectively p it wh ite
women ag-~inst o ppressed n a·
tion wo men and peoples by
tying t he ir privilege to the per·
petuatio n o f n ational and
women's oppression. (page 38)

Yet PFOC never sa.v s that these
facLs pose a chaircngc t~ their
theory that has to be an swered by
anything other than a series of ex·
h ortations that all resemble the one
quutL'<I belo w:
Only b y developing, an anti·
imperialist , Marx ist..Len inist

line on women's oppression
and liberation and Communist.
wo men 's leadership around
th at line can women build a
solidly anti·whitc supremacist
movement. for wo men's Iibera·
lion . (page 42)

I . The Relationship of
White and Male Supremacy
In Lenin 's analysis of imperial·
ism, national oppression is the
cen tral feature of this stage of capi·
t.alism . The exwnsion o f territorial
possession and eco nomic domina·
tion o ver primarily dark·sk inncd nations is the main activity of imperi·
al powe rs. Th is national oppression
finds ideological justific at-ion in the
ideolo gy o r racism and thewforc
white supremacy develops a s a philosophy that dominates Lhc im·
pcrialist world social structure.
The oppression o f wome n. on
the o th er h and , although import.ant
to capiblism as one source of cheap
labor , is not o f ccn!Tal importance

Slavery, feudalism and capital·
ism are identical in this rc·
spect. It is only the form of
exploitation that changes; the
ex ploitat ion itself remai11s the
same. (Collected ll'orlls, 36:
230) [Lenin 's emphasis)

White ractrt solidari ty ahu ove rcomes 5exual divisions.

to imperialism the way natio-nal opdoes for oppressed peoples. IL
pression is. In fact capitalism lends d<>e<>-n't; the crisis of impe rialism
to [ree women; certainly women in affects both men and women. In
the U.S. tod ay, particularly white fact to some degree the relat.iue
women , are among the freest in the misery of white women is lessening.
history of class society. This is not
PFOC correctly observes Lhnt white
to say that women will be liberat.cd
women are taking tlte jobs of Third
withour a revolution - the contrary World women; t-h ey are also taking
is true. But women's oppression is high-paying jobs from Third 1\'orld
not the sam e ord er o f "pil lar of men in heavy indust-ry .
imperialism" that 11ational oppresThe third argument is that wo msion is.
.
en under im()('rialism now experPFOC on the other hand argues ience th e double shirt, as if that
that women are becoming increas- increa._<ed women's oppression.
ingly more oppressed under im perialism in a way that single_~ them out
Imperialism shapes t he characfor more advanced anti-imperialist
ter of women 's labor in the
consciousness than white working
home. The m ost impOrtant.
class men. They sdvance three arguchange in the nature of womml!nts. On e has no place here , for
en's oppression brought about
rea.oons already stated - the list of
by imperialism is the developvariou s predo minant-ly women's
ment of the double shift.
struggles primarily involving Th ird
(page 32)
Wo rld people, such as the Farah
and Oneita strikes, anti-srerili2.ation
Although a woman's oppression is
wo rk, etc_
changed by her entrance into the
A second argument is that thl! labor force, it is not increased.
crisis in imperialism created such an
Working class women have always
incrcaS(ld burden on women that . worked all t he t-in1e , whe ther at.
they will understand the o ppression
housework and child rearing or in
<?f Third World peoples. Gr.mting home industry. Much or women's
the uncertain assumption that there
work in the home before her entry
is a relationship between increased into the labor force was the produccmiseralion and growth o f political tion of things which are now
consciousness, PFOC's argument b ough t as com modities at t he maronly holds u p i( imperia lism's ket , like bread, clothes, etc. As
thrust is to intensify the relative
Lenin said in " Capitalism and Femisery of white women the way it
male Labor, ..

The cl~cal vi~w e xpressed most
extensively b y Engels. but also by
Marx, Le nin, and othe rs, is t hat
women 's e ntran<:c into the labor
force gives her a significant amount
of economic independence and
direcL proletarian experience, both
ncccssar).,... for any social group· to
develop the capuciLy t o struggle
fo r liberation.
Furthennorc~ uwonten" is not a
primnry identity group like nations
- Blacks, Puerto Ricans, etc. Women arc dispersed throughout classes
· a nd nations and interact "ith the
men in a significant fash io n. We do
not expect that to change. Sexual
d ivisions do not determine the
course or class srmggle and class
struct<~re in this country, as national d ivisions do.
There is another way it is harm·
ful to equate the questions o f wl}jte
and male supremacy. Male supremacy functions· around the world in
various capitalist centers in more or
less the same way. On the other
hand, whi te su pre macy does not
operate as the centr~l internal d ivi·
sion in any ot[ler advanced capitalist country (except p<•rhaps South
Africa) as it _does in the U.S. Be. cause of its special s trategic signifi·
cancc intem auy b1 the U.S. and because of its es..<ential re lationship to
im perialism, it is therefore proper
to use the terms white supremacist
and white chauvinist to define U.S.
imperialism, U.S. capitalism, U.S.
t'C(>nomism, U.S. reformism , in a
way · U1at it is not appropriate to
usc male supremacist and male
c.b auvinist. The error is not unimportant. It reflects a bad po:.ition
or muddy think ing which can easily
lead to errors of white opportunism.
The difference in the significance
. or the issues can also be seen by
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eumining thr social movements
th.,t hnvc actually arisen out of
them. White "hau ,·inism draws bat·
tie lines in the women·~ movement
today. often leading it to take
.tamls that are essentially reaction.
ary. PFOC claim• (on page 34) that.
m:dc privileges "im pede the development oi unified nat-ional liberation strug~lt·s.'' We know of no
situution where male supremac y has
played a c.livish•c rolt• comparable
to that of white supremacy and
chauvinism.
In sum, white and male supremacy are neither similar nor equally
important to a strategy to fell U.S.
capitalism .

n. PFOC'S Strategy:
Oppressor Nation Women
as the Leading Force
Below is a quote that puts forth
the m run clements of PFOC 's posi·
tion. Much of my argument in this
section "~ll be a line-by-line o)xami·
nat.ion of this quow. ~'irst. here it is
in its entirer;y:
Within the oppressor nation
white working class women
beneilt least from the pri•i·
leges of white supremacy . This
situation of white working
class women uncJer imperial·
ism gives them the potential
to lead in the faght against
white supremacy and male ;uprcma(;y. The com mon aspects
of all women 's oppre,"Sion under imperialism a s re producers
of the labor force, as part icipant.• in th<' rc&'rve anny of
labor and as vict ims or male
supremacist institutions and
ideology provides a special
basis for th e development of
solidarity between women of
oppressor and oppressed nations. Based on a firm (."Om mit·
ment to uphold sclf-detennination for oppre~ nations,
white working class women
can lead in the development. of
international solidarit~· and
revolutionary movement with·
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in the oppressor nation work·
i.ng class. (page 29)
Sentence One
The first element of their argument is that white wom<>n benefit
the least irom pri•ileges of white
supremacy. The only way to inter·
pret this is in a strictly economic
sense, since white women have acct~ss

to all the various non-economic

privileges. I want w take a minute
to explore what thosl' are in a city
like Chica~:o. In Chicago, neighborhoods are largely segregated (al·
though not entirely) . The west side
of Chicago, approJtimately 20
square miles. is Black. There is also
a similarly substantial south side
ghetto. a l'ucrto Rican ~:hctto a nd

a Mexkan ghetto . The streets in
these areas are covered with garbage, reOecti.ng the general Jack or
city servict.'$. The school windows
are boarded from vandalism; the
buildings arc for the most. part 10
years or more old. They are over·
crowded, rat· and roach-infested,
ami cold io the winter. Th e grocery
stores in th~sc neighborhoods have
older, lower-quality produce, and
the worst m~at around. The unemployment rate in these areas of th e
city is 40 percent at ~imes. Young
men hang around on the comers
with noth.ing to do. Drugs, crime,
and disease arc everywhere. To be
able to live in a cleaner, saier area,
where your children might actually
learn something in school or even
have a pll·;~sanltime, where )'OU can

buy decent food to the extent that
you can a.f ford, to oo welcome in
the mains~.ream of society, all because of the color of your skin,
these arc no small privileges.
So when PFOC says "benefit ing
least" they must mean that the job,
wage, and credit discri minalion and
the like which women suffer means
white women have less economic
resourct'S than white men. To some ·
extent this is true, but many women are not the sole source of their
income; many white women are
married to white men or receive ali-

mony from them or money from
their pare• • s (father) and thereby
do benefit from the greater mone-

nation communists, to put their
organizing effort• int.o while women because they think they willl>ecome a leading force, not because
they are one. But a similar potential exists for white working class
men; at least there is no argument
against them to be found or alluded
to in this Breakthrough article.
Isn't, then, P~'OC's position on
women at the same time - and
more importantly - a position
ogaiml the leading rote of the working class itself - a thoroughly non;\lantist position? And all the more
dangerous insofar as the authors
dismiss the working class leading
role without so much as an argu·

cnce. The aims and composition of
inueh of the women"s movement
reflect this. It is ovenvhelmingly
white and mainly interested in
women's issues, narrowly defined.
The second possible interprela·
t ion of this is that Lhe oppression
experienced by white women wi ll
make them better understand, identify witl1, and fight against any or
all fom1s of oppression, and specifically national oppression. But. the
reader would search in vain for any
logical argumentaliclll for this a.<sertion anywhere in the paper. The
closest thing there is t.o support for
it is the history section's mention
of three times in U.S. history that.

Oppressed nation women have more in common
with oppressed nation men than with white women
tary ptivU~>ge of some white man.
Does this mean that only single
economically independent women
are likely to be t.h e leading force?
It i> true that when a woman is
dependent on another for her support, she is not as free to spend her
money as her own and that that is
oppressive, but that is strictly a
function of male supremacy, independent of the crisis of imperialism
and not a link to fighting white
supre macy . To expect white women lo organize to le88en the privileges for white people generally because of the oppression they suffer
is an expectation based neither on
the logic of the facts put forward
nor on reality . What is logical (and
what i ' acrually happening) is a
large

omen's

movement.,

over·

whelm. gly white, with much of its
work impilcilly aimed at getting
more of the prn•ileges imperialism
has to offer for women without any
significant consciousness about oppressed peoples.
Sentence ·rwo
The most signiCictmt word here
is "potential." We have said something about this already. PFOC
wants white communists, oppressor

women have struggled vauantly.
But the key and dccisi,•e question
is: how have women iu these struggles come down on the issue of
equality for peoples of color and that is another not·so-valiant
story.
Let us examine a little of the
history put forward by PFOC. It
is true that in U1e 1820's a11d '30's
white women played a significant
role in organizing some of the e.arly
trade union struggles of the U.S.;
' those women took no position on
the question of slavery. PFOC very
accurately rccounLS the unhappy
tale of U1e white women who, at
first., were very important in the
abolition movement but later left
the movement with bi:ter racist
attacks during the battles to pa.;s
the 14th and 15th amendm('nts.
PFOC makes the following completely true and incisive statement
about this movem ent and the
suffrage movement:
nation women have more in com mon with oppressed nation men
After this def~at for intemu·
than wilh white women . White
tiona! solidarity, whi t~ womwomen identify primarily as white
en, led in particular by thr
and lo t he extent they identify as
Nat.ional Woman 's Suffrage
women, it does not include Bla<:k,
Association, wnged a camp;tign
Lat.i n, Native American, etc. womfor women's rights 011 th('
en as part of their ftamc of refer-

menL on the point?!"?! (see the f"ust
issue of Urgent Task$ for a more
. extensive critique or PFOC 's position on clas<.)
Sentence Three
PFOC's writers do offer an argu·
men! for the natural basis of solidarity between white and Third
World women . First , they say that
because women from the oppressor
and oppressed nations both cxpe·
rience women's oppression, they
have a basis for uniting. Fro m a
logical standpoint, that would be
unit in g against male supremacy, a
''sisterhood is powerfu l" approach .
If p~·oc believes that this is so
natural, it is encumbent on them to
explain the mistaken paths that
have aborted this alliance, for it
certainly does not now exist principally because the male supremaey and male chauvinism are
not similarly experienc~>d by white
and Third World women. Oppressed

grounds thut whit~ women
needed the vote in order to
keep opprl'ssed peoples and
immigrant working class pco·
pic out of power. (page 40)
In fact, the section on history of ·
women's struggles in the U.S. be· .
gins with the foUowing para.g raph:
In the history of the U.S.,
there has been strong, militant
women's movement and lead·
CTsbip within tJ1e Oppressor
nation.
Oppressed
nation
women have led struggles for
women's rights and freedom
in the co urse of their leading . white women have consistently, as
a group, taken a bad position on
participation in national liber!Jle most important political quesation struggles. When opprestion in the U.S. When have they
sor nation women have joined
taken a good f}OSition't PFOC's
Lo support the struggles of oppressed nation wo me11 and · answers: in the 1960's and '70's.
Let us exantine this history too.
peoples there has been unity.
They begin with the foUowing
But ( !!!!!)[our emphasis]
section:
white women have often opted for the privileges of wh ite
In the 1960's the movement
supremacy and abandoned tJ1e
of women in the oppressor
struggle
for
international
nation once again became a
women's solidarity by belr3y- ·
leading social movement. This
ing the pOl\Sibilitics for a wliwomen's movement had two
fied struggle by wome n of
social origins. The ftrst was the
different nationalities.
revival of the equal rights
movement. . . . The Civil
So much meaning in a little word.
Wha~ is " But" doing t here? By .
Rights Movement and the anti·
war movement in the U.S. opPFOC's own recoun ting of history,
pressor nation " ·hich de-·el·
oped into suppon for the
national libt>rat.ion struggle of
the Vietnamese people stimulated and encouraged the second main jlOiitical tendency of
t.he new women's movement.
Both of these sources b uilt the
women's movement as a force
against imperialism. (page 41)

Shoemakers' strike, Lynn,

Manachusens.

Trade union movement gene-rally ignored
tht slowery question tight up to outbreak

of Civil WaJ.
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Two points abou t this: first, it is
not a clarifyiug technique to use
!Jle t.erm " leading social mo\·ement," for the general reasons argued at the beginning of this article.
Second , the women's movement
was not anti-imperialist and has
never been anti-imperialist. In Chicago, for example, exactly the op-

posite is true. 'l'he women who
formed the Chicago Women's Liberation Union (CWLU) abandoned
solidarity with Third World struggles explicitly. Ch icago was a major
center or the birth of that movement , and there women from SDS,
the civil ri,ah ts movement, and the
:mti-wnr movement broke orr, say·
mg that. they had to fight male supremacy. A few women did so staling that !Jley wecc not abandoning
their "general" work , but they were
no t able to co ntinue doing it. in
mixed groups because of ma.le c hauvinism . Most, however, 5!-ated that
they were going to work solely on
i>"Su es affecting their own oppression.

A series of test. bat.tlcs was
rapidly fought. E.g., early in 1969,
Fred Hampton was busted for taking over an ice cream truck and distributing aU the ice cream to t.he
children of a wes~ side Chicago
ghetto neighborhood. While he was
in jail, massive doses of X-rays were
being administered to h is head in
an effort to physicaUy damage him .
When the CWLU was asked to support the l,'ro.-ing protest to protect

Ha rriet Tubma n

Fred, they voted a resounding
"No," saying that it was not a
wome~t's issue. The most collSCious
anti-imperialist women who had
worked to form the union soon
gave up. (Of course, many women
left or never joined CWLU (rightly
or wrongly) because they did not
want to limit their work., but PFOC
e<mnot claim they were in the worn·
en 's movem ent simply because they
wore in the movement and were
women.) In fact, they were COn·
sciou.ly not in the women's move·
ment PFOC herakls and, by the
way , were often attacked by that
movement. as "ntale-d.ominated' '
women.
_
Nor was it white women who led
the anti-war movement nor the
civi l rights movement, which was
led by Blacks and included both
white women and white men. The
women's movement did grow out
of these other movements and the
student movement too; it did not
lead them; it followed them and
then largely abandoned the prin·
ciples that PFOC correct.ly holds
as most important - clarity o n the
n ecessity to fight white supremacy.
Sentence Four
This sentiment is found through
the paper at places where difficult
questions arise. It is of course true,
but so what? For people with our
politics, it is a given, a premise, not
an exhortation. Very different or·
ganizing approaches flow from it
even within thts paper: from trade
union work among clerical women
to a white cross-clas.~ movC)ment to
a multi·national women's movement.
The central strategic question
confronting the white U.S . left is
how to build such consciousness
in the oppressor nation . PFOC 's
position on women is supposed to
be an answer to that question. Yet
the way they argue is circular:
women will lead in lhc oppressor
nation ag-.1inst white supremacy by
. taking a firm position against white
supremacy and for the righ t of self·
determination. We arc not any fur·
ther than where we started.

A Final Note
This is not the first time we have
seen a scd.or of the white popuJa.
tion put forward as having special
characteristics that would lead it to
side with oppressed peoples against
imperialism. Within not.-too·di,tanl
memory it was youth who were
foreseen in Lhal role. 'foday it is
women. An argumen t can actually
be made that whit.e men are more
likely to take up revolutionary
principles and struggles because
their job situations int.egrate tl>em

with Third World workers in heavy
industry in a way which is not true
for women either at work or in
their communities .
Both men and women of t he oppressor nation working class have
qualities, insights, and positions of
;10wer necessary to t he develop·
ment and achie••ement of a general
revolutionary struggle in the U.S.
This searching for some "leading
force" will end in failnrc. There can
be no substitute for proletarian
~lass interests in motivating white
·,,·orkers toward internationalism.

Rapists Beware the W·A·S·P·
Women Armed for Self Protection

Who are these white women aiming to kill? Thit iUu:ttation i5 from the .front page of

Iconoclast. a newspaper published in Dallas, Taxes. This iuue of the liberal weekly
hailed W.A.S.P.'s arrival and published its October 30. 1974 decla ration to the City of
Dalta,s in fuU ; it noted that self defense traning for wome,n is available at t~e local
YWCA. and that the cops and the District Attorney are helping out. Is this !he road 1.0
revolution?
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ldi Amin, the Notion of "Civilization"
and United States Interest in Africa
By Kassahun Cbecole
This article is the text of a speech
delivered to the Solidarity Night
organized by the African Students
Association at the State University
of New Yor/1 at Binghamton,
March 18, 1977.
I propose to t.alk t.onight, very
briefly , on three crucial developments in Africa and of one vital
issue. The th ree d evelopments are:
(1 ) the mini.<fict.ator of Uganda,
ldi Amin; (2) th e popular uprising
in Zaire; and (3 ) the volatile situation in Northeast Africa. The one
very vital issue, however, is the continuous and consistent U.S. interest
in Af rica. For one reason or anoth·
er, all these arc in ter-linked and can
easily be grouped under the broad
umbrella of AfriC'd's struggle against
imperialism.

he fed . We need t o make two points
perfect.ly clear.
One, Idi A min is no less a barbar·
ian or inhuman than his counterparts in other imperialist-dominated
co untries: the Shah of IIan , t.he
fasci~t·type dictator in Ethiopi",
t he Nazi regime in Chile, and the
arch-barbarian in South Korea, to
mention a few. All o r these fellow
travellers, however, are under the
good graces of U.S. imperialism and
it.s allies. '!'hen the question t o ask
is: \Vhat is exceptional ly sick or
barbarian o f ldi Am in Dada'? Why,
indeed, does he alone, have to face
all the vilification, and why is he
considered unworthJ of the graces

s! ..

The "Civilized World"
and Idi Amin
There is quite a humorous rrony
in the love-hate relationship be·
tween Id i Amin and the " Western
World," in that the man who is now
being strongly denoWlced as " inhuman.n ubarbaric, n "lunat..ic," and a
score of other generalized adject ives, is t he same 200·pound-plus
ldi Amin who in 1970 the "civilized Western World" installed in
power so that he might save that
t.iny republic from the grips or
communG,ID.
The crux of the matter then is a
very simple one indeed. Idi Amin is
an u ngrateful servant of the imperi·
alists. Not only did he not accomplish his assigned task, that of mak.
ing Uganda a safe banana repu blic
(or in this case, a coffee republic),
but he also, as an African p ro verb
tells it, b roke the pot from which
20

of W&-tem civilization'?
Second, we will not be defending
!\min when we st.ate that by definition the adjective barbarian does
not fit ldi A min. According to Webster, barbarian is defined as someone who is " uncivilized. " .4-nd t hen
if we look up the definition of t he
word civiliz,e d, we find that it is a
word thai relates "to p eoples or
nations in a state of civilization ."
"fhe core word "civilization'' is then
defined variously as a state o f highleve l utilization of culture and t,(Jchnology an d "a situa tion or urban
comfort. "
Idi Amin d efinitely exists within
t.heS<l definitions of civilizat ion . Bu t
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it makes him no less inhurnan and
oppressive. In actuality there is a
contradiction here. ThP adjective
b.arbaria:1 or ''und\'ilizt.- c:l" a.(i us.t~
by tlle Westem media and by gov·
ernmenl lcadtrs in the capit.alist
metropolcs could not fully caplur"
the severity of Amin's oppre~ivc
rule. This is nol only a bt!manlic
problem, but also a historical one.
Hut addressing ourselves to the
semantic problem fir:st.. it. is clear
that Webster's definition of the
noun ' 'civilized., is totally erroneous in our view. primarily he<:ause
of its Euro-ccntric, and apologcti·
cally ruling-class, connotation. lf
we are to follow Webster's defini·
lion, tl1e only civilized people in
the world woul<.l Le Uw:se dasses of
people who have at-tained (and it
dotos not mallei' how) a h igh-level
cultu ral tmd techn ological develop·
men t . And as if this is not enough ,
Wt!bsler gracio usly ,, xtcntls t he dcfi·
nition to include those who live In

pt'Ople, a reign of terror on the La·
tin American people. blood-thirsty
Christian racists on our peoples in
Southern Africa. not to mention
the most animalistic lackeys in the
resl of Africa: the Mobutus. the
Emperor Bokassas, the Ha..<sans,
etc.. we ne-ed not only <.-orrectly
redefine tht• noun "ci~itization,"
but we need also throw hack the
adjectives - barbarian, inhuman,
unch•ilized, etc. - to their proper
places: into the face of \\'estern
Imperialism. the makers of ldi
Amin Dada and his likes.

·'urban cCJ mfCJrt. ·•

Th is is a countl'r-revolutionary
and ahistorical definition of tht•
noun "civilization." It indicates
that when we settle terms with the
Webster typ<! of scholal'$hip, which
is not only Euro-centric. bu t id~'O·
logically biased for lhc ruling class
and their lackeys, \•:e wiU be strug·
gling to wipe out a whole history of
cultural domination t11at imperial·
ism has imposed on our lives.
But, as we said above, the problem is not one of semantics alone.
It is also a historical one. When you
~.--onsid.:r ihe fact that the so-<:alled
"civilized West.em World" has total·
ly ransackt><l our history, our cui·
ture, and ultimately uur lives, begin ning with the 16th t--entury;
when we consider the fact that the
"civilized world" has impose<.! on u s
m ore t11an 600 years of colonial
dominatio n; when we consider the
fact ! hat th is same •·civitized
world " h as imposed u1><m us the
most \<llc, barbarically opprt~:;s i vc
ruling c lasses of it~ k ind; indeed,
when w e consider the fact thalthis
''civilized world " wrought an Age
o f Slaugh ter o n the Indochinese

::-low. we ;lfc still saddled with
the question of ldi A min Dada, that
ungratifi<Xl imperialist and Zionist
lackey. There is no doubt that he
is an inhuman and oppressive, albeit
lx>nevolent, dictator of a sort . A min
has established a ' "irtual reign of
terror on the Ugandan people. In
the meantime, despite the dcnun·
ciations and vitifications of the
\\'estern media and rhe cap:t.alist
rutin~ classcs, primarily because he
t.hreaten.s U1eir interests, Idi Amin is
not a real enemy o f the imperialists .
He is in fat~l a potential ally and
good investment., if he cou ld on ly
sl.raighten out his unruly beha\1or .
The tlrit ish and American s have
still millions o f their investments in
Uganda. The Brit ish in pa rticu lar
have a IJt)Oming trad e with Lhc
l}~untla n d ictator. esp,'Cially in arm·
ing and !.ra ining his secret. service
unll his air force.
What then is the proble m? Why

are they all making su much not.e

about ldi Amin's nJIP in llsnncln?
Have lhey suddenly been comwt~'tl
to humane til inking? This would lJc,
strange indeed. It is hardly m the
nature of capitalism and impcrinl·
ism to think in hum:.n term;;. Capt·
tali.sm*s number on,. law in MM·ial

relations is the producuon and eX·
change of commodities for profit.
Human beings, in the form of rral
or potential sources of labor power,
are also mere commodities in tht•
capitalist. market. This is the mean·
ing of Western civilization! The real
mean ing of imperialism's rcfint:<l
cultural and technological devc loJ)·
ment ' Only an apologetic, Otlv"r·
tun ist.ic, and Euro-centric scholar
wo uld fall for such a barbarian
world-vie\\' o f civilization .
Incidentally, ldi A min is also
support ed by the Soviet t:uiou, it·
sel f a product o f Western c ivilir.n·
t io n , and also by pseudo-revolutionaries and reactiotlary nationalists in
Africa. We will deal more spccifical ·
ly with t hese later, but we now
again address ourselves to the question raised above: why so much
noise about. Amin? \\l1at is so dis·
tinguishahle about Amin 's oppt·essive rule from that of the Shah of
Iran, Emperor Bokassa, th~ arch·
lackey Mobutu Sew Scko. the die·
tator Pak in Korea, an<.! th(' Nazi
Pinochet in Chile? There are, in·
deed, distingu ishable traits between
the barbarity of Amin and tht· rt•st
of the notorious bunch - mind
you~

not. in

th(~ir

nature or t,:harnc·

tcr or their relations with thl'ir
'·subjects,'' but in their rel:ttions.l>ip
to in1perialism, tionism. and rcac·
tion.
ldi Amin Dada is a rent-gade of a
sort. He failed lo bow to the will or
the imperialists and Zionists. But
no mind this, Idi Amin Dada Si'l'\'eS
an o pport une need for impe rialist
ideo logy . He is th at e le ml'llt· that
they are able to use as a smoke·
scrt,cn against. the rising revolu tiOn·
ary tide in Africa . parhcu lnrly
Sou t.hem Africa but not ~:xclusi vl!·
ly . For today, the wholt: ru ling class
of Africa, from South to the 1\orlh,
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from East to the West, arc in deep
turmoil. Be it in South Africa or
Egypt, Morocco or Zaire, the Afri·
can working people are waging a
relentless struggle against their rul·
ing classes and many imperialisms.
The high-sounding barbarity of
Amin, therefo re, is an opportune
way of diverting the real issues
from the eyes and feelings of the
democratic peoples ofthc world. In
the meantime, the imperialists are
able to wage t-h eir secret wars
against the popular resistance in
each and every one of their puppet
states and to tty t~ arrest revolutionary uprisings from South Africa
to Eritrea. Today, imperialism is
"Teaking more havoc and disasia
in Africa than Arnin did in his
whole st~ck and short life.
Ultimately, t he question of Amin
and his oppressive rule will be addressed by the heroic Ugandan people, who despite the lack of a revolutionary vanguard, have hardly
allowed the dictator a single sleep·
ful night. He is reckoning wiU1
dissension and fear, and natw:ally
he is lashing back with more repces·
sion. But repression, especially of
the kind that !\min utilizes, is a
mark of ultimate failure. There is
no doubt that the Ugandan people
will reward ldi Am in a jud gment be
so richly deserves. Bu t the democratic forces in Uganda, the people
of Uganda, will not stop there.
They know that the true enemy of
their nation and people is not t~c
mortal Amin, butthe seemingly immortal forces of international imperialism and Zionism. There oould be
no peace, no democracy, and no
progress in Uganda without the
elimination of these forces, not
only in Uganda but atso in the
whole of Africa and the world .

few hundred Katangesc secession·
ists led by Cuban "mercenaries"
and Soviet arms have invaded the
Southern part o r :\lobutu 's Zaire,
and that this development poses a
great threat to the copper mines in
Katanga province and hence an unstable future for :\lobut.u's regime.
Be that as il may, we are con·
fronted with a barrage of facts that
do not sin k in well with historical
and objective realities. Although
there is admittedly much to be
learned about this ··new development," it is hardly hasty to pose
certain questions and pol1e also a
hypothesis based on wh11t we historically know of the Congo (Za·
ire). Much of this hypothesi.; is
based on more than four years of
commun ication and comradeship
with Congolese progressive elc·
mcnts in and out of this country.
First, let us demy!ltify one myth :
the "new development" in Zaire is
hardly new. Since be usurped power in 1965, Mobutu Sese Seko, lhe
Conner Joseph Mobutu, has had to
face a strident resistance from the
Congolese people, not only due t~
the ahject cond itions of their social
and economic reality, but also due
to the fact that the Congolese peo·
pie have always viewed Mobutu as
the traitor who used Lumumba"s
name to sell the Congo back to

American, Belgian and ~'rench imperialism.
~lobutu utilized two tactics ro
arrest the growing resistance against
his regime. One, which was an utt.er
failure, was the " Africanization"
propaganda. This basically focused
on the changing of European names
of rivers and individuals ro so-called
African names. But mind you, even
the name Zaire is not African or
Congolese. It is a name of a river
that crosses the Congo and was
named Zaire by the Portuguese,
who mispronounced and ba..<tard·
ized the word from the original
name of t he river.
In his Africanization drive, Mohutu was not only trying to deal
with the strong hatred that the
Congolese people have for Western
cultural imperialism and th us camo uflage his relatio ns with tl1e impe·
rialist oountries, but also, in one
and the same swipe, to develop a
Congolese middle class who would
be loyal to his rule. He tried to d o
this by expelling all the foreign retailers and small businessmen. However, there is ample evidence to
show that Mobutu 's indigenization
program has failed , and he is now
trying to make peace with his former "spiritual gurus" in the Catholic church. (The Catholic church,
an ideological tool of the capitalist

Y obutu and t be
Uncivilized Congolese
Recently , the Westem media has
begun to inform us o f a "new development" in that most coveted part
of Africa, the former Congo Lumumba's Congo. It is said that a
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TWo wounded liberation fighters , captured by Zairean army

. --------,

class, was hard hit by Mobulu 's
indigcnization program.)
Mobu tu 's second tact ic was
much more sophisticated, and , we
dare say, recognizing the limitations
of a pu ppet state, realistic. Here,
Mobutu tried to intensify his close
relationship with the imperialist
countries and U> provide an artifi·
cial economic growth by opening ·
his doors to imperialist investment
with many inducements. The ef.
feels or the results of these attempts were equally disastrous.
Instelld of economic growth, Mobutu harvested a rich crop of Western
economic and ideological hegemony. The imperialists definitely in•
vested more, but they pumped his
economy and his regime with so
many loans and so much so-called
aid that Mobutu 's Zaire is in the
midst of an ever-stronger q uicksand .
of internat ional loan sharks. 1t will
take double or more of Mobulu's
inglorious life-t.ime for the Congo
U> rescue itself from its economic
calamity.
As if this were not enou.gh, !'.lobutu's total dependence on imperi·

rule that the Congolese people had
to light against. Un follingly, Mobu·
tu's !<>tal subservience to Western
imperialism also meant intensified
repression and a dismal economic
situation at ho me. These habits that
Mobutu got into cannot be supported without seasonal shots of
loans and political and eco nomic
concessioM Crom and to the imperi·
alist world. Knowingly or unknowingly, Mobutu was and is faced with
a vicious quicksand of popular resistance and imperialist domination .
In the early part of the decade,
Mobutu was faced with o ne of the
most difficult internal problems of
his regime. A Marxist organization
led by the Parti de Ia Revolution
Popuiaire, under tbe leader$hip of
Laurent D. Kabila, had begun 1111
armed struggle in the Northeastern
region of the Co ngo. The PRP had
a political program to liberate the
Congo of the puppet ~lobutu and
imperialist domination. The PRP
clearly advocated that "the armed
struggle remains the only means of
arriving" at a democrahe and socialist Congo.

Paris. Then there was tbe mostly
non-politiciz.cd and often hostile
population in the region, and these
were compounded with the lack of
a solid rear base. Among the two
countries, Tanzania aud Zambia,
that border the NorthC<~Stern region
or the Congo, the most viable one
for a rear base was Tanzania. However, the Tanzanian regime, after
providing initial support, hit an unexpected friendship pact witl1 the
1\!obutu regime , and this (orced
upon the pseudo-revolutionary government of Nyerere the option of
arresting P RP leadership resid ing in
. Tanzania and denying the militants
of the PRP a place of refuge. Under
such intense and complicated pressures the PRP have not been heard
much of since late 1975, which
might indicate that the PRP had to
slow down its activities in order to
consolidate its forces internally and
build popular support and consciousness.
The situation in the Southern
region of Zaire presents quite the
opposite opportunities for a revolutionary and popular rising against

Mobutu's Zaire is in the midst of an ever-stronger
quicksand of international loansharks
alist investment to bolster his regime against internal resis~.ru~ce
required that be become an ideological stalwart of U.S. imperialism.
He utilized his anti<ommunist fervor to deny the Anjlulan people
their hard-won independence and
waged a war of subversion against
them. Thus, Mobutu allowed the
Congo to become the center of the
reactionazy FN LA forces of his
brother-in-law, the notorious Holden Roberto. By extension, Zaire
became one of the first African
countries to shamelessly ally itse!f
with tbe South African racists.
Indeed, Zaire was the only viable
buffer against the so.callcd commu·
nist expansion in central and
Soutbern Africa.
These are the effects of 1\-lobutu's

The PRP made headlines in t he
Western press with some kldnappings and daring confrontations
wit.h Mobutu's army. However, the
PRP, faced witb many internal and
external problems, and perhaps
some premature moves that might
have backJired, never really bios·
somed to fuU force.
The hypotbesis we draw to the
present renewed develo pment in
the Sontbern part of the Congo,
therefore, is from the failed ex perience of the PRP in the Northeastem region of the country. But first
let us look at some of the problems
that the PRP experienced: To begin
with, there was the lack oC a solid
leadership within tbe o rgan.ization.
Most of the leadership w;u; based in
foreign capitals like T anzania and

the puppet regime of Mobutu. In

that region, a revolutionary force
of the kind that is now gi\'ing Mobutu hell and had his masters in
Washington jumping can utilize
a~-ailablc hist<>rical and objective
conditions in the region . first, the
area bas a relatively poliUcized and
anti-government (this is, anti-thepopulation.
ccnaal-govemment)
Second, there is the terrain, which
is very conducive to guerrilla warfare, being mountainous, highly
vegetated, and largely isolated. And
then there is the crucial factor nec=ary in mosl guerrilla war:s, the
rear base and support. This is available !rom the revolutionary government of tbe l\-IPLA in Angola. In
any case, the insurgents from the
South can draw great lessons fro.m
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their experience in the Angolan
revolution, and the fight against the
South· African racists and the impc·
rialist rools, FNLA and UNIT A.
It seems to me, then, that the
question is how far the forces
in Southern Congo - inasmuch as
they arc revolut-ionary and popular
(their news releases clearly indicate
that they arc not S(.'(:t!SSionists) can go without facing the full force
or Mobutu 's military might and a
possible imperialist intervention.
This is a very crucial question, because it will determine the deg:ree
and ability of the revolutionary for·
cos to dig in and root themselves
among the Congo lese people, and
more importantly, t he time factor
will determine the ability of the
insurgents to link up with the PRP
militants in the 1\orthean and
central Congo.
It seems, however, that the req·
uisite period of stabilization might
be available to the popular forces
due to the economic bankruptcy
of the Mobu tu regime, its largely
corrupt and ill- trained army, and its
lack of popular support among the
people. This holds true insofar as
the war was being waged againn the
government of ~lobutu Sese Scko
alone. However, the Zaire regime Is
a puppet regime and the real force,
which is international imperialism,
will not stand by to see it disman·
tied by a possibly anti-impe.rialist
and revolutio nary fo rce. The degree
of imperialist intervention on the
side of the Mobutu regime will,
therefore, become an important
factor.
The imperialists have huge invest,.
ments in the Katanga (Shaba) re·
gion. where copper is one of the
most widely available and precious
mctuls. The region also threatens
the strategic validity -of the Zaire
regime in relation to its neighboring
state of the MPLA . It Is certain that
the imperialists will respond with
huge military and economic support for their loyal servant. It is
even conceivable that in the event
that J\lobutu cannot resist this force
with me re material support, the im·
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pcrialists, and U.S. imperialism in
partictdar, will send in their com·
mandos in a last-minute rescue
effo rt.
Of course, the ground is n ow
being prepared for all these eventualities. It is not mere empty tal k
that th e imperialists are r1ow shout ·
ing o f Cuban involvement and com·
munist aggression. This will be their
rai$on d'ctrc for eventual full-scale
involvement. They risked too much
in Angola and they will be less
likely to risk another defeat in the
Congo.
Let us say in short, then , that
the Southern Congolese developme nt is a crucial one for the future
of U.S . imperialist hegemony in Af·
rica. Of coun;c, the "ci,~lized
world " is bracing itself for a con·
demnatiou and possibly war against
those senseless, irresponsible, uncivilized natives in Zaire. On our part,
however, there is no doubt that the
vitality and timelessness of the revolutionary spirit in Africa \\ill not.
be vanquished . Lumumba's Congo ,
united in a revolutionary socialist
ideology, will triumph.
Changine Realities
in Northeast Mrica

Finally we come to the question
or Nor Uiell!it Africa, which has in·
creasingly proven to be a vital field
of contention, and one more arena
of imperialist ag&tression and popu·
lar resistance. \Ve should here narrow our focus and deal with a specific geographic arena or contention
and war. We wotdd delimit this area
with Somalia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, and
the Sudan.
As you know, Et-h iopia has been
going through a revo lutionary
change since the popular uprisings
against the Haile $;,;lassie regime in
1974. In short, the Ethiopian revolution has been short-circuited by
the emergence of a military junta of
the fascist type. The junta has decidedly chosen to continue the war
against the Eritrean people who, for
more than 16 years, have been
fighting a revolutionary war for na·

tiona! independence and socialism.
Ethiopia has historically been in
confronta.t ion with Somalia. wh ich
holds some serious claims in a long·
standing ·border dispute. Fmt.hermorc, the possible d evelopment of
an independe nt Djibo uti state,
which is now under the colonial
rule of the French, creates another
point or contention between the
two military states for the control
of the vital seaports of that terri·
tory. For Ethiopia, the question of
who controls the port of Djibouti is
a c rucial one. For it is faced wit.h a
dismal future in the !','ritrean wa.r ,
where the revolutionary forces have
liberated 95 percent of the land .
Another focus of conflict is that
which exists between the Sudan
and l::thiopia. The Sudan bas accused Ethiopia of training Southern
Sudanese secessionists as a pressure
for closing the Sudan-Eritrcan border to the two Eritrean liberation
movements, the ELF and the

EPU'.
Internally, Ethiopia is wracked
with much dissension from its
working and peasant classes and its
various oppressed nationalities. The
jwlta has resorted to el<Ucmc repr··ssion sweetened with revolutionar-. rhetoric, and has, it seems, sueeN ded in convincing the Eastenl
hloc states, th e Soviet Union, and
Cuba to p rovide political support
and economic investm ent .
Ironically, the "socialist" junta is
still dependent for economic and
military goods from the U.S. imperialists. The Ethiopian economy
(and military tradition and hardware) is closely linked v.itb that of
the U.S. Now it seems that the
junta wants to have its cake and eat

it too. In the meantime it is trying
to ally itself closely witll the Soviet
Union and Cuba as well as the Eastem bloc countries, but it has not
broken its military links and depen·
dency on the U.S.
Today there is much debate
within the policy-making corridors
of Ule U.S. government and the
investment tycoons on how to relate to this confusing situation.
However, Ule issues are not too
confusing to tbe "versatile" U.S.
imperialist planners. They have aJ.
ready picked up on two options.
One is to take a wait-and-see att i·
tude in regard to Ethiopia, develop
moderate, pro-U.S. elements within
the Eritrean revolution, and win
back the Somali government to
their side. The other option is closely linked with this but much more
ambitious. I t is to develop the Sudan as an imperialist buffer between what they call black Africa
and Arab Africa by strengthening
the unpopular N"lllleiry regime with
military and economic input.
'rhe>e U.S. imperialist options
seem to be supportc<.l by certain
Arab cou ntries such as Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait. Of course. these Arab
states have another thought in
mind. TI1ey would like to make the
Sudan, which is one of the largest
and most fertile geographical entities in Africa, the "bread basket of
the Middle East.." For this rcMon,
they arc \villing to inv0cst much of
their oil-dollars there. As investment.s go, much of lhc profits from
the Arab-American venture will
head back to the inve$tors, and the
Sudan will simply remain another
vastly underdeveloped nation.
In any case, both the oil-rich
Arab states and the U.S. h ave fo und
a " likely" solution for the developing situation in Northeast Africa.
They sec this situation as that nf
Soviet expansionism in Somalia ,
Ethiopia, and possibly Eritrea.
TI1e U.S. in particular has for
some time now faced an obvious
problem in Northeast Africa. With
the Haile Selassie regime gone, it
had no strong military ally and was
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Two EPLF c:ombatlniS conducting a diaiOIII• wnh tile oosfdeniS of a •iM-.

therefore facing delinite strategic
problems for its hegemonic presence in U1e region. lt is also seriously concerned about the future o! its
ally, the ZioniSt state of Israel,
whicll is facing increased isolation
in the region.
It seems the likely heir for Haile
Selassic's role in the region as U.S.
ally and buffer against "comm\mist
expansion" would have been the
Kcnyatta regime. However, the
Kenyan state has yet to weather the
impending political upheaval which
will follow the old man's death.
The U.S., therefore, opted for the
less likely "Arab" Sudan, with
which it had broken diplomatic relationship since 1973. The reaction·
ary regime of Nimeiry, faced with
stringent internal resistance and
economic bankruptcy, was more
than happy to improve its relationship with the U.S. and the more
conservative Arab states.
It is now a sure fact that the Ni·
meiry regime has replace<.! Haile Selassie's role as conduit of imperialist
hegemony in the region. Tbe U.S. is
now promising to make the Sudan
a showcase o( economic growth and
political stability. Khartoum, Ule
capital or t.he Sudan, is crowded
with both U.S. and Arab investors,
bankers, engineers, and businessmen. It seems that both the U.S.

imperi.o.lists and the '"actionary
Arab states are about to keep tlleir
end of the bargain. But what is in it
for Nimciry and what is he meant
to deliver in return?
With liberal investment legisla·
tion and the rich potential for
quick capitalist turnover in cotton,
peanut, and o ther agricultural prod·
ucts, the Sudan is an investor's paradise. Moreover, the political role
that the conservative Nimeiry regime can play is not to be taken
lightly. In the particular case of the
Eritrean revolution, the Nimciry regime will be the likely candidate to
we1.xl out the "moderate" and proAmerican forces and deliver them
to the imperialists. This possibility
can only underscore tJ1e heightened
ideological struggle within the EriU'ean revolution itself.
The Eritrean People's Liberation
rront (EPLF-), tl>e vanguard of
tl1e revolution, h<l$ been facing
strenuous maneuvering and false
propaganda by the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) leadership, which
shows C\'tlfY indication of suppon,.
ing a reactionary <..-liquc led by the
notorious Osman Saleh Sabbe. 'l~M
former foreign-mission represent&·
tive of the EPLF, Sabbe was ex·
pelled in March of 1976 for his
reactionary and divisive stand on
the Eritrean revolution. He is now
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Women cadres of the EPLF in a training drill.

agitating. mth the support of the
ELF leadership, to form a so--called
wfhird F\orce ."
In the event that such a formation is realized, the Eritrean people's struggle LO wute the two forces in the rc\'olution through a
peacefu l political and ideo logical
dialog a.n d struggle would ha,•c been
hampered 5e\'ercly. In the meantime, the U.S. would like to succeE'd in isolating the vanguard of
t.h c Erit.rean rcvolu t.ion, the EPLF
(which it has for a long time been
red-baiting as '')faoist"), from future negotiations for total independcnce. This is an important poin t
because the U.S.'s primary concem
in Northeast Africa is that it is incre~ingly being isolated by hostile
states. The emergence or a re.-olutionary and ant i-imperialist Erit.rea
would be a much greater blow to
its sli pping hegemony in t he region .
Tlus fear is echoed in the various
hearings in the U.S. Congress.
where it seem~ the primary q uestion is, "What will be t he a ttitude
of the Eritrean revolut ionaries in
the event they manage to establish
an independent state't"
Thus the U.S., recognizing that it
will risk too much by waiting to sec
events lake their own course is
d ecidedly moving to prevent the,ap·
pcarance of y et unoihcr revolution -
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ary and anti-imperialist slate in
Northeast 1\ frica.
Late ly. the reactionary Osman
Saleh Sabbe, mth known l:.S. government con tacts, has been spreading the news t-hat U1e Cubans are
sending soldiers to help out the beleaguered t:thiopian junta. There is .
in fact, no hard evidence to chal·
lenge or support Sabbc'> claim. At
this time we can only relate other
factOrs that solidly show that the
Soviet Union and Cuba have, in·
deE'd, recogn i~ed t he fascist -type
Ethiopian jw1ta, and ar~ provi<lir1g
it wi th fuU d iplomatic and economic s upport.
In the last few months the contacts, both ocononlic and political,
between the Eth iopian junta and
the !::astern blue states and Cuba
ha"e intensified. East Euro~:u1
states are now replacing the Westem Imperialists as major investors
in the Ethiopian economy. The junta's represcntativ('s have been trolling from one Eastern European
capital to anothe r on a $hopping
spree for military hardware. Furthermore, Pravda and Granma, the
Communist Party papers of the
USSR and Cuba. have been sending
out u lot of revolu tionary praise
about the Ethiopian junta, and have
been denow1cing both the Erin-ean
revolut ion and the only viahle

democratic o pposition to the jWlt.a,
the Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Party, as ClA-strpportcd, reac·
tionary, und petty-bourgeois.
The-"" developments arc not un·
expected and are in no way uncharacteristic or the fore ign policy position of \'arinus socialist countries,
but they st ill have a disquieting effect and cen ainly bring much more
fundamental questions to U1e head.
These questions have LO deal not
solely with th\' foreign policies of
the Cuban and Soviet states, but
prim<~rily with their internal contradictions and makeup. For we cao
nol simply db-miss foreign policy of
a given state as a political shortfall,
but as a result of tht• intense class
struggle of given societies and
states.
For Indeed, how can we understand the Soviet Union's unqualified support to the repressive lui
AnUn regime - especially when this
support manifests itself with co ncrete material and polit.icul aid
aimed at. restraining the class struggle within Uganda?
There a re several crucial qu~
tions begging for answers, but they
require more study and investigation bt•yond that of our present
understanding of the concrete realities in r.he sociulist countries. Theoretically and empirically, Africans
r1eE'd to make a concrete study and
have a c-om plete. u nderstanding of
the history of the communist movement and the intemal make up and
contradictions within t he presentday socialist states. Of course, the
one-sidt'{!ness that has pervad~-d the
rhetoric of anti-Sovietism and ant.i·
:\taoism. based on the external refi~'Ction of particular states and
their IXllicies, have to he left behind . Rather, concrete historical
understanding and analysis based
on the uruversal science of i\·1arxism
will iorce us to anchor our study on
the historical developments and the
objecti"e and subjective factors relating both to the so-called "socialist bloc," tho ·'Th ird World, " and
U1e world capitalist system.
If we now go back to the current

development of Soviet and Cuban
su pport to the Ethiopian junia,
there are some puzzling problems
that we have to deal with. It is ap·
parent that by now both the Soviet
Union and Cuba have relegated the
Eritrean revolution t.o petty-hour·
geois dismality, but what about So·
malia? Have not they supported
and praised the Somali government
as a revolutionary one? What will
be the position of these states on
the very real conflict between So·
malia and Ethiopia? Can they try to
resolve it, and if so, can they succeed?
We d.on't think so. The Ethio·
Somali contention is t.oo historically rooted and too concrete as t.o
easily evaporate. But even if it were
t.o be patched up, how can the Soviets and the Cubans prevent the
eventual independence of Eritrea,
and hence Ethiopia's run (or the
Djibout.i territory? For Ethiopia is
a landlocked country that is unwHI·
ing to settle differences peacefully
with even friendly neighbors who
arc willing to share their port facili·

Review
Unequal Exchange

by Arghiri Emmanuel .
, lnuoduction
At least for the time being,
''terzomondismo", (t,h ird worldism)
appears to have run its course in the
U.S . left. The factors which made i.t
a gut pOlitical response for 'thousands of young people in the last
decade - the revolutionary dimen·
sions of the Black movement., the
mass opposit ion to the imperialist
war in S.E. Asia, and the image of
People's China as a world center for
anh-imperialist people's war and
cultural revolution - no longer
operate as they did.
The partial and, I think, tempo·
rary eclipse of anli·imperialist poli-

ties in mutually benclicial ways. Es·
pecially, the ruling Ethiopian junta
is insistent on fighting t.o the last
man on what it calls the " integrity
of Ethiopia," and therefore it is
umvilling to face defeat in Eritrea
without . a last sho wdown. What
then will be the position of the So·
viet government and Cuba? Will
they forestall the fascist-type gov·
emment with their men and arms?
The situation in Northeast Africa
is the most volatile and serious of
all, and unlike the reyolutionary
struggle that our brothers and sis·
t&s are waging against the racists
and the imperialists in Southern
Africa, this sea is full of murky
'''aters. We need to tread carefully
in identifying our enemies and
friettds, and to consolidate the
struggle accordingly,

the war nor are they weak, and that
resistance is equally strong and
building up from day to day.
It would not be presumptuous to
say that Western civilization as we
know it today came to be on the
backs and through the resources
and labor-power of our peoples in ,
Africa. The initial impetus for Eu·
ropean capitalism, the making of
industrialism, and the age of imperi·
alism are products of the vital force
of primit.i ve accumulation which
Europeans generated from Africa.
Today, Western civilization is in
deep crisis, but we have yet to see
its dissolution and post-mortem,
and it will hardly be a surpr'b"'e if
this OCCurS in Africa.
Western civilization is dead. Long
live the civilization or the working
,people!

Conclusion

Postscript: Since this speech was
delivered, Djibouti has , achieved
independence and the Soviet-Cuban
support o f the Ethiopian junta has
- The editors,
increased.

I have tried to show that the rev·
olutionary situation in Africa has
placed t,he intperialists on the defensive: But t.hey have not yet lost

The economics of national
oppression on a world scale
tics occurred before its inevitable
initial larding of liberalism and TO·
manticism was cleaned away and a
solid basis of Marxist theory devel·
oped for it. This is double unfortunate because the tools to put the
position on a scientific basis are in
the process of deVelopment, and
t.h e failure to bring them to bear on
the debate o ver revolutionary strai·
egy for the U.S. has been indirectly
responsible for some of the in·
creased credibility that ignorant
"marxism-leninism" bas gained
t.hrough attacking anti-imperialist
politics as non-, or anti·, Marxist.
The re-examination of imperial·
ism as a stage of capitalism gained
its basic impetus from the successes
and problems of revolutiotl in the
"third world." Thus it is not sur·

prising that Marxists who view t.he
world capitalist system from the
perspective of its periphery, not its
metropolitan center, are doing the
most significant theoretical work.
Their investigations share two basic
premises which, in my view, are
beyond challenge. First, the center
of the world revolutionary process
is, and has been for a generation,
the anti-imperialist national ubera·
tion struggles of the periphery and
the parallel st.ruggles of oppressed
peoples in the center ,of imperial·
ism. Second, the political subordi·
nation and domination o£ op·
pressed peoples and nations is
paralleled and underlaid by the
long-term worsening of their economic position relative to the
"developed" centers of world im·
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perialism. In fact, on this second
point. tl>e evidence indicates that
beyond the worsening of its relative
economic slate, the absolute p<>si·
tion of t.h e periphery also has
deteriorated. Imperialism has re->ulted in n very unc"qual di~lribu
tion or the benefits of the capitalist
development of the prod uctive
forces - benefits which are essenwally flawed and dubious at the
best, or course.
These two premises were not
self-evident when Lenin wrote Imperio/ism, the Highest Stage of
C4pitalum. In l:><:t, the first one
was not valid: at that point in history the class struggle in the devel-

majorit.y or the population of
the globe. And during the past
fe,.· years it is tbis majority
that has been draw1t into the
struggle lor emancipation "ith
extraordinary rapidity. . . .
(33:500)
The de facto class alliance between
workers and bourgeoisie in oppressor nations, be it social democratic
or fascist, has been, and continues
to be the major stra.tegic problem
of \.h e revolution. The development
of imperialism since l..enin has enlarged, r"ther than reduced, :he
problem.

It seems likely, though the evi·
dence is no~ clear, that Lenin's
oped capitalist states was the main
earlier optimistic projections about
focus of world revolution and
th~ metropolitan
working clabS
Lenin clearly believed that the
ability or ~he main capitalist stat~ · rested on a misunder:standing of the

ly capital docs not place such nar·
row limits on the potential !or
internal capit.al investment. It is
equ>llly obvious that imperialism
bas in fact resulted in a ma.ssi~-e
transfer of value £rom the Op·
pressed nations to the oppressing
naiions. In short, the dominance of
capitalist sOcial relations in the
periphery of the world capitalist
system has not led to the "development" which capitalism has meant
for Euro pe, North America, Oceania, and Japan. What does not. apply
in the era or imperialism is Marx's
statement in the Preface to Volume
I of CapiW.l:
The count.ry that is more de·
vcloped
industrially
only
shows, to the less developed,
the image of its own future.
(Moscow edition, I: 191

Lenin thought imperialis m would be characterized
by a net export of capital from the center.
to divert and defuse the revo lution·
ary stmgglc or t.heir working classes

was extremely limited. His writing

or the pe.riod contains many politi·

cal estimates which do not stand up
well to tbe test of time. e.g.:
Opportunism cannot now
be completely triumphant in
the working cl•oss of one
country for decades, as it was
in llritain in U1e second half of
the 19th century.... (Lenin,
Collected IVorhs, volume 22,
page 285. [Hereafter cited as

22:2851
Only at t he very e nd of h is political
life did Lenin begin to draw conclusions which implicitly questioned
the revolutionary potential of t.lte
European and North American prO·
letariat.
. . . in the long run capitalism itself is educating and
training the vast majority of
the population of the globe
for tit~ struggle.
In the last analysis, the ou~
come o f the struggle \\ill be
determine<'. by the fact that
Russia, India, China, et.c., account for the overwhel ming
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economic dynamic of imperialism.
To some degree Lenin adopted
Hobson 's economics while reject-ing
his liberal utopian and sentimental
anti-imperialism. (~ee Lenin's Note·
books on Imperio/ism, 39:105437.) Hobson's basic argument was
that the development of monopoly
in Britain had n:duced the opporrunity for the productive employment oi capital, creating a capital
surplus which sought pri,ileged
invcstml'nt opportunity abroad.
'!'here is reason to believe that Lenin also thought imperiaiism would
be characterized by a net export o r
capital from t he center. His conception of the limited and temporary
natille of lbe labor arist=racy
seems to rest on such a position.
However, other features could be
interpreted diflerently, and there is
no compelling rea<on to resolve the
ambiguities h~lot.
The i~ue itself was not that im ·
portant to Lenin's concerns about
the cause of World War I and the
root-s of opportunism and social
chauvinism. llowever, it is important to be clear on Loday, and in
my view it is obvious that monopo-

None of this det¥acts in the
slightest from the permanent value
or Lenin's work on imperialism.
This value rests 011 his stress on the
qualitative significance of the dcvel·
opment of monopoly capitalism
out of competitive capitalism, and
on the conception that contemporary capitalism must be understood
as a world system in which U1e key
fact is the division of the work! into
oppre>ror and oppressed nations.
(Those self-proclaimed Lcninists
who are completely unaware of this
second contribution of Lenin and
reject it implicitly should nol be
taken seriously.)

Arghiri Emmanuel's book Unequal E.~change is a basic text of
current Marxist anti-imperialist
theory. Emmanuel, a Greek Marxist economist, teaching in France,
aitempts to symmatically elaborate the "imperialism of trade"
which, he asserts, is the main
mechanism for the transfer of value
from the capitalist periphery to the
capitalist center.
The central argument of Unequal
Exchange can be summarized as

follows: The operation of the law
of value in the world capitalist sys·
tern forces poor (oppressed) nations
into an inLcmational division of
labor which compels a cumulative ~
transfer of a significant portion of
.
the value produced by their labor
to the rich (oppressor) nations: The
transfer of value occurs, not so
much through the more classically ~
Leninist fonns of plunder and " su·
perprofit.s," but through the mech· lt
anisms of price formation in the ~
world capitalist market. The conse· · ~
quent "unequal exchange, " accord- ~
ing to Em manuel, is the central ""
factor blocking the economic and
social development of the capitalist
periphery.
Emmanuel's direct concern is a
By gum, 1 ratbeT like your looks.
critique of the assumptions of eco·
Critique of the " Law" of
nomic theory, both bourgeois and
ideal place to initial.<> on investigaComparath•e Advantages
Marxist, but his argument has clear
tion of current anti-imperialist
political n•mifications. Specifically,
theory. The book is addressed to
J:;mmanuel's start-ing point apit gives the struggle for national professional economists and it is
pears
far removed from major con·
liberation an even greater objective difficult. lt deals with only an as·
troversies
among Marxists. He adanti-capital.i st significance, and it peel of imperialism, albeit a central
raises serious q u~-tions about the one, if Emmanuel's 8fllllments are
vances a critique of the doctrine of
"comparative advantages," a lheory
basis for internationalist politics valid. Bey<md this, Emm anuel's
of foreign trade identified with
\\ithin the working classes of op- political couclusions arc more ex.agDavid Riccardo. This doctrine purpressor nations. There is no doubt geraled and extreme, more " antithat it is such political positions working class" some might say, . ports to show that all nat ions
would benefit from free trade
from Emmanuel and his colleagues, than are tho~c of other writers with
· through the consequent develope.g., Samir Amin, that are the pri· a basically similar perspective.
. ment of an optimal international
mary motivation for the develop·
On the other hand, t hese same
division of labor. (Interestingly, the
ment of a counter-trend in the pobtts arc also reasons to begin
· USSR advances a parallel position
analysis of contemporary imperial· with this book. Since it is not a
with respect to its t rade relations
ism. This counter-trend cuts across general theory, but a particular arthe political spectrum, including gument, its assumptions and catewith Bast.em Europe.) The reality
Fourth International orthodoxy, gories are less susceptible to debates
is very different from what the doc. trine would lead one to expect.
both Euro- and Soviet Communism, over definitions which are a major
some varient-s of MaoiSm, and Al~
stock in i.rade or the Althusserian
Accord.i ng to Emmanuel,
thusserian structuralism. It is hardly
. .. {there are) differences
sector of the counter-tendency (see
bt levels of development, and
coincidental that interest in t he
the reeent issue of the Insurgent
even the widening of this gap
subject in the U.S. has begtm to
Sociologist for examples). The difdevelop along \vith renewed atbetween rich and poor nations
ficulty of the book is also not withtempts to justify the intemational
despiLc many <.-enturies or
out its benefits. Understanding Emrevolutionary centrality of the
exchange and free trade. (page
manuel's closely reasoned and elabxx)
metropolitan proletariat . Any posiorately footnoted treatment is a
tion that implie;, as many of these
good grounding fo r t he understandThe doctrine of comparative advando, that the SPOntaneous trade
ing of the entire issue. Finally, this
tages reeks of t he notion of underunion demands of the workers in
review will argue that it is quite
lying harmony of interests, an esthe west are in t.he direet. inLcrests
possible to reject aspects of Emsential pillar of bourgeois ideology,
of lhc world revolution, will always
manuel's ·politics on grounds which
and obviously no Marxist accept.s
find lots of bt~yers in this country .
are largely independent of the
such a premise.
validity of his analysis of unequal
There are three reasons why UnStill, there are two reasons why
exchange.
Emmanuel's critique of !hat: theory
eqU4/ Exchange might not be the
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is relevant to Marxists. The long·
term deterioraton of the terms of
trndc for poor countries is a fact.
The decline in relative prices holds
for these countries whet.her the
particular commodities are raw
materials or manufactured prod·
ucts, whether they are produced
with pre-capitalis~ techniques or
with t he most modem technology.
The doctrine of comparative advan·
tages proposes one possible reason
for this - the absence of free trade.
If that doctrine is invalid, as Em·
manuel conclush•ely demonstrates.
then it cannot even indirectly be
an explanation of the deterioration
of th e t.erl)ls Qf qade. and t.lte Ob·

Emmanuel makes two assumpt ions about international economic
relations which break with the assumptions of the doctrine of com· .
parative advantages. First, as has
lJeen said , he assumes that capital is ·
mobile and competitive across .
national borders, and therefore that ·
profit equalization occurs interna· :
tionally. Second, he assumes that
labor is not mobile and competitive
across national borders and tbus
there is no parallel tendency to·
wards t.he international eq ualization ·
of wage rates.
Emmanuel regards the mobility
of capital as obvious and spends
little time justi(ying this assump·

Lassallean " Iron Law of Wages"
in Critique of the Gotlw Programme.) In Mane's view the social
minimum wage had an historical
and moral basis, not only a biologi·
cal one. Thus nationally specific
features of the development of
particular working classes - his·
torical accidents, such as the
presence of Cree land and the
political alignments and relation·
ships of class forces - allow the
actual social minimum wage to
rise substantially and permanently
above the biological minimum. In
other words, in the absence of
international mobility of labor
which would create a wage equal·

two assumptions : capital is mobile a nd compe titive
across national borders; labor is not mobile and
compet itive across national borders
tion - perhaps too lilt le in view of
viously non-optimal international
some of the criticisms which his
division of labor that exists. Thus
conclusions have received. On t he
Emmanuel raises an unanswered
otheT hand he develops an elaborate
question for Marxist economists in
explanation of his assumption
this section, a question which he
about wages. Indeed the heart of
attempts to answer, but which is
Emmanuel's entire argument, not
real regardless of the validity of
just
his refutation of the Jaw of
his proposed answer.
comparative
advantages. rests on
Second, when Emmanuel attacks
the
difference
between the Marxist
the doctrine of comparative ad·
o{
wages
and t he theory ad·
theory
vantages for illegitimately assuming
vanccd
by
Riccardo
and most clas·
that capital i.~ not mobile across
sical
economists.
national borders, he is dealing '"ith
a point where Marxists are unclear.
Riccardo assumed that wages
This may appear paradoxical given
would tend towards equality across
Lenin's weU·known position on the
national borders whether or not
significance or the "export of
labor was mobile, because in his
capital," but the real issue is wheth·
t heory, wai(CS were essentially de·
er capital is subject to the same
termined by the bioiOjCical requirelaws that operate within a national · ments for the maintenance and
economy when it ventures o utside
reproduction of lite, requirements
of national borders . The specific
which did not vary appreciably
issue on this point is whether
from country to country. Marx
Marx's conception of the formation
argued that this biological mini·
of an average rate of profit t hrough
mum was only a floor below which
the equalization of the rates of
wages could not M depressed for
return on capital invested in differ·
any substanliai period of time.
ent spheres of production operates
This floor was normally Iowey than
on the international leve.l. Emmanthe social minimum wage towards
uel maintains that it does; other
which actual wage rates tended to
Marxists, e.g., Paul Sweezy in
gravitate. (Remember the debate
Theory of Capitalist Development,
with Weston in Value, Price and
maintain that it does not.
Profit and Marx's ridicule of t he
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12ang competition, it was logical,
and, indeed, inevitable, that quite
d ifferent levels of wages would
exist from nation to nation.
While the nations with higher
wages are also generally the ones
where t he prod uctivity of labor is
greater, the iatteT is not the cause
of the former. The Marxist theory
of wages specifically rejects the
position that productivity deter·
mines t he value of labor-power.
Higher labor productivity is essentially a function of increases in the
organic composition of capital (the
ratio of the capitalist's oullay on
means of production to t he outlay
on wages). It normally results in a
reduction in the value of a unit of
output, a reduction which , in itself,
bas nothing to do with wages . High·
er productivity neither "causes"
higher wages nor is it a "justification" for higher wages. Al best it
creates only a potential for higher
wages, the realization of which is
contingent on class struggle. If high·
er productivity basically comes
from the wo rker having more
means of production at his or her
disposal, then only if his or her or
his or her progenitor's labor was the
source of these means of produc-

tion, would there be any sort of
plausible "claim" to higher wages.
In truth. however, the means of
production, which are heavily con·
ccnlmted in a few areas of the
world , arc the collective product of
labor all over the world.
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The Formation of
International Value
Marx deliberately excluded the

question of the formation of international value from his treatment
of capital. Emmanuel's essential
project is the development of a
theory of international value based
on the assumptions mentioned
above and integrated with the price
of production formulas developed
in Volume II of Ct>pital. In that
sense he sees his theory a.~ a com·
plet.ion of Marx's theory of capital.
Since it i~ unlikely that most
readers are completely familiar with
~Iarx's theory of prices of production , I will include some of the
schematic tables which both Marx
and Emmanuel use to illustrate
their concepts and argum<>nts. I am
using only the most simple representations, ignoring the many complical ions introduced by Emmanuel
to make the schemes correspond
more closely to actual economic
conditions.
The first table assumes that the
rate of surplus value, m/c+v, is the
same in both countries, while the
organic composition of capital,
c/c+v, is higher in Country A. The
total value or the production in
each country is c+v+m. The average
rate of profit is total m/total c +
total v. In this case the profit rate
is 120/ 480 or 25 percent. When this
average rate of profit is used to
determine the actual profit in each
country, and this :~ctual profit is
added to c+v to obtain prices of
production, it is clear that B, the
country with the lower organic
composition of capital, will lose
15 units of its labor and A will gain
a corresponding amount. When the
simple arithmetic is worked out,
it will show that one hour of labor

~
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of country 8 will exchange for only
7/ 9 of an hour of labor of country

A.
Of course this diagram assumes
the validity of part of Emmanuel's
argument., ttamely that capital is
mobile internationally and thus an
average rate of profit is formed on
the international scale. This assumpt.ion makes no real difference
at this point, however, since the
diagram only demonstrates the
transfer of value occasioned by exchange between sectors of an economy with different organic compo·
sitions of capital. The example
could just as well be based on two
industries rather than two countries.

(When Marx developed his con·
ception of prices of production, be
clearly recognized that this theoretical framework entailed a transfer of value from sectors of a
national economy with a tower
organic composilion of capital to
those with a higher organic composition. Only such a transfer could
insure that
What (the individual capitalists ] secure is only as much
surplus value, and hence profit, as falls, when uniformly
distributed, to the share of
every aliquot part of the total
social capital. (III:158)
In other words, this transfer insures
that an equal profit is realized on
each unit of investment, irr<>spe.ctivc of tlle relative proportions
going to wages and to mean.s of production . Without such a transfer,
the labor theory of value would
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entail a higher profit rate in ar<>as
ol lower organic CQmposition of
capital . . . that is, in general, ;n
• tess developed areas of the econ·
omy. We would then be forced t.o
conclude that either <:apitalism
·could not be nconomically progres·
sivc or that the lnbor theory of
•alue was mistaken.)
The application of prices of pro·
duction to international exchange
involves such a transfer of value,
proceeding in this case from nations
with lower organic compositions of
capital to natio ns with higher ones .
Emmanuel terms this process "on·
equal exc.h3l'lge in the broad sense"
and specifically rejects it as an
element in his theory. Itt general, he
argues that this fonn of unequal exchange is not a distinctive feature
of international trade, but is com·
mon to all capitalist exchange. Further it does not result in the poorer
nalion becoming still poorer. The
argumen ts on this point are tcchni·
cal and not particularly relevant to
either Emmanuel's thesis or this
revi<>w. U the reader is interest.ed,
they can be found in Chapter 4 of
his book.
Emmanuel's concern is with unequal exchange of a different type.
with different consequences, both
economically and politically. The
source of this wtequal exchange
rests not in differences in the organic composition of capital, but
in ditfcrMces in wage rates and Lhe
rote of surplus value (m/v in the
following diagram). To cmdely
· illustrate the process consider the
following example:
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Obviously a transfer of value
takes place from the low wage na·
tion to the high wage one in the
same way as in the earlier example.
Tbi.s ·second form of unequal ex·
change, Emmanuel argues, is not
inherent in capitalism. It is not a
necessary consequence of the oper·
ation of capitalist economic laws,
but a historicnl acc ide nt stemming
from the geographical differentia· .
tion of t.he rewards or Jabot. '!'his
in turn Js a political, not an economic fact, dc•-eloping from the
division of the world int~ separate
state entities and t he relations of
domination and subordination be·
tween these entities. Unequal ex·
change of this type has none of the
indirect benefits associated "1th
unequal exchange in the broad
sense. It is not essential to the develo pment of capitalist productive
forces, it. does not lead to anything
resembling an optimal international
di•ision of labor, it undermines the
terms of trade for poor countries
in a cumulative fashion.
Some Questions
The main lines of argument of
Unequal Exchonge are very carefully drawn . (The same cannot be
said of t he political conclusions, as
will be po inted o ut later.) I am ex·
tremely doubtful wheU1er these
arguments can be successfully cbal·
lenged within the framework of the
basic assumptions that Emmanuel
makes . However, t he two basic
assumptions, the international mo·
bility of capita.l and the immobility
of labor across national borders,
nrc open to challenge.
Emmanuel 's as..<umption of the
internat ional mobility of r.apital
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runs counter to popularized Lenin·
ism. He argues that the competition
of capital entails equ.a lization of
profits on do me:!ltie and fo reign
investments while popular Leninism
stresses "impertalist superprofits"
obtained through the export of
capital. 'I'here "'as a period when
relations between metropolis and
periphery were characterized by
open robbery and plunder. sup·
ported by the threat, '>I the fact, Of
military intervention. This did
mean gross superprofits for favored
capitalist concerns. llowever, this
process is essentially primitive ac·
cumulation and docs not differ
greatly from what occWied prior to
the development of capitalism into
imperialism. Such primitive accumulation is a minor factor in
current relations between metropo·
lis and periphery. Moreover, the
combination of competition between imperialist centers, and,
particularly, the political strength
of the intemat.ional movement for
anti-imperialist national liberation
militates against it. Consequently,
it is necessary that the ext.ract.ion
of surplus value take place mainly
through "normal" economic pro-

cesses.
What is left of imperialist super·
profits, then, are the profits derived
from various mo nopoly advantages,
particularly those advantages based
on access to strat~e resources via
connections within client regimes.
In fact, such extra profits are not
different in kind from the extra
profits derived from parallel mo·
nopoly advantages within imperial·
ist countries. At issue is whether
they are substantially greater in
magnitude.
This is not a simple question of

fact. The available statistics are
inherently unreliable. F or example,
foreign investment will undoubted·
ly mean a higher domcs~ic profit
rate than would have occurn'Cl if
the total capital bad been investoo
domestically. Then, no allowance
for e"-trn risk premium~ is included
in the statistic• for foreign profit.
Finally, much of foreign investment
takes place within international
capitalist firms which have uuJimi.
k-d ability to disguise relative profit
rates t.brough the use or transfer
prices (more on this lat<Jr ).
Beyond these distorting factors,
the available figures themseh-es arc
ambiguous. E :nmanuel bas statistics
supporting the position that there
is no great distinction in profit
rates. Samir Amin, who ;igrees with
Emmanuel on many points, chal· ·
lenges him on tllis one and introducca different and conflicting
•tatistics. (Accumulation On A
IVorld Scale, Volume I , page 53 )
Other sources argue that while U.S.
imperiallsm has a distinctly higher
profit rate from foreign investment,
ijritish imperialism doos not. (Michael Barratt Brown, Studies In Tlu!
Theory Of Jm~rialiflm, page 55)
Of course, Emmanuel's U1esis
does noL rest on the assumption of
a unique international rate of profit, but only on the existence of a
tendency towards profit equali~:a·
tion following from competition of
capital. He realizes that differential
risk factors and imperfect competi·
lion will bolh tend to establish a
hierarchy of profit rauos from for·
cign investment. ln fact, t:mmanuel attempi.S to calculate the impact
on unequal exchange of a higher
rate of profit in the capitallst
periphery. He t'Oncludes that to
prevent the transfer of value from
the periphery to the center. assu m·
ing the rate of surplus value is less
than unity, the ratio between wage
rates in peripheral and metropolitan
areas must be the same as, or less
than, t.he ratio between profit rates
in metropolitan and peripheral
areas. However much greater the
rate of profit in low wage areas may

--- - -----,

The vast (and growing) bulk of imperialist capital
investment is to Canada and Europe, where the main
conditions for imperialist superprofits do not exist.
be, the ratio do~s not approach t{le
1:10 or 1:20 ratio between wage
rates.
Though the evidence for equalization of profit rates is ambiguous,
Emmanuel makes a good circumstantial argument for it beginning
from facts which are not open to
challenge. The vast (and growing)
bulk of imperialist. capital export is
to Canada and Europe, where the
main conditions for imperialist
superprofits do not exist. Imperialist capital export results in a net
repat-r iation of capital. Capital available in peripheral areas is commonly invested in the center although
opportunity for local investment in
imperialist firms is available (see
Commerce Depart ment Report,

U.S. Busint;$$ Investments in Foreign Countries).

Given the universally recognized
fact that the motivation of the capitalist firm is to maximize profits,
this behavior can hardly be reconciled with the premise of permanently and substantially higher rat-e
of profit in the periphery. Such a
differential would stimulate a flow
of investment towards the periph·
ery. It would lead to re-investment
there, not. repatriation of capital.
Clearly, monopoly control of lhe
investment opportunities would not
necessarily prevent investment. In
fact, there is evidence that these
monopolies solicit local financing
of their activities. Even if this were
no t true, they would have t he
ability to make investment decisions between their operations _on
the periphery and their operations
elsewhere. In short, if the alleged

This process depends on national
profit differential existed, the
profit-maximizing course would be
differentials in rates of surplus
values under cond itions of interthe maximum possible investment
national competition of capital, and
in the peripheral areas.
these
two factors are bast-d in curEmmanuel's economic model
does not sufficiently take account
rent political-economic reality. T he
of the impact. of imperfect comamendment, however, does affect
the po/Uical t-onclusions t.o be
petition, except, of course, in terms
of wages, where the absence of
drawn from this process.
Emmanuel 's rejection of any imint-ernational competition is a basic
assumption . Monopoly control or
portance t.o imperfect-io:- ~ in u.e
technology and markets and influcompetition of capital on the int-erence on government policy creates
national level leads him to the cona situation in which the competiclusion that t-he great bulk of the
tion of capital does not lead to the
transfer of value takes place
formation of an average rate of
through the pricing mechanisms
profit, but to a structUie of rat-es
and the terms of trade. That is, tl1c
of profit dependent on a variety of · labor of poor countries is drained
factors specific t.o various sections · away mainly through the underof the economy. However, the com- . pricing of the product-S of that
petition st-ill exists, and results in
labor due to the relationship bemovements of capital which t-end
tween national and international
prices of production. 'r o the degree
to equalize, not the average, but
the marginal rate of profit (the
that imperfections in the process of
equalizing profits are recognized,
return on the last W\it of invest.ment). lt is conceivable that a situathe transfer of value, while proceed ·
ing in· the same direction from poor
t-i on could exist where the average
rate of profit was higher in a certo rich nations, becomes one in
which monopoly profit as well as
tain industry in the metropo-lis than
terms ·of trade arc involved. Large
in an industry in the periphery, hut
that new investment would bring a
imperialist firms, which by definigreater return in the latter because . t ion have some control over price,
in the former its: impact would be
can act in ways which prevenL the
to reduce the profitability of the
benefit-S of w1equal exchange from
ex isting investment. In such a case, . being completely concenlraLed in
capital would be exported in spite
t-h e relatively favorable internat-ionof, not because of, differences in
al prices of commodities produced
the av:rage rates of profit.
in low-wage countries. If they are
so
concentrated, t.he benefits are
This amendment has only limited
more or less evenly d ispersed
impact on Emmanuel's general ar. t-hroughout the consuming popul<!gument. In my view it does not
tion of the high-wage country affect the basic process of transfer
Emmanuel's
basic political concluof value from poor nation to rich
(Continued on page 42)
nation under the cover of trade.

The transfer of value from poor nation to rich
nation depends on national differentials in rates
of surplus value under conditions of international
competition of capital.
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Continuing the debate on
lgnatin: Is this socialism?
REVIEW:
Socialism in tl)e Soviet. Union
by Jonathan Aurthur
(Workers Press, Chkago, 1977)
The lil.erature produced by the
"ne'i\' communist movement" on
the USSR is a depressing sight.
From the relatively ambitious stud·
ies prepared by the Revolutionary
Commun ist Party (How Capitalism
lias Been Restored in the Soviet
Union and What This Means For
the World Struggle) and the Octo·

ber League (Restoration of Capi·
talism in the USSR, by Martin
Nicolaus) to the shorter stat.ement.~
which seem to be obligatory for
aU the small groups t.hat make up
U1e kaleidoscopic configuration
known as the "anti-.rcvisionist left,"
aU the treatises on "social·imperial·
Ism" blend a rellSOning process that
starts with the desired result and a
thundering ignorance of the reali·
ties of working class life.
In this field of unrelieved m<!di·
ocrity, Jonathan Aurthur's book

Socialism i11 the Soviet Union ,
published by the press of the Com·
munist Labor Party, stands o ut. It
wUI undoubtedly be a success
among fairly lArgo numbers of
people '"ho have had !he good
sense to recoil from the r,,ll conse·
quences of the pure Ma1>i.st posi·
Lion.
'fhe author modestly comments,
in the introduction, "Of all the
revolutionary groupi.ngs in the
United States o r North ;\merica,
(Continued on page ag)

Glaberr rm lg1atin tosses rut Leninist methodology
Editor's Note: The following letter
i1 reproduced {rom priuate corre·
spondence earlier this year. Its
writer. Marlin Cktberman, hM
agreed to this p ublishing, which is
designa] to p romote further di$CUS3ion of issues addressed in Noel
Ignnlin's pamphle t No Condescend·
ing Saviors, an STO p ublication.

March 1, 1977
These are some of the sketchy
notes l have outlining some of my
disagreements with Noel's pam·
phlct.
l. On page 3 of the pamphlet, Noel
states: "The most dramatic accom·
plishmen.t of t.he Bolshevik Revolu·
lion was the violent expropriation
of the exploiters and the establish·
ment of a state based on national·
ized property." False. The revolu·
tion did not nationalize property,
not until much lat.er, much of it
the result of t he dcs.:rtion or dis·
appearance of the capitali.sts. The ·
most dramatic 3ccomplisbment (remember Marx on the Commune) ·
was the establishment of workers'
power, a proletarian dictatorship.
The formulation concedes the main ·
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point to lhe opposition right a t the
start - that the revolution was
about nationalized property rat.her
than workers control and power .
Then, on page 18: " . .. the net
effect on the world re"-olutionary
movement would have been better
had the Soviet ~aders taken st.eps
to broaden the base of participa·
tion in state affairs." They did
take such steps (workers and peasants inspection, etc.) The working
class was not up l~ it for a number
of reasons, some of which Noel
indicates.
The problem, in part, is a rather ·
loose use of terminology. Noel says
Russia never had socialism. Of
course. But il did have, for a few
years, .workers power. What he does
not face is that there was a counter·
revolution, organized and led by
Stalin, which overthrew t hat power
by overwhelming force and vio·
lcnce, the killing and imprisonment
of, literally, millions, including the
entire top leadership of the Bolsh~·
vik party.

compulsion to accumulate, vith
roots in the nature of Soviet soci·
ety comparable to. those which
exist in t he \Ye$L." And again, on
page 23, he stat.es: ..... the absence
of any fundamental drive to ac·
cumulate has been predicated on
the isolation or (page 21:) the so.
viet Union from t he world market
owing to the state monopoly on
foreign trade."
Can you not se.e the contradic·
tion in that sentence? If there is
foreign trade there is no isolation
from the world market. "fhe factory
manager may be isolated (rom
foreign trade (although in fact he
is not) but the economy certainly
is not. Why does the Soviet Union
have a problem with western trade
with eastern Europe (Poland, Rue
mania, etc.)? Why does the Soviet
Union have to us.: military force to
force t.rade conces$ions from satel·
lite countries? Because it is in com·
petition with other national blocks
of capital. Military competition is
part of that, and not for intem.al
prestige. but from economic neces·

2. Noel says on page 22: "What I
do not see is the existence of any
objective, intrinsic, overpowering

slty.

Page 24: " And no one bas yet
demonstrated the existence of any

-···--·-;;!Ill

nature of the Soviet Union
object-ive inherent force capable of
compelling them to imperialistic
behavior." That is applying new left
confusion to the Soviet Union.
There was no inherent force compelling Lhe U.S. to intervene in
Vietnam (after all, Britain and
France had the good sense to stay
out). It is totally contradicted by
(page 26): "b'or those who live
under the bee! of the Soviet Union
or face the threat of it s might-,_the
situation is different ." Why is it
different.?
Then there is the whole question of bow different the Soviet
Union is to western imperialism
in relat ion to colonial countries.
'fhere is a confusion here resulting
fro m a loose use of t erms: socialist
revolution, national revolut-ion, proletarian revolution, revolution, etc.
Noel points out elsewhere that the
revolutions in the third .world are
not prolet-arian, not socialist.. '/'hat
is why the Soviet Union can give
them milit-ary support and why its
role in eastern Europe is different.
But there is more to it than that.
Germany moved to t.ake over a
share of t he colonial world, helping
to bring about World War I. Russia
is in an equivalent position, cut off
from colonies that are distant buL in a different period, a period
of neo-colonialism, indirect ec.onomic control, rather than what
Lenin described, direct, total politi·
cal control of underdeveloped
countries by industrial countries.
Russia's milit-ary aid to colonial
revoiutionary
movements can,

therefore, accomplish neo-colonial- . to defend American imperialism as
the lesser evil. I am not saying that
(why else would Castro endorse the is where Noel is heading (he also
Czech invasion?;, andjor access. to says t-h at the main enemy is at
markets but es~ially raw mate· home), but I am saying that that
rials, and/or exclusion of its im- kind of ambiguity does not help
perialist rivals (U.S., etc.) from anyone's thinking.
· those same markets and raw mateThere is one additional main
rials or, at the least, forcing the area that distorts the usefulness of
. western powers to share th.at access. the pamphlet. State capitalism is
The African movements (and Cuba) presented as a theory of the nature
are fortunate that their distance of the Soviet Union. For me it is a
. limits the possibilities of Russian theory of the stage of world capitaiintervention against them.
ism. Not to deal with it is to toss
Also, it is not true (or at least out Leninist methodology. Fifty
not the whole truth) that "Soviet years after Marx, Lenin defined a
policy is to a major extent aimed new stage. He defined it on t he
at weakening the system of private · basis of where the most advanced
property capitalism." It is also . countries had reached (just as Marx
aimed at weakening state property had done in the first place) but he
China, as a major thrust, and sup- applied it to the whole world. So
ports private property India, etc.,· . that either you are dealing wit h a
vs. China - just as G"hina supports theory of Russian exceptionalism,
private propert.y Pakistan vs. India, · or you are dealing with a t heory
and so on.
. (and a stage) which makes sense of
the rise of fascist tot-alitarian dicta·
3. In view of Noel's point of view · torships, British and French nationelaborated on page 26 and else· alized industry, and qualitatively
where, that the role of Russia is . more massive government inicrvenconiradictory, it is difficult to un- · tion in Lhe U.S. Noel may be leav·
derstand the statement that it is the . ing out t he western world (although
most dangerous enemy the working he refers to it, incorrectly, as pri·
class movement has ever known. · vate capitalism) in order not to
(Especially since they are respond- . prejudice the response of the rest of
ing not to objective necessity but the left. Whether or not that is his
to a vision.) It smacks too much of · purpose, it weakens the theoretical
Shachtman's theory of bureaucrat ic . (and pra<.-tical) argument and precollectivism in which in stage one it vents us from dealing with the new
was more progressive than capital- stage of the prolet-ariat in the westism, in stage two it was equally em countries and the soviet bloc.
reactionary, and in stage three it
was more reactionary, leading him
ist control, partial or complete

: USSR is imperialist
To the editors:
1 am writing in regard to Noel
Ignat in's pamphlet No Condescending Sauiors imd. to the letter by
Marty Glaberman about it.
Noel argues that there is no com·
pelling economic drive in the Soviet

Union to export capital, extract
superprofits, etc. He says the Soviets are instead motivated on a
world scale by political choice, a
vision of "proletcult and newspeak". Within that framework, he
argues we should analyze and un-

derstand the differences and similarities between Western imperial-_.
ism and the Soviet Union. He goes·
on to argue that So viet irnpetialism
consists of direct looting, direct
ownership of industry in foreign
countries, and unequal trade agree·
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C:lt1bem1an s:ays that lhP Soviet
lJ:Hl>t\ 1~ CUt oif (rom ditt•l'l t"' IO·
ni1.-s . :md t>n!{:lt!t?S in neo-colonial
t?~onomil~ <.'()ntru l

olht'"l' coun
aim not only
at weak,'fling prwste property l"'apitalism , but at weukcning stal•' L'<lpi·

ui~:
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t.ctlist China, pro moting priv~tte
propNty India. etc. In other words
the- USSR acrs ;Js one mor~ bloc of
state .-apila! Ill a world stal!c of
s ta tt.> CttpituH~m.
I h.a "e som~ symP<~thy fo r Gla-

bcrml<n·; position. and would arsme
the follo"ing: If the Soviet L·mon
is slat~ capitalist and if th" ::>oviet
Union is loc(ltcd with in the wor ld
(~~tpitulist :;yst.em. then it is faced
with the problem of competition
bet W(..-t•n L"Spital;; and hen<'e It mu st
&ccumulat.e. Th is driv(' for ucc.:umu·
lation l>ccom~ the driving force of
the So\·iet economy. and in forl.!ign
afiairs it assum••• both a politiCal
and economic complexion. Further,
Brit ish and French imperiulism ha1•e
been <k-clining since \\'orld War II,
and the subS<.'Qut•nt redivision of
the world has made the U.S. pre em inen t. The lfr,.,lLest challo•nge oo
G.S. hegemony comes not from
another imperialist pow.)r (they all
pale Q<,fore th e strength of the
U.S.) but f rom the national Iibera·
lion movemen ts in t.he Third World .
It is within this context that I
think the differences and similari·
tie3 betw!c'en the So1~et Union and
Western impcriulis m sllllu ld be
undHstood .
lgnalin ·s problem is th:lt he 1;
lookmg ior a su perfluity of capital,
unable to be profitably inv<!sted in
the So1·tet Uniotl . Out a superfluity
of capital is relative. A supcrlluily
of capital could be invested Ill the
well-being of th<• wo rking class, a
pOlitical c hoice lgnatin says Ut e
Soviei.s could make . but don •t. But
if they ditl. to paraphrase Lenin.
then capitalism wouldn't he capi·
talism . One further rc m;trk bolfore.
going io the crux of the matter. I
agY<:(' that Soviet impt:rialism ex·
hibits the three features mentioned
above, but at leust one v f th<•m . th<>
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Soviet shoppers li11ing \IP to purc-hase scarce goods.

o wnership of indus:ry m forl'ign
nations, req uir~ th<· f'Xp<>rt Of
capital.
One of the major points of oon·
tention is wht:ther there 1s an N'n·
nomic law that forces the So•~et
Union to accumu late. lgnutin d<'·
fines capitali~m as requiring an
indepcndr·nt cla3S of was:c-laborer.
and ··some force which cum pels 1 he
exploiter.> to HCCumulatc capital . ..
it is competition amon~ different
c apitals.·· Wh ile not r.greeing that
the above ;., l!.ll adequate definition
of capitalism, it is true that oompe·
titivn between capitals forces ao:·
cu mulation. Out in th~ l'SSR lh?re
is only one capital, the .tate capital.
\\fhat then forces accumulation '!
II~ cites the International Social·
ist.s· argumr·nt: thai ~trategic and
military eompetition bo' t w.;en the
So·licts an<l the We;t force th•·
d ev.:lopmellt of an arms l.:onomy.
which in t.Urn rnrces dl•velopment
of capital :u-.:umulat ion throughouL
the Sol'iet eeonomy.
lgnarin d i•agree; wllh the l.~.
nnd says the ("Om pct.itit) n is mosdy
pOlitical .. . to show that ' ·social·
ism .. is superior to capitalh;m . But
that is a poliucal choice. If th.-y
wanced to cut lJar: k mtlitary spend·

ing sntl produee consumer U<.,O<Js.
the Soviets havr· that optioi1. He
;;ays there i6 no ('Xph:mation tlf So\ic~ t lniun behavior that. roots ac·
eumulat ion in nlJj.,.,(ive la11. UT<?speclll'~ o f the \\ishcs of m~n
( pagPs :!0 -23). But the Soviet Union
is ;till capitali't withvul this drive
to acrumulate. ~loreovH, he gi•·es
an ;;xarnple of th1s type of rapitalist
anomaly . the ;mlclwllurn ,\mencan
South: ··.Jttst. as in the "''"' uf the
So\'ir t< tQ<lay, the drive to accumu·
late wa!lo not economic in thl" sc~nse
that ~lnrx had tr.ttlitionally <'O n·
sidcrr"l it. hut political: in tho c:asc
of the South, th e need t.o nwintain
parity with th" :'-lo rth in political
influl'n<·l' and, more generally. the
need to prov; dc some opportunity
for advanccm~nt to poor whites.
. . . ·· (p>tge 23)
\\nih· I think the abo\·c Tf'mark
is useful in undemanding U.S. his·
tory, Ws not the whole truth ;tnd
I disa)lro"' that there was no economic law op;;rativc. I ;~gYee with
Marx whl!n he said. '"Quite apart
from the economical law which
makes thl! cliffu>ion o r slav('ry a
vital , ·ond ltion for its n1ainu:nanc-eo
\\ithin its L"'Onstitutiunal art'as. the
Jeado' l'S of the ~outh hml never

deceived themselves as to the necessity Cor keeping up their political

sway over the United Stales."
(Marx, The American Que#ion in
England, italics in original. Also
quoted by Ken Lawrence in Karl
Marx on American Slavery.) Further, "A tight restriction of slavery
within the old terrain was bound,
therefore, according to eponomic
law, to lead to its gradual extinction, to the annihilation, in the
political sphere, of the hegemony
that the slave >tates exercized
through the Senate. . . ." (Marx,
The North American CwU War)
I roo belie••e the Soviet Union is

comparable to the antebellum
South; it must expand or die by
dint of economic law.
I believe the first period of Soviet accumulation, before World
War 11, was in many respects similar to the classic ~;nglisb primitive
accumulation. It h1volved the destruct-ion or the peasantry and the
development of an industrial base
(which in the USSR was steel,
us.nsportation, and utilit.ies). This
primiti\•e accumulation was driven
by the new state capitalist mode of
production competing "ith and
taking over the old pre-eapitalisL
mode. The survival and expansion
of state capitalism throughout the
USSR was driven by economic
compulsion the same as the earlier
capitalism was in England, where
the competition was between landholders and capih\lholdcrs. The fact
thai decisions \\"ere made in lhe
Soviet Union by plan instead of
anarchically dOt!•n 't erase that
compulsion, it only covers it up.
Noel agrees that the Soviet
Union is stale capitalist. It seems
that if you accept the logic of my
first argument (which Noel does
by stating on his own that competition of capitals forces accumulation) then the question has to be
directed at the other axiom - the
integration of the Soviet Union in
the world capitalist system.
The holders of the theory of the
"socialist world," the CPUSA, CLP,
etc., say there is no integration of

the "socialist countries" into the
world capitalist systems. They hold,
similar to Noel, that the competition is political. A variant of thai is
the GllOrdiQn's position: "socialist
countries arc atfcct<.>d in varying
degrees by the exlstenc.e of a world
capitalist system .... But it would
be absurd to see (Vietnam) as a
'part' of that system ...." (GllOrdian, 6/ 1/ 77)
I'll agree that prior to World War
II the integra.Lion of the state capitalist USSR into tbe world capitalist system was weak. But even so,
by 1927 Ford had produced 85 per
cent of all tractors in use in the
USSR. During the first Five Year
Plan, 1929-1933, Albert Kahn Construction from the U.S. designed
nearly 600 plants throughout the
Soviet Union. By 1931 the USSR
was buying two thirds of all U.S.
exports of farm equipment. And
there was more, all requiring credit,
money, and commodity exchanges.
After World War D the USSR
was faced with a direct threat by
U.S. capital. Much of its economic
base was dest royed (like France and
Germany) and a massive influx of
U.S. capital was taking over those
weakened economies. It was no
a<:cident that the CPUSA, syco·
phant or the CPSU, directed much
of its attention in tb(JS<) years to
the Marshall Plan. Could it be that
Eugene Dennis and William Z. Foster were worried about ~he sovereignLy of French capital? It was in
dired response to the Marshall Plan
that the Soviet& developed their

own sphere of influence in Europe,
the Council or Mutual Economic
AsSistance (Comecon).
What kind of imperialism is it,
some ask, that builds self-sufficient
economics with rising standards of
living, like in Eastern Europe? Put
another way, does the USSR disarticulate the local economies, cutting down the exchange between
sectors, creating population surpluses in the low productivity sectors, and channeling all production
to tbe Soviet Union as is the classic
case in the 'fhlrd World? Even with
the increasing "socialist division of
labor" and the development of
trade based on "comparative advantage," the answer is no. But neith('r
did tlte Marshall Plan do that to
Western Europe. The form that
Comeco!l tooK was a direct result
of the economic threat from the
West.
A classic 'fhlrd World example
would be Cuba, where efforts at
economic diversification in the mid
'60 's were reversed and Russian
"aid" led Cuba back to its one crop
economy. or course, Cuban distance from the USSR bas p.revented
a total disarticula.t ion of the Cuban
economy, and more chickens and
catlle are being raised than ever
before.
Although the Soviets will put
their foot in the Third World door
wherever they can (Egypt, India),
it is in Europe that the economic
competition is tiarcest. Fifty-five
per cent of all Soviet foreign trade
is with Eastern Europe, and 33 per

Sovie't u ·nk.s in Czechoslovakia. 1968. No economic compulsion?
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cent or all U.S. foreign trade is in
\Ve1;tern Europe. Although I don't
ha,·e the figures at my fingertips,
the U.S. trade with the East has
been growing (Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Rumania), and the Soviets
have similarly increased their trade
with the West (France). This is
economic competition between
capitals. ll involves relative labor
product ivitWs, relative organic composition of capitals, and the ability
to expand and accumulate or die.
Why don't the Soviets just pack
up their capil31i.st baggage and go
home·? Because they are now t'innly
entrenched, driven by competition,
in the world capitalk-t system. By
1971 outstanding USSR debts to
the West, excluding the controversial lend lease, amounted to over
two billiotl U.S. dollars. USSR
trade in 1971, before the wheat
deal, involved $13,806 million in
export and $12,479 million in import. Their total GNP that year
was only $115,400 million.
This is hardly the picture of a
capit.ll formation in political but
not economic competition and integration with other capitals.
To reiterate. Given that the Soviet Union is state capitalk-t, and
now, I hope. given its integration
into rhe world capitalist system, it
is forced by law t.o compete and
accumulate. Accumulation on a
world scale equals imperialism. It is
that framework that best explains
Soviet behavior and leads to an
understanding of modem imperialism and the world situation.
-

'o'lhat would he say about
the USSR today?
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lgnatin

are an attempt to counter the
problem of low productivity. These
re.forms failed "because they came
into contradiction ... with an objective law of socialism, the law of
balanced development of the econ-

(continued riom page 34)
only the Communist Labor Party
has been able to looli objectively at
the crisis in the world communist
movement, of which the Sino- omy ...
So,>iet split is" the main manifestaThe problem, according to Aurtion." It is this ability which has thur, is that the present leaders are
enabled the CLP, according to the attempting to deal with real pronwriter, to oppose revisionism while lems, the heritage of tsarism, by
re!usin!l. to (I(:Cept that capitalism revisionist means, and that tllis
policy has given rise to a privileged
has been restored in the f:ioviet
elite, economic dislocations, a black
Union. 1'he introduction ·makes
clear that the question is of not market, etc.
The next section of the book
mere theoretical interest, but is a
matter of ·breaking up a developing takes up the favorit'l claims of the ·
Maoists and refutes them, in its
world alliance aimed at the destrucfashion. Thus, the que..-tion of
tion of s.ocialism with fascist war.
whether labor power is a comThe book hegins with a discusmodity is posed as follows: "Does
sion of philosophy and history to
(the worker] get paid according ro
show that the social retrogression
his production or is he paid accordis contrary to both dialectics and
experience, that a higher form or ing to the market price of labor
power - a market. price that necessocial organization, once having
sarily and at all times presu pposes
t.lken root, cannot be overturned
a reserve army of unemployed?"
except by conquest.
The fact that the Soviet economy is
It passes to a section on political
today characterized by a general
economy, which begins with some
shortage,
rather than a surplus, of
definitions - of class, stratum,
worken
is
taken to disprove the
capitalism and socialism. The juicicharge
that
labor
power bas become
est plum is a citation from Stalin
a commodity.
about "the securing o( the maxiThe c:harge that t.b e So~iet Uition
mum satisfaction ..." - a standard
e.'<ports capital. and is therefore
exampl~ of bowgeois utilitarian
imperialist, is refuted by poinWng
theory whicb Aurtbur describes as
to the so-called " socialist division
"the basic law of socialjsm." (page
27)
of labor". which exists among the
Following this, the book takes
Comecon countries, and which has
led to the unprecedented situation
up the economic development of
in which tho "colonies" of eastern
the USSR. '!'his is its strongest
Europe experience more rapid ecosection. ln a series of chapters
nomic growth tban the USSR itself.
making up Part I, it demonstrates
The writer also shows that Soviet
that the found11.tion of state-owned
relations with the underdeveloped
property, established under Stalin,
cow1tries, to whom it extends lowis unshakeable. A great deal of
interest loans, arc substantially difresponsibility is laid on the backferent from those of typical imwardness and isolation of the USSR
perialisms.
for the specific fonn.s which arose,
In another chapter, Aurthur conincluding low productivity and "a
siders whether the Soviet Union is
privileged stratum, an elite, at the
"militarist" and concludes that it is
\'<!ry apex of the Party and state."
not, that Soviet policy is defensive,
It is this elite - which is not a class
not aggressive.
in the ~ninist sense - that repreThe last chapter of the book
sents an anti-Marxist trend, and
deals with political questions. In
that is responsible for the introducspite of -bureaucratic distortions:
t-i on of a number or reforms which

which have led 1.0 the separation,
to some extent , of t he stat~ from
the people and the demoralization
o f the masses, the Soviet state
remains a dictatorship o f the prole tariat. This is proven by the
continued existence of the soviets,
bodies which combine ext'Cutivc
and legislative functions, and the
bringing in, every year, o f large
numbers of workers and peasants
to the work o f administering the
state.
The preceding brief summary has
not done justice to Aurthux's book.
In its seriousness and reasonableness of approach, it towers over
the products of the "new communist movement" lhe way an anthill
towers over a Oat and barren plain .
Skillfully exposing how the i\-laoists
distort Marxism and the facts, it
makes hash out of their cor\tention
that capitalism has been restored in
the Soviet Union. It is all the more
effec tive because it admits the
existence of serious gefectS in
&>viet society, something which the
Communist Part.y apologists are
unwilling to do .
The book looks good partly because it goes up against easy O?ponents, the restorationists, who
share many o f its basic assumptions. There is another view, which
holds that the. Soviet Utlion never
reached socialism but instead balt.(-!d
at the stage of stat~ capitalism
shortly after the October Revolut~on. That view· is not mentioned by
Aurlhur, except for one brief
reference to Trotsky, "that bagman
of ·William Randolph Hearst and
Adolf Hitler," as its "father."
In the first place it is ina ccurat-e
t.o ascribe the theory or Lhe SovieL
Union as state capitalist to Trotsky .
As anyone who takes the trouble te>
read him will know, Trotsky t o the
end of his lite rcg(mk'(( properLy
relations in the USSR as socialist.
He felt that the problem was t he
inabil ity of Russia LO re.sist the
pressures of the world market, and
the rise of a parasitic, bureaucratic
stratum. Thus, he critically supported t he USSR and called for a

· Sold iers .;n gt1ard during 1970 worke,.· rebellion in Poland.

change in the poliLical sphere to
safeguard the social achievements
. of th e October Revolution . Aurthur
himself is much closer to Trot.sky's
views than arc the theoreticians of
stat.e capitalism.
It was Lenin who developed the
t-heory of stat.e capitalism as a stage
on ihe way to socialism. He repeated it a dozen Limes and it was
the dominant view at the time of
his d eat h. So far as we know, no
one even suggested before Lhe
· 19:30's that Russia was socialist.
lf Au rthur wants t.o maintain t-hat
iL is now, it is up to him to demonstrate the developments that
brought about the c:hange.
On th e nature of capital: Marx
refers to "the au thority assumed
by the capitalist by his personificat ion of capital in the direct process
of productio n" which he says "impr<~ itsel f upon the mass of
direct producers as a strictly regulating authority and as a social
mechanism o f the labor process
graduated into a c~mplete hierarc hy. " (Capital, Kerr edition,
Volume UI, page 1027)

Is this no t a perfect description
of t11e Soviet Union today, where
the sc paralion of the worke1-s from
the means of production is more
·complete than even in th e li.S:!
In my pamphlet., No Cond.csca:ding
:Saviors, I included an appendix
; describing piece-work in a Hungarian fact.ory (Htmgary being one
of the "socialist " countries of eastem Europe). I challenge anyone
· who has ever worked at Ford t.o tell
: the difference. The Hung(~rian, and
· also the Soviet, workers fit perfectly Marx' descri ption o f "lhe detailworker of toda y, crippled by lifelong repe tition or one and the same
trivial operation, and thus reduced
to a mere fragment of a mnn . . . ."

What else is this but the relation
of capital and labor'? Aurthur
'\\·ri tes : "Socialist. literature . . . US<!S
· the words 'c.apit.al/ 'wages,' and so
o n to apply to the socialist economy . Now h<n"· can 'cttpit.ul' e xist
under a system whic h has alJ<)li.s hed
capital? Obviously it cannot be the
:;arne capitaL How can wages e xist
under socialism if socialism L~. as
Mane points out, t-h e abolit ion of
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the wages system·> Obviously it is a
new kind of wages. Similarly \Vith
profit., rent, interest, etc."
This brings to mind the plea of
the man arrested for burglary:
"Yes, officer, I realize that you
have d iscovered in my basement a
large quantity of color TV's, stereos, cameras and wristwatches for
which I have no sales slips and
which matclt the serial numbers of
items recently stole n fYom appliance st ores. However. since I am
an honest man and honest men do
not steal, t.herefore, the presence
of all these TV sets et<). in my basement must have some reasonable
explanat ion, which r am sure will
sat.isfy you , officer, since you re·
ceived your training in Logic at the
Academy of the CLP, under the
instruction of Jonathan Aurthur."
On the export of capital: it is
true that the Soviet Union does not
export capital in the manner of
traditional imperialist countries;
neither does the U.S . The general
movement of capital in t he world
today is from the less developed to
the more developed co\mtries,
exactly the <>pposite of what. Lenin
described in Imperiali$m . The reasons for t his have to do with t he
declining rate of profit. and the

On the last point I wish to raise
here, the nature of the Russian
state, I can do no better than quote
Max Sh<•chtman, from a. debate
with Herbert Aptheker: "How can
you call me anti·soviet? I'm prosoviet! ThP.re just aren't any soviets
in Russia! u

Aurthux's attempt to link the
bodies that call · themselves "soviets" in Russia today - bodies
which are elected from a single list
on a geographical rather than industrial basis, where t he "delegates"
come together for six weeks in
·every year and arrive at every single
decision unanimously, ai1d whose ·
appro val is not required even in
cases of the most important person· ·
f!el changes in goye.~nment - with ·
resulting shortage of capital (shortage only in relat.ion to the scale
required by the present level of
technology) in t he industrial world.
Thus, there are two world cent.ers,
each striving to centralize and subordinate to itself an increasing mass
of capital, including ent.ire territories with · their populat.ions and
raw materials. Wbat is involved is
not the sale of commodities, nor
even the export of capital, but
world domination . Is this imperial-

the living, a<)tive councils or work·
ers', soldiers' and peasants' deputies
that o verthrew the tsar in 1917 ...
such a comparison makes one weep
for the writ ing of history. As for
the incorporation of workers and
peasants into th.e administration:
well, the Unit.ed Automobile Workers union knows how to do that and every one of the workers it
incorporates becomes a funct.i onary
of an apparatus which is hostile, in
its very being, to the class interests
of those it puxports to represent.
The organization which c8.Jls itself
the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union has mast.ered ihe technique
of ruling the workers by providing
a staggering multit ude of organizations which they are encouxaged t.o
join, and suppressing " with an iron
hand;' any the workers create on
their own.
For all Aurthur's talk about the
uclass nature" of "soviet democracy," the fact remains that it is
forbidden for a group of workers
in a Russian factory to call a meeting and publish a newsletter aimed
at the removal of an objectionable
foreman, still less a union off~eial.
Is t.his socialism'? .

· Noel lgnatin

ism?

Correspondence
To the editors:
There arc two works that STO
has sent that a few of us have dealt
with : ( 1 ) Towards a Reuolutionary
Party, and ( 2) White Supremacy
and the National Question . There
is a general consensus that the former needs to be redone. Some
works can be reprinted, but others
have to be revised in order to ob·
tain the desired result. The introduction helps, but it is still hard to
gain the continuity that is neces·
sary.
On the latter work there are t.w o
positions: ( 1) That the paper is
revisio nist and negates " universal
principles of Marxism·Len inism"
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(specifically Stalin 's formulation of
a nation), which those of us who
disag1ee with this position see as
dogmatic, and a denial of MarxismLeninism. ( 2) The other position
stems from tlte realization that
white supremacy is a reality, t hat
th.e point of U.S. capital utilizing it
for control on two fronts is valid.
What is in error, We believe, is the
emphasis on the ideology of whit.e
supremacy from an historical perspective, i.e., it seems that it is
implied that the control mechanism
existed before t he material conditions, and primacy is given to the
former.
The example of the English

working c.lass being opposed to
slavery, but not self-determinat ion
of Scots, etc., has to be dealt with
in accord with the historical reality
of these people, the ideology of
control there, the culturalnonns of
the English as opposed to the
Americans. [dealt with Grundrisse
- have underst.anding of how it i&
presen ted.)
In conclusion it seems that while
the paper has value, the formulations lead not to new realities on
the "National Question"; more,
STO has not really clarified its posi·
t ion, but has left that to Blacks,
etc., which bows to the narrow
nationalists who project nat.ion-

building in isolation !rom the
larger stzuggle.
i am a citizen of t-he Republic of
New Afrika , yet i find myself at
odds with the tactics utilized, and,
in particular. the narrow outlook of
many i.n leadersh ip positions. Just
as y ou must (We il.ll mus t) deal "it.h
white suprc mucy - so, too, must
We d eal with the question o f na·
lions' right of self-determination.
The reality or Blac ks not only d eals
with the racism prevalent, b ut also
the class question, and at this point
in time We have to be a little more
critical. opposed to generalizations.
Racism is a ,-omerstone of the
American c ultural reality, and there
does exist a need to attack it wherever it exists, as We attack all
valutJS, ide-as, practices of the U.S.
in particular.
The qu estion of class still re mains at t he top - not because O ctober League o r anyone said it, but
beca use e ven if you deal with the
Black National Question, looking
at the internal relationships - class
reality is also reflected. We ha,•e to
attack the enemy wherever it exists.
The majority of nationalist
groupings today reOect the pettybourgeoisie. or elements who adhere to petty bOurgeois ideas. If
they deal with the Nation al Question, race is primary . STO needs a
new perspective, for, although you
deal wiU> differen t issues, you incorporate views t hat y ou presented
in t he past to co unteract positions
t hat eith er Liquidate or distort the
Natio nal Question, yet without
cri~icially analyzing the validi ty of
these positions in light of changes
within !be Black populus, and the
oppressed masses.
Things (condition s) have changed
and the nood exists to struggle no~
only against white supremacy- but
the whole realm of capitaiL<t cultural mani rest.ations - showing the
relationship, and the need to adhere
to Marxis m-Lenin ism . In the main
there is imp lied a n over-emphasis of
white supremacy in relation to the
"Nat io nal Question," which i don ' t
think is a conscious act, but stems

from STO seeking to get people to
deal with this reality. What you
have presented cont.•ins: 1. National Question; 2. Black and white
unit y of the masses; 3. R.ole of
white supr~macy; 4. Multi-national
party , from different perspectives;
5. as well as speaking to the ncces·
sity or tactics and strategy for dealing with these various issu t~.
The strength of the paper is that
it makes note of a critical point:
that class and race are intimately
related in America, and the need
for generating a cultural revolution
representative of the n ew tasks that.
exist, and that will arise. The fear i
have is that of opening the door to
narrow nat ionalist tnmds. You
m~st be critical of both.
Lastly the position of MultiNational Party Now, i believe to be
L'Orrect; bu t qualified in that the
struggle We speak of must be waged
inside the Party as well as the society as a whoUI. The reality today is
one that d enotes irrr.sponsibil ity on
the part of Marxist-Leninist groups
and organizatio ns. 'fhe struggle o f
the pen. greater than thou, do what
i want, and say what i want, is dominant . Those We say We struggle for
and with are subordinated in practice to ~-<:Larian wishes, negat ing
dialectical and llistorical materialism, and the lund or knowledge at
our d isposal. I don't believe We will
gain what We need by more National Groupin11s in U1e abs tract. Those
that exist exem plify weak-nesses
that
others
(Marxist-Leninists)
co uld aid them in dMiin g with and
vice versa. That changes have taken
place should be noted when We ask
the question " What organization on
a national level leads the Black
masses?". There are local Black
groups, and some serve the masses
around them well, yet they are isolated from forces that could and
must aid them . This is another historical reality We m ust not play
past.
- Hodari Mwongeza
(from prison)

A Responu This letter is a complex one, so
we have chu>t<n to limit our reply
to a central point wh ich is m ade
which bears on all the others - the
writer's concern about "narrow na·
t.ionalism." Our point will be t.hat
"narrow nationalism., is a COt\tradicUon in terms ina pplicable to
oppressed nations in the age of
imperialism.
It is crucial to remember that.
capitalism is now a world sy;t.em.
While class struggle is waged within
the frontiers or countries - workers vs. the bourgeoisie - it has
another and leading dimension: the
dimension or world class ;truggle.
As imperWlsm developed it began
to treat whole countries-full of peopleas reserve labor armies. It forced
migration and caused populations
to forge nations where n one were
before. Its march prole tarianized
th ese nations. It turned entire
countries into bnnan11 plantat-ions,
rubber plantations, feedlots, and
oilfield;. It robbed 11nd immiseratcd
all but a few comprador bourgeoisie
and bureaucrats. I~ forced the petit
bOurgeoisie down in the class structure, thus inclining it to ally with
the workers. And it subjected the
peasantry to direct imperial control, causing it to align with workers.
In the U.S. this process took the
form of freez;ing Blacks at. t-he bottom o f t he class ladder. Meanwhile,
whi te workers we re struggling for a
bigger slice of the p ie and striving
to make gains at t.hc expense of
Black workers. White workers prac. lic,ro ltarrow nationalism (" Buy
American") while Black workers in
L<>uisiana struck in sympathy ";lh
liberation stnl~:~tlcs in Africa and
engaged in continuow; battles - d elll8.Jlding community t-'Dnlrol of
schools, convulsin g whole m etropolitan centers, wreaking havoc. in
the auto p lants. This, because imperialist oppression inevitably gives
rise to movements for self-det-erm ination, here as in Vietnam. And
these movements b y the ir ve ry
nature take aim at the heart of
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capitalism. Such movements cannot · support for various national/class
be considered narrow. In fact they struggles which do not live up to
arc as broad as the world class " our" standards of Marxism? The
answer must be no; let us examine
struggle.
why. B<>th ~iarx in his writings on
~everthclcss, we agree with our
correspondent that misleadership in
the Irish question and Lenin in his
national liberat ion movements is views on the separation of Norway
problematic. Leadership can be from Sweden (Caricature of Marxelitist; can rt)pr(.-sent a ' 'ague hodge- ism and Imperialist Economism)
podge of class interests wit.h no
advised t.hat s uccessful rcvolut.ion is
impossible if workehl ally with
clear vanguard to give it direction;
c;m fail to ally with t.h e working
"their own" bourgeoisie in the oppression of another 11ation. Both
classes o r othe r countries. But we
don't think these are the most
inveighed oppressor-nation workers
to support the self-determination
likely ~vcntunlities. Rather, it is
demands of the oppressed national·
more likely that misleadership·, that
which is not thoroughly anti-impeities. (And Lenin did not reduce the
meaning of "self-delennination" to
rialist and intemationalist, will fail
to develop the mass base it needs to a synony m of "democratic rights"!)
aiumph. Since it is in t.hc objective . Further. Lenin assert~ t.hat this
interest of the mass of workers in
support should be present whether
or not the bourgeoisie, for its own
an opr-ressro nation to o ppose imperialism, they will not rally behind
historical reasons, was at the same !
time forwarding the same demand; .
leadership which does so poorly or
anti that one should not be overnot at all.
Admitting the possibilit.y of miscritical of the national leadership
lcaderohip, shall we then curb our . hut should examine most closely

the objective effect that the struggle would have on imperialism .
Even partial or ambiguous blows
to imperialism set the stage for further surges by the members of the
oppress<.'CI nation and challenge
workers in the oppressor nation to
live up to their responsibility as
members of t.he international working class.
We conclude that those who do
not unequivocally support national
liberation and its genuine le;~dcrship
are pro-imperialist and in coltaboration with their own bourgeoisie.
'The blstory of the U.S. is brim-full
of such collaboration. White workers have been corrupt«! by the
system of while skin privileges in
housing, education, jobs - and ha•-e
been repaid hy a divided class army.
Oughtn' t we to oppose any tendency which offers oppressornation workers and "leftisM" fur·
tbcr excuse to collaborate?

C. H. for the Editorial Board

Economics of national oppression
(continued from page 33·)
sion. If, however. as is t.he case.
large international firms which are
based in t.hc imperialist centers can
control prices to a substantial degree, a hunk of the benefits of
unequal exchange will be approprist~ in the form of excess profits
which directly benefit only the
dominant sectors or t.be imperialist
ruling class. Since approximately
30 percent of inte rnational t rade
occurs within such large international firms, where so-called "transfer prices" can be set administratively with little regard to actual
costs and product.ivities, it is clear
that Emmanuel's assumption that
"the difference in wages, being
unable to react upon profits. reacts
upon prices." is not completely
valid. So long as equalization of
profits is not perfect, and it. cannot
be so inside a country or externally,
the differential between wagrn; in
different. countries is not. "unable
to react upon profits."
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Immobility of Labor

or course there can be no argument about Emmanuel's assumption o f a tremendous gulf in wage
rates between rich and poor coun-

tries. Even if the ratios of 20 to 1
or 30 to 1 which he uses are exaggerated , the differences are generally of this magnitude. The wage gap
alone, however, is not sufficient to
sustain Emmanuel's thesis. Em manuel's model would not work if low
wages were accompanied by equally
low rates of surplus value in the
poor count ries. W"! kers from a
high wage couniYy can conceivably
be more exploited (in the strict
sense of tl1e term) than workers
from low wage countries, if a sufficient ly greater amount of surplus
value is extracted from the former.
Emmanuel thinks this possibility is
so remote that be docs not even
bother to argue against it in the

body of his book. However, just
this point is at the root of a challenge to h is position from Charles
Bettelheim, a challenge which,
along with Emmanuel's response,
is helpfully included in a series of
appendices to the book.
Bettelheim states bluntly:
In o ther words, the more
the productive forces are de-

velopecl, the more the proletarians are exploitecl, tllat is,
the higher the proportion of
surplus labor to necessary
labor. This is one of the funda-

mental laws of the capi!cJiist
mode of production. {Reciprocally it means that, despite
their low wages, the workers
of the underdeveloped countries are less exploited than
those of the advanced, and so
dominant, countries.) (Uneq•wl Exchange, page 302,
Bettelheim 's emphasis)
According to Bettelbeim, t.he

--.----lower money wag<'S in poor coun·
lries is outweighed hy the greater
intrnsity of lahar in the rich coun·
tries, \\'here, in his view, workers
arc, "in general, more exploited."
Since bolh the criticism and the
response are contained in the book
itself, I will only summarize Bm·
manuel's rebuttal . First, he agrees
with Helh: lhcim that labor power
is, in general, utilized more inten·
sively in advanced capitalist coun·
tries. pointing out that his model
allows for this by treating one hour
of labor in a rich country as equiva·
lent to two bows of labor in a poor
country. llowcvcr, he argues that
the greater intensity of lahar comes
nowhere near to compensating for
the differe11ces in wage rates. What
Bettelhcim has done is w assume
that the greater productivity of
labor in rich countries- due largely

points out that, in general, the is essentially right in charging that
foreign trade or poor countries Bcttelheim situates his argumr.nt in
in-'olves commodities in which their a pre·Leninist Mar><ism, since the
productivity is comparable with, or essentially theoretical brealnhrough
wperior to, that of any other accomplished in Lenin's work on
country.
imperialism is the conception of
Nevertheless, despite these em· capitalism as a world system \vith
pirical arguments, Bettelheim 's po· distinctive contradictions and d omi·
sition retains a certain formal
nated by the reality of uneven
coherence. It· is t rue that in poor development. When the rele,'llnt
cow1trics it may require an expen·
framework of investigation is not
diture of 7 or 8 hours of labor to
separate national capitalisms but a
produce the commodities needed
world capitalist system, t he variou;
to sustain one wo rker for an 8 or concept ions of Marxist economics
10 hour day. It is also true that in
must be modified accordingly. Sperich countries the necessary com· cificall¥, if the value of labor power
modities to sustain a worker for
is the socially neci>$SlU)' labor time
an 8 hour day can be produced
needed to sustain and reproduce
with an expenditure of only 4 or 5
the laborer, it is crucial that "social·
hours of labor. (That the batch of · ly necessary labor time" be calcu·
use \'&lues is far larger in the. latter
lated occording to the prevailing
case is irrelevant to this point.)
technique in the world capitalist
'l'hus since the index of cxploita·
system, not according to backward

It is a specifically bourgeois theory which
regards wages as det ermined by productiv i ty.
t o the greater amount of capital
3\'ailable to each worker in t hose
countries - is evidence of a corre·
sponding difference in level of ex·
ploitation. He introduces no other
empirical support for bis assertion.
As I ha,·e pointed out earlier, it is
a specifically bourgeJis theory
which regards wages as determined
by productivity. Marx spent great
effort., e.g., in his writings on " piece
rates," to counter this theory or,
more accurately , this illusion.
Samir Amin presents a compel·
ling empirical argument against the
view that labor is tremendously
more exploited in th<' "developed "
countries. 1\min cites U.N. statistics
comparing gross o utputs in similar
economic units in rich and poor
countries employing comparable
techniques. II is oonclusions roughly
support Emmanuel's working assumption that labor i.s only about.
twice as inte nsive in the rich
cotmt.ries. (Aocumukltion 011 A
IVorld Scale, Volume I) Clearly
this does not stack up well against
wage differentials on the order of
10 to 1 or 20 to 1. Amin also

tion . lhc rate of surplus value, is
simply the amount of time the
worker works to produce a value
equivalent to the amount of value
commanded by his or her wages
dhided into the amount of hours
of labor which go to produce sur·
plus value, it appears to follow that
the rat.c of surplus value would be
much higher in the rich countries.
This is, according to Emmanuel,
"Bettelheim's paradox." Emmanuel
points out that a necessary conse:quencc of such a disparity in levels
of exploitation, given the mobility
of capital internatio nally, would be
that the rich countries would be the
victims of unequal exchange. The
tendenc..>y would be for a transfer of
,-aJue from countries with higher
wages to those with lower wages, a
tendency which is certainly invisi·
ble in the real world.
The source of this position which
entails so many paradoxical conse·
quences is basically an error in
. methodology . Bcttclheim argues
(rom a framework of separate
national economics rather than that
of a world capitalist system. Amin

and outmoded techniques which

may persist in some areas.

Bettelhcim makes just this mis·
take. He calculates the rate of
· surplus value in poor cow1tries in
terms of the level or technique in
the production of wage goods in
; those cow1tries, .ignoring lhe fact
. that labor expenditures in those
areas are often far above what is
socially necessary in the world
capitalist system.
For example, a South Korean
· garment worker's bare subsisten<:e
. may require the expenditure of 8
bows of lal>or Umc in order to
maintain the ability to work ten
. hours at an intensit y and with a
productivity commensurate with
· similar wo rk in the U.S. or some
other rich oounLry. This d ocs not
necessarily mean that the rate of
surplus value is only 25 percent.,
ho wever, because these 8 hours of
labor may be o nly lhc equivalent
· of 2 hours of "social ly necessary
labor" under the prevailing tech·
nique in the world capitalist sys·
tem. This would force the actual
price (not value or price of produc·
<13

tion) of wage goods in Korea down
towards the price of prOduction of
the same (or substitutable) goods
produced under the prevailing tech·
nique. Such a process commonly
involves direct producers of wage
goods in poor <.:ountzies being
forcEd into debt and thus to accept
a payment. for their labor which is
less than its value. Ultimately this
leads to bankruptcy, the deslruc·
tion of pre-capitalist sectors of the
economy. and the disruption of
anything like an economic balance
in the poor country. Not so coin·
cidentally, it also creates a permanent surplus of wage laborers and
thus helps hold the wage levels
down. Willie this is occurring, the
South Korean textile industry will
be benefiting from the combination
of "exotic wages" with modem
productivity. Who will reap t hese
benefits? Some will go to the own·
ers of foreign capital, which in one
way or another dominates the
industry and, if Emmanuel is corred, more will go to the consumers ,
capitalists and workers alike, of the
rich countries which engage Korea
in t rade.
If we leave aside Emmanuel's
admittedly controversial position
on who benefits (rom this process
and how much, we are left with a
dynamic of imperialist p<mctration
which is almost universally recog·
nized. How could BeUelheim have
ignorEd this dynamic in his calcula·
non of relative mtcs of surplus
value? I believe that the e"planation lies in Bcttdheim's desire to
refute Emmanuel's economics be·
cause of antagonism to his political
conclusions concerning the revolutionary centtality and potential of
lhe metropolitan proletariat.
While Emmanuel talks about the
immobility or labor in sociological
terms, it is clear that he means it
economically. He certainly is aware
that there is substantial int.ernation·
al mobility of labor from Latin
America into the U.S., ftom Algeria
into France, from India into Brit·
ain , from Southern l!:uropc into the
Common Market, etc. However,
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this movement of labor across
national borders does not usually
involve the direct competition with
the central core of the metzopolitan
working classes out of which sig·
nificant moves towards intemation·
al equalization of wage:; might
emerge. Instead, the monopolistic
character of the labor market is
expressed in the existence of rela·
tively distinct second-class labor
markets for foreign workers which,
in the case of the U.S., overlap and
merge with ~he dual labor market
Cor Black, Chicano, and Native
American workers. Capitalist poJ.it.
ical policy, narrow trade unionism,
3Jld national chauvinism within the
metropolitan working classes all
combine to prevent what labor
mobility there is from leading t.o a
process of wage equalization across
national borders. Thus Emmanuel's
assumption of permanent " institu·
tionally different " rat.es of surplus
value between high wage and low
wage countries appears io be valid .
(An interesting question is whether
there is a parallel " unequal ex·
change" phenomenon generated in
the U.S. by "institutionally differ·
cnt" rates of surplus value generated by white and nationally oppressed workers, these different
rates of surplus value being rooted
in Lh• dual lalJor market.)

Emmanuel's Politics
Emmanuel argues that the gap in
wage levels and rates of surplus
value between rich and poor coun·
tries cannot express itself in a higher rate of profit in the poor oountz:ies because of international pro!i~
equalization. Therefore, it is ex·
pressed in the relative prices of
products involved in international
trade, with the products of poor
countries priced so that, beneath
the appearance of the exchange of
equals, a transfer of value from
these countries to the rich ones
occurs. Since the mechanism of
value transfer is relative price rat.h er
than superprofits, tl1e benefits tor
the rich countries are distributed
among the entire consuming and
producing population , not only
among the bourgeoisie. This economic argument is the basis of Em·
manuel's pol.itics. According to
Emmanuel, these gencrn.l benefits,
not political renegacy or revision·
ism among working class leaders,
are at t.he root of what he terms a
de facto solidarity of interests between workers and capitalists of op·
pressing nations. He se t out U1is
argument in the following passage:
This is what has happened
between the end of the nine·
teenth century and our time.
It is not the conservatism of
the leaders that has held back
the revolutionary elan or the
mas.;es, as has been believed in
the Marxist-Leninist camp; it
is the slow hut steady growth
in awareness by the masses
that they belong to privileged
exploiting nations that bas
obliged the leaders or their
parties to revise their ideologies so as not to lose their
clientele.
This does not mean that an·
tagonisms have d isappeared
within the developed capitalist
nations. Whether wages be
high or low, whether the social
prod uct be large or small, the
two shares, that or the work·
ing class and that of the re·

-c~ivers

of surplus value, con- · which Emmanuel is challenging.
Since the latter positions constitute
tinue to be magnitudes that
ar~ i nv~rs~l y proportional to
the major obstacles to a workable
revolutionary strategy, I will critieach other, and so the antagocize them later in this section. First.,
nism c-ontinues. Vr'hcn, bowhowever, it is necessary to expose
ever, the relative importJlltt.i!
the economism in Emmanuel's posiof the national cxploitntion
from wh ich a wo rking c lass
tion.
When the cited passage is read
suffers through belonging to
carefully, it is evident that some imthe proletariat diminishes conportant propositions remain merely
tinually as compared with that
assertions although they obviously
from which it benefits through
require supporting arguments and
belon;:ing to a privileged naevidence. For example, it may be a
tion, a moment comes when
fact that there are "privileged exthe aim of increasing the naploiting nations"; I ceriainly think
tional income in absolute
so.
However, it docs not necessarily
terms preVIIils o ver that of imfollow
that this fact alone entails a
proving the relat.ive share of
"slow
b
ut steady growth in awareone part of the nation over the
ness by the masses (in such counother. ~'rom that point ontries) that they belong to privileged
w;ud, the principle of national
exploiting nations." Emm:111ucl's
solidarity ce~s to be chal·
politics rest on the second proposilenged in principle, however
vio lent and rad ical the struggle
tion, not the first. Takin g the U.S .
as an example, we find a remarkover the sharing of the cake
ably different "mass awareness." U
may be. Thcrt>after a de facto
anything, the popular view is that
united front of the workers
and capitalists of the well-to·
this country is exploited by various
h;echcs and parasites which we supdo countries, directed against
the poor m.ttions, coexists with
port around the world, the opposite
of Emmanuel's contention. Of
an internal trade-tmion strug·
course this view is not factual, but
gle over the sharing or the
loot. Under these conditions Emmanuel cannot assume without
proof tha t it docs not play a si~:nifi
t.his trade-union struggle necessarily becomes more and more can t role in determining mass
political attitudes and alignments.
a sort of settlement of accounts betwt>en partners, and
An even more wide..-pread not ion
in the U.S. is that "wh at w e have,
it is no accident that in the
richest c-ountries, such as the
we deserve b ecause we h ave earned
Li.S. - with simi lar tendencies it." T his position. particularly "idealready appatent in the other spread among white working peo.
pie, plays an important political
big capitalist countries - milltam trade-union struggle is role though it has little to do with
the actual process of primitive a nd
degenerating first into trade
imperialist accumulation in the U.S .
union ism or the classic British
or
course this view leads to reactype, then into corporatism
tionary
politics just as certainly as
a"\d finally into racketeering.
a
consciousness
of being a part o f
(pages 180-181)
This passage and related stat-ea ''privileged oppressor nation"
ments and arguments advanced in
docs. Ho wever, since it has differUnequal Exchange, though they ent roots and characteristics, it re point to a certain political reality,
quires a different political approach
are fundamentally wrong. This root
to count~r it, and for a number of
error is a crude economism which,
reasons the prospects of doing this
successfully are substantially greatparadoxically , nJso characteri7.('S th e
er than they would be if. Emmanuvarious pseudo-l.eninist positions

el's description were valid.
To further illustrate this point,
consider a parallel but much clearer
case of working class privileges white workers' relationship to the
oppressed nations within the U.S.
In this instnncc, the privileges are.
much more immediate. 'l'he dirferential is a definite and central part
· of social life in the U.S. Keither
point could be made about imperial
privileges in the sense which Emmanuel d evelops the concept. Nev·
. ertbeless, few white work<." S consciously articulate their politics as a
· defense of while privileges, aJ.
though this is what often dominates
U1cm. lrlSlcad they rationalize their
position with arguments parallel to
the ones laid out above. ("Blacks
are privileged"; "we eam~-d what
we have.") This does not fiL in to
. Emmanuel's conception o( the rch•·
tionship betwee n politics and eco. nomics at all, and demonstrates the
rigidity and the essential itl3t>plica·
bility of his conception of t.bis rela·
tionship.
The difficulty of predicting poli·
tical behavior from econom ic facts
is the greatest when the relevant
. economic processes are very complex and obscure. ~eedless to say .
· the process of unequal exchange is
so hidden behind the surface mechanisms of international tmde that
the average U.S. worker under-

.....

stands nothing at all about it. If
!Jlis is the case, and if un"'Jual exehange is the central mechanism of
imperialist extraction or value, how
h;IVe the m etropolitan work(>IS become aware that they are part of
"privileged exploiting nations"?
In short, even if Emmanuel's
~onomic analysis is accept(>d tota lly. his implicit assu mption of a
mechanical identity between economic facts and poli t ical beh avior
robs his political conclusions of
thl'ir va.lidity and utility. His und ia - .
lec tical determinism is nothing but
the mode of analysis which Engels
ridiculed in his famous letters. to
Bloch and Schmidt in 1890.
Emmanuel's economic determin·
ism is even clearer in a sentence
which is the heart of his political
argument.
When, however, the relative
importance of the national exploitation from which a working class suffers through belonging to the proletariat
diminishes co ntinually as compared with that from which it
benefits through belonging to
a privileged nation, a moment
comes when the aim of increasing the national income
in absolute tenns prevails o\·er
that of impro\<i.ng th(> relative
.hare or one p:u-t of Ihe nation
over the other.
Astonishingly, l!!mmanuel apparent- ·
ly believes that such a vital assertion docs not require either empirical or logical support, because he
offers none. However, t he exten t to
which the metropolitan prolet:u-iat
can play a revolutionary role ·which is obviously involved in this ·
point - is a central strategic issue
which cannot be disposed of in
such a flippant and facile fashion.
Unless he can prove that the benefits of unequal excbang(> are roughly of the same magnitude as that of
the internally extracted surplus
value, Emmanuel's argument can- ·
not be valid. He does not even attempt such a demonstration. However,· Samir Am in, who is certainly
not hostile to Emman uel, does
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make such a calculation of the magnitude of unl!qual exchange. He
concludes that it is not e'•cn of the
same order o{ magnitude as the surplus value ext.racted from the metropolitan work<.\rs. Thus, on the
economic level, while unequal exchange is sufficient to be crippling ·
for the nations on the periphery . it .
contributes insignificantly to the
economic situation of the workers
in the metTopolitan center. (Amin,
Accumulation, pages 23 and 58-59.)
Nevertheless, for purposes of argument let us accept the magnitude
of uncqua.l l'xchang<~ which this sentence implies. Emmanuel's point
still does not necessarily hold. For
that to be the case, it is also necessary that these ~'COnomic "facts" be
tmderstood by the working class of
the metropolitan country. Demonstrating that a certain situatio n obtains docs not demonstrate t hat
there is a mass consciousness of it
determining political behavior.
Emmanuel's entire orientation is
strnngely apolitical. Only those <x:O·
nomic factors whj,ch play a centcal
role in his schema arc even considered as polilical deter•Jinants, while
other economic and inst.itutional
factors and the historical d~>Velop·
ment of political attitudes and
alignments are disregarded as if
they could have no independent
significance.
This apollticism is illustrated i11
the same scnt.cnce . \~b ile it is most

certainly true that the "aim of in·
creasing national income" (or even
th(> income of a given industry or
firm) dominates U.S. trade unionism, this view has always been a
major factor. There is no reason to
beli~c that it is directly and
uniquely linked to the betl(>fits of
unequal exchange, rather than a
normal manifestation of the e nt ire
history of pervasive reformism and
co llaborationism with in the U.S.
working c lass - weaknesses which
in my view cannot be reduced to
Emmanuel's economic factors. Cer·
tainly Emmanuel's implied linkage
cannot be disco,·ered in any of the
''8rious rationalizations of collabo·
ration ism.
I realize that these criticisms of
Emmanuel have focused on e.'UUOples from the United States, while
his book deals more with Europe.
Neverthek!ss, a conception of the
politics of imperialism and , by
extension, the politi~ of anti-imperialism , which is not applicable to
the U.S., the center of the world
imperialist system, cannot be valid.
And, in t.hc I,J.S., it is a violent distortion of the facts to speak, as
Emmanuel does. of the class struggle being contained within a "de
facto united front of workers and
capitalists . . . directed against the
poor nations." There is, unfortunately, a "de facto united front" of
capita.lists and some workers. However, this united front is only incidentally direc ted against "poor nations" elsewhere in the world . Basically it is directed against the
Black, l,atin, and Native American
peoples living within the current
borders of the U.S. Bey ond this,
whi.le Emmanuel believes that his
pro-imperialist united front is in the
reform interests of the working
classes or the metropolitan nations,
the white supremacist united front
in the U.S. is demonstrably antithetical no~ just to the ultimate
interests, but also to the immediate
interests of the entire U.S. working
class.
I ~uppose that my roam point is
that. the politics of the U.S . work-

imperialist
countries
although
"more and more as a sort of settlement of accounts between partners.... " Marx meant much more:

f

'

I

ing class can be much more fully
Wlderstood, and thus influenced, in
terms or the major internal contradictions revolving around national
oppression and white supremacy both essentially political phenomena although with obvious economic roots - rather than in terms of
"united fronts" against poor na·
lions, and stntgglcs over the "sharing of the cake." As an ~'Co nomic
theory, unequal exchange is as compatible with this approach to the
class struggle as it is with the politi·
cal approach advanced by Bmmanuel. or co~me. then unequal exchange must lose its "cause of
causes" character which Emmanuel
is so concerned to establish.
'l'hc internal differentiation of
metropolitan working classes - often along lines relat.<!d to national
oppression - is so striking a feature
of contemporary capitalism that it
is hard to see how Emmanuel can
disco11nt it so completely_ lndcea,
he does more than merely avoid the
question. In his brief treatment of
the significance of the struggle or
Black people in the U.S. (page 181).
Emmanuel passes off this struggle
as. nothing t_D?re than an attempt to
-get a larger share of the imperialist
loot ·for Black people. The best
that can be said for Emmanuel's
cavalier dismissal of such a central
strategic clement in the center of
world imperialism is that it is based

on profound ignorance. This is not
the place to spell out an accurate
picture of the revolutionary content of the Black national question
and the revolutionary dimensions
of the Black movement. However,
in my view, t.his will immediately
pose a chaliengc to Emmanuel's
notion of a pro-imperialist class
alliance.
E-conomism. Emmanuel's variant
incluc'ed, is a derivative phenomenon. In his case, as in most others,
it rest:l on a misunderstanding of
t he fundamental Marxist concep·
tion of lhe revolutionary potential
of tte working class. Emmanuel
locates this potential in an essentially· economic conflicL, the ~
over the surplus produced by labor.
Whether wages be high or low,
whether the social product be
large or small, the two shares,
that of the working class and
that of the receivers of surplus
value, continue to be magnitudes that arc inversely proportional to each other, and so
the antagonism continues.
It ·is ironic that Hmmanuel refers in
passing to Ute famous paragraph in
Capital where Marx spells out his
conception of the revolutionary potential of the work ing class "Whether wages be high or low . __ ."
· For Emmanuel the phrase only
introduces his idea that the struggle
over the surpl~s will continue in the

. . . when analysing the production of relative surplusvalue: within the capitalis.t system all methods for raising the
social productiveness of labour
are brought about at the cost
of the individual labourer; all
means for the development of
production transform themselves into means of domination over, and exploitation of,
the producers; they mutilate
the labourer into a fragment
of a man, degrade him to the
level of an appendage of a
machine, destroy every rem·
nant of charm in his work and
turn it into a hated toil; they
estrange from him the intellec·
tual potentialilies of the Ia·
bour-process in the same proportion as science is incorpor:stcd in it as an independent
power ; they distort the condi·
tions under which he works,
subject him during tbc labourprocess to a despotism the
more hateful for its meanness;
they transform his life-time Into working-time, and drag his
wife and child beneath the
wbeels of the Juggernaut of
capital. But all metJtods for
tbe production or surplusvalue arc at the same time
methods of accumulation; and
every extension of accumulation becomes again a means
for the developmenl or those
methods. It follows therefore
that in proportion as capital
accumulates, the lot or lhe
labourer, be his payment high
or low, must grow worse.
(Capitol I: 604)
Clearly in Marx's view the revolutionary potential of the working
class is not dependent on economic
deprivation or on a tendency for
this deprivation to increase, but fol·
lows from the totality of the pro·
duction relations of capitalism
which increasingly limit the produc-
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tive development of labor - and
thus of humanity . Althusserians
may fume a bit. about Humanism
ru1d the young Marx's alleged· excesses in that direction. but this
passage was written in ~1arx 's
maturity and its meaning appears
quite clear. The proletariat is re\"olutionary, not because it is "miserable" just in the sense of being
hungry. but because it is the focus
of all the tensions and contradic·
tions involved in capitalism's ten·
dency to enlarge human potentiality while crippling humans.
Whil" Emmanuel's politics must
be rejected on the level of analysis
anti program, they point to impor·
tant realities. Emmanuel's political
virtue is the demonstmtion that. the
nature and dynamic of contemporary imperialism require a critique
of the dominant left conventional
wisdom about the class struggle,
intemationalism, and anti-imperialism. 'fhis conventional uv,isdom"
has far more currency in the EuroAmerican left than any variant of
'"tltird worldism," anti it contains
much more dangerous mistakes.
"Third World ism" may exaggerate
the obstacles to a revolutionary
mass movement within the center
of Imperialism, but the current orthodoxy esSentially denies the necessity for a qualitative advance a sharp political break - in working
class consciousness anti activity in
order for that class to move from
the most militant trade unionism
to revolutionary internationalism.
Consequen tly, it never tires of attempting to mechanically link reform (and usually reformist) struggles within the met.ropolitan working class with the revolutionary
international movement for nation·
aJ liberation. In fact, in a crimin:illy
absurd reversal of reality, .this position often refers to national liberation as a democratic struggle and
trade unionism as class struggle, as
il somehow the former were a lower stage than the latter. The almost
inevitable . consequence of these
politics is a subordination of the
revolutionary struggle against im·

perialism - that is. the contemporary world capitalist system - to
both the backwardness of the metropolitan working class and to vari·
ous piecemeal struggles for reforms
- often "reforms" of dubious
reform value.
The economic root.s of the orthodox position always reduce to the
position roost ably advanced by
Maurice Dobb, the well known and
usually careful ·British comm unist
economist. Dobb saw U>e impact of
the expon of capital as pro,~ding
the material basis for internationalism 111ithin the metropolitan working class. He argued that the export
of capital reduced the demand for
labor internally, creating unemploy· ·
ment and weakening the general
bargaining power of the trade
w1lons. Tbus.opposition to the ex·
port of capital would appear to be
In the immediate trade unionist
interest or the melropolltan work·
ing class. Since all Leninists agree
that capit.al export docs not benefit
the peoples of the periphery,
seemingly, opposition to it provides
11 neat material basis for a common
struggle against a common enemy.
Thii position was irgued in a
slighUy different form by Hobson
and ritlicu lcd by Lenin as petty
bourgeois sent-imentality. Its basic ·
fallacy is that it assumes that capi·
tal export entails a net outflow of
value. On the contrary, imperialism
is characterized by a massive transfer of value to the center. Thus
capital export ultimately inL-reases,
rather than reduces, the amount of
capital available for internal invest·
ment. This fact eliminates any sim·
pic trade unionist basis Cor intema·
tiona! solidarity. Except for efforts ·
at direct support of national Iibera·
lion movements, virtually all of the
" anti-imperialist work" of the U.S.
left assumes the cxi~lt,uce o! such a .
basis. This position is also econo·
mi.s m, but unlike Emmanuel's econ·
omism it rests on mistaken econom·
ies - actually on economic prejudices and political wishes.
It would be unfair to imply tltat
all of the opposition whicn Em man- .

uel 's book has aroused is based on
aude mistakes. There is a much
more fundamental reason why Emmanuel is attacked by western
Marxists of all shades and hues, but
is greeted sympat-hetically by Third
Wo rld lliatXists. The assumption
that the ultimate ""tl decisive battles of the world revolution will be
fought in Europe and North Amer·
ica is deeply engrained in western
Marxism. Of course, the corollary,
usually mtSpOke>l, is that other aspects of the revolutionary process
,are essentially preliminary ground·
preparing phenomena. Emmanut'l
dire.:tly challenges the assumption
of revolutionary centrality of the
metropolitan proletariat. (Indeed ,
he dcniL'li that it can have any revolutionary potent.ial at all, but
when this extreme exaggeration is
corrected as 1 have indicated it

should be, a real question still remains about the role of the metropolitan proletariat.)
Without accepting the opposite
dogma, as espoused by Emmanuel
and others, I think that t.he revolutionary centrality of the metropolitan proletariat cannot be regarded
as an ultimate given. Its role is
problem atical. Essentially the issue
demands a weighing of two factors.
First, the centrality of national
liberation to the contemporary international class struggle must be
fuUy appreciated. Every major gain
for the revolution in our generation
has resulted from this form of
struggle , and many of the advances
in consciousness and organization
for metropolitan workers have been
greatly influenced by these victo. ries. Only blatant cham1nism or incredible myopia could plac.e these
historic victorie.; on a par with the
· extremely sluggish, tentative, and
equivocal movements of t he metropolitan working class.
On the other hand, there is one
outstanding weakness within these
advances. Sixt)' years after the first
working class seizure of state power, we have only the most ambiguous models of socialism/ communism in its basic SP.nse of a society
based on the self-organization of
the producers where "every cook"
governs. It · is increasingly diffk ult.
to retain any confidence that the
most hopeful development of this
generation , the Chinese Cultural
Revolution, will develop such a
model.
Though we must abandon any
hint of the technological determinism which the Chinese correctly
criticize as the "theory of th" productive forces," the question re.
mains whether the weaknesses of
the various post.-revolutionary soci·
eties do no t have t,heir source in the
uneven development of the working
classes which have made revolutions. This possibility is what leaves
the i5sue of the role of the metropolitan working class in the revolution an opetl question.
By Don Hamerquist

PWOC .
(continued from page 12 )
nation. [BLT, page 27) It is easy to
place a different interpretation on
these statist ics, however. In the
first place, it is necessary to point
out the great inaccuracy of the
census, particularly its count of the
Black population. In the past, duxing slavery times and during the Jim
Crow era, the Southern Black population was often exaggerat«< in
order to increase Congressional
representation for Southern whites.
Now that Blacks have tbe franchise
again, the tendency is to undercount Black people. The Census
Buxeau itself admitted a 7. 7 percent
undercount of the Black population in 1970 (Associated Press,
4 /26/ 73 ) , and some independent
researchers have estimated an even
higher amount of error.
Second, PWOC attempts to
equate the situation of Black people in the U".S. today with that of
the Jews in tsarist Russia. The comparison is not valid . Blacks are not
historically a landless people.
PWOC seems to assume, along with
the bouxgeoisic, that because whites
hold po5Ses$0ry title to the land
that Blacks have lived on and
worked for centuries, it naturally
belongs to them. The simple expedient of mechanizing agriculture,
according to PWOC, permitted the
planters to dissolve the Black nation by depriving it of its land. In
the face of t hese odds, though,
Black people have retained as much
land as possible. In 1910 they
owned more than 15 million acres
of land. Since that time they have
been robbed and cheated of most
of it., buL even today they retain al~st 6 million acres, about 70 percent of it in the South, despite the
fact that whites have used every
available device, including terror
and fraud , to el<propriate Black
landowners.
This is one reason why the migra·
tion to the No rth must be viewed as
a forced evacuation; another is
shown by government policy in the

South today. The state of ~llists
sippi has actually published its intentions alone these lines. In a
book called Miuiulppi's Changing
Econcmy, 1973, the state's planners have included a chart entitled
"Mississippi Population Goals."
(page 63 ) 'l'he chart indicates au
intent to increase the whi te popula·
tion to 2.'1 million by the year
2000, while reducing the Black
population to 7 50,000 during the
same period. This is a relatively
ea.-y goal for them to pursue, since
Black men and women are denied
access ~ decent jobs while the
state's welfare benefits - limited to
Aid to l)epcndent Children and to
the handicapped - are the lowest
in the U.S.
Under these circumstances, it is
rather amazintl that Black people
cling so stubbornly to their Southern homeland. PWOC's chart shows
that the Black population decline in
the South bas been relatively small
in absolute terrns - less than 3,4 of a
million people in 30 years. [BLT,
page 27) The real reason for the
large percentage decline is the large
influx of whites. And despite all the
obstacles, news reports say that the
out-migrat ion trend has stopped,
and there is now a " reverse migra. Uon" of Blacks rctuming to the
South. [New Yorl• Times, 6 /18/ 74;
· Washington Post-L.A . Times Service, 9/12/77)
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The chan labeled "Class Composition of th~ Bl ack People - 1972"
i:; a wondrous PWOC creation.
[Bf.T. p.,ge .t I) Since the full
sour(·e of tht> dt~t3 is not given . it
is impossibl<' to makf.' an indeJ*ndem check of tht• table's accuracy.
That is relatively unimportant,
howe,·er. bccau.e U1e purpose o f
the chf!rl is to establish the existence oi a Black ruling class. (PWOC
needs this class in order to b lame it
:•s the source of nationalist id eas.)
\\lto arc ihe bourgeoisie'! Industrial·
isB? Bankers? No, say s PWOC.
The-se arc the cat<.>gories listed as
bourgeoisie: sclf-<!mployed mana·
gers. salaried managcn;. and public
administration. ( It really is diffic ult
to take this group seriously some·
times.1 White people who hold
these positions are universally Ia·
belcd petty bourgeois by Mars.ists.
PWOC 's cat-egories do violence to
real class analysis.
One need not leave lhe debate on
that level, however. The answers to
scme fairly simple questions can
firmly establish whe ther or n ot the
strength of Blac k nationalism lies in
lhe bourgeoisie: From whal class
did the thousands who flocked to
Garvey's banner arise? What about
the followers or ::\ialcolm X? Or
Malcolm himself? Why does nationalism have a large following in the
prisons? Why arc the nationalists the provisional govemment of the
Republic of New Africa, the African People's Paxly, The African
People's Socialist Party, etc. - always so short on funds while lhe
" assimilation ists" - NAACP, Urban
League, etc . - ure always so flush?
The answers t.o questions like these
are much more convincing than all
of PWOC's data.
VII
Both PWOC paiJlphlet.s include
data quantifying the discrimination
again st Blac ks in income. employment, hea.l th care, housing, education. prices or food and ot.ber
goods, social services, and so fort-h .
(RIVM, pages 11-12;BI.T, page 43]
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A slight forgery
In ndtlithllt to JUaphic~ t.'Opk'd

from vth_., publu..·tittOib. PWOC has
...r,.at~rl 3 f"w or it.s own . and thP.:SC
arc i!mon)!: Ute mo~t int.Prr-sting.
App3.rPntly P\\"OC i~ aware that
t.hM£' an.• se"'·en:• wcaknl'SSt"S ir\ its
ilf'gUmtnt.s,

lx."Ca.use

tE'rnt>tP.d to rein rorcc
pitlnin~s

it

has

3t..·
th<'i.r wtder~

wilh four maps o f Mi$$is-

sippi. tllree of w hich are (orgerit.'S.
This is a \'try seriouto charge. so we
will b kc the necessary >pace t.0
docum~nt it full}', cwn though the
argum~nu tht:m~l\'c-s do not merit
such treatment.

~w.

Mnnr.,.,.

LaU<kniale, :md

Clarke - :u-c mdkatro as ~t,ss lban
50 percent tJia.•k. while Jern-rson
Da\•is Cclunty. whu:h did not have a
Black m•jority in HS90. is shown..,
ha\ing on•. [Se~ Atlas of M!ssi$-

mppi (1974). 1"11!<> 49 1
PWOC'• next la.k~ ;, ~'iguro 13
fBLT. pogo 3G ). pllrJ>Orling to be a
m&J> of tho Mi•sL.sippi JJlack Popu·
U<tion in 1lHO. J.ike the previous
one. it is dnH\on on an outline map
showing uxla)•'s il2 cuunties instl>..acl
of the 69 that exi~IA'd then. [S..e
.-ltfM. page ·I 0 I Some of the t'<>Wl·
ties that did not ~""x:ist are shown as
having &lack populations that bear
no Nlation to the wnounding
('Ounues of whH:h UWy w~re tht-n
part - B.lnt<>n . Calhoun, Montgome-r)'. and Jcffctson Davis are
•xamples. In add1tion, several of
lhe O<>nual Delta c-ounlies Uut arc
shown as havin~ la.rgc slave popu·
li.\tions had virtually none, because
the !Dnd had b""n sl<:>len from the
Indians just • couple of years
earlier and hoo not yet been cleared

lor planting.
PWOC's boklest mo>-. is Figure

H. its Cs.ked map of the 1970 IJiack
population. [BLT. pagi! 37) Since
lhese oon.us ftsu= arc wi<lely
available, PI\ OC took quite a gam·
blc in gu.,..ing that no one would
chl'Ck its fill\lr@S. On this one the
Black pOpulation l>"rcentage repOrted in til<> C<lrl$\IS is inflatA'd in

Flg. S
The !ini ol these is Figure 3.
whith is adjac~nt 1<:> Figure 4.
(BLT,

paae 19] Figure 4

is a soil

map of Mt.. lsslppl; though there
may be quettions about its at-.cu ~
rncy. it is not a forgery. But Figure
:l. which purporu to b<> a map of
t he Black popul•tion distribution in
1890 iJ ~>otu.s in S«\-eral respects. In
the first pla<.-e. it is drav.n on a
4..'0unt)' oullln~ map containiP.;g
today'S 8:1 C'OUn!Jt'S mstead or the
76 thot txlsted m 1890. Second, of

tho counti•. that had the same
boundaries then 8> tod3y. the 1890
Black pOJ)UhHion per~ntages in six
ore nli j;rc,~prcscntcd. Fi\'C' majority .
Black counti&s- Yalobusha, ChK:k·

six countiE'S - 'l'unico. Claiborne.
Wilkinson. Holmes, Noxubee. and
L>wrcncc. :md is undm:cprcscnted
in two- Jo!ferwn Davis and Chick·
a.saw. (The resull is a rather con·
fusing vis:u~l effect, instead of a

map similar to past popula.tion dis·
tribu tion~ but Y.1th an overall reduction in lilack percentages which
would hove rerulted il the cemus
data

hod

been used correctly.)

Now that '"" IU>vc caiiA'd t hese
read~nt attention.
perhaps PWOC •>rill apologize for its
"'slopplnt":SS'' and expcess gratitude
tO us ror the <:riticism~ as it rcccntly
did after its dutortion or the Octoh<>r IA>ag~l~'s position on busing was
revealed, [T7te Orpnizer. Septem · ·
ber 1977. P•~e 21

errors to our

Although P\VOC insists that Black
people are not a nation, it does
state that this d iscrimination consti·
tutes nat ional oppression. (BLT,
page 43) The ~"Oro llary of national
oppression is national pri~ilege.
Privilege in this instance is the d if·
ference between what the people
(i nc lud ing the workers) o f the
oppressor nation get and what
tho se of the oppressed nalion (or
national min01ity - for t-his purpose the distinction is· unimportant ] get.
Earli er, in the a bstract and theoretical part of it s argument , PWOC
corrE;(:Uy stated the Leninist posi·
tion that an "essential condition for
the internat ional unity of the work·
ing class is th at the p roletariat of
Lhe oppressor nation firmly oppose
national privilege, particularly the
privileges o f its o"1l nation."
(BLT, page 10) But now that those
p rivileges are actu ally o n the table,
PWOC shrinks back. "Who does
this benefit•> Obviously not the
Blac k people . But not the mass of
white working people e ither. T he
(;tel that a white worker has a
better-paying job than a l:llack
worker or gets higher wages for the
same job a Black worker performs
for less makes it appear that dis·
crimination works o n behalf of t he
white workers. But. this is not the
case." [RW.M, page 13)
This is true in t.hc ullimat.e sense,
of course. But t~1e main benefit that
the bourgeoisie reaps is not "the
super-exploitation o f the Black
worke:r," and the resu lting "su ~r
profits," as PWOC says. (BLT, page
43 ; R IVM, page 9] Of course they

get that, but. they also get , in return
for those privileges conferred upon
white workers, a large measure o f
class coOaboration. PWOC should
have asked, if employers t':Ul get
Black workers so much cheaper
than whites, and ti1ere are so many
available une mployed Black workers, why do they not get rid of the
whites and hire t.be Blacks? The
answer is t11at no anl OWlt of addi·
tiona! super-profits could buy. what.
th e bourgeoisie gets in return for

the
oppressor-nation privileges
gran ted to white workers - the
unc hallenged hegemony of capitalism within the United States.
For this reason PWOC's position
that the main task of communists
and of the workers' movement is
to combat white chauvinist ideolo·
gy [BLT, page 511 does not go far
enough. [Even . PWOC notes that
to a certain extent racism will be
co unt.¢red automatically without
a change in consciousness in the
course of struggle: "No t all ant.i·
racist demands deal directly with
di;-c:ri mination.
Many d emands
around wages and working condi·
t ions are blo ws against racism to

c

the extent. they aim at 1mproving
the cond itions of minority wo rkers
and narrow the incqu"lity between
Black and white." RIVM, page 3 6 ]
It is really not so d ifficult, in the
course o f st.rugglc, t o get wh ite
workers to join with Black work·
crs. That. is bccauS(; . in the no rmal
ritu al of class struggle in the U.S.,
the national privile>Je o r l hc whites
is rarely challenged. But when
B.lack workers o n t heir o wn launch
an attack on white privileges, it is
much more difficult to get the
whites to· jo in in. In such a situa·
tion, a victory in the stmggle
against tho se oppressor-nation privi·
leges will do far more to tulify the
'. - . . .·
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class than will the various prescrip·
tions for Black-white tmity proposed by PWOC. It takes more (han
an uttack on chauvinism to bring
masses of white workers into that
struggle.
(PWOC also manages to misun·
ders.tand the way racist ideology
functions, howe"·er: lhe whi te
worker oft.en "views the black
worker, rather than the employer ,
as the cause of his problems. This
blindspo t is th e product of yeurs of
conditioning and centuries of history ," [RIVM, page 15] This is
really pretty rare; most. white workers are thoroughly aware that the
employers rule. The presen(:() or
Blac.k workers serves as a reminder
to th e whites that they arc white,
i.e., privileged , and except fo r
U1at th ey would be fllr worse off.
'!"nat. is th e aspect which sharply
prods wh ite wo rkers il1 the direction o f class <!Otlaborat.ion; lhe only
answer to it is a thoroughgoing class .
consciousness, including the repu diatio n o f all privilege. If xenophobic racism were the main problem,
as PWOC sugge.st.s, the battle against
it would have ooen won long ago.)

Tho tl<rtio..t l•bor Union's Phitad•tph;, Congms, August 1869: tile NlU r<>ted to exdudo
black workers. and its leaders oppoond tbe Re-COJI'tlractio-n 4J.&V-*mrutots in tile Sooth. Black
wurktn then oryaniud thffi own th-tiOI'LII Labor Union. dosely anted with Radical Re."COnstru.crion. The reftu,al of ~Jhitt J;".~rkers to unite with bhcks wukene'li the enlire labor mo,ven~tot
naticnanv. Engravi0:9 trom Frank l eslie's Illustrated Ne\.vspa:per c-oaJte'~ ot Library of Con:gress.

scious Lhe Black Movement is, it
can only go to a certain point without the full force of the whole [i.e.,
white - j.c. j working dass being
brought solidly onto the side of
Vlll
Black Liberation ." [RWM, page 26]
PWOG's arguments are subtle,
Despite appearances to the <:on- '
but
effective. The appeal to Lenin
tl'a.ry , PWOC's pamphlds arc not
and
Stalin provides the revolutionreally intcnd~>d to persuade white
ary
cloak . The designation "antiworkers or wh ite communists t.o
dogmatism
" has a disarming effect.;
egree to light racism. It d oes not
it
implies
that
PWOC is re.asonable
take 100-plus page.s of fine prin t on
while
its
opponents
are not.. The
the natio nal question t.o accomplish
history of slavery and emancipalhaL. The real purpose of these
tion which denies the slaves an impamphlets, taki.'ll together, is to
portant role in t heir o wn liberat io n
pull the revolu tio nary teeth of the
kicks off the argument that Blacks
Black liberation movemen t and
~-an only be free if whites decide to
ch annel it into t he reform struggles
free them, and PWOC's version of
wh ere PWOC feels most c'OmfortRcconstl'Uction and its overthrow
able - partic ularly the trade union
fortifies this faiS<! picture. The
movemen t . [BLT, page 53; RWM,
lengthy argument abou t th e creapages 30-37]
tion and "dissolution'' of the Black
That is t he common thre ad run nation says t.hat the nation only
ning thro u.g h the 1'\VOC argument .
existed when iL was too weak, in
Each section has a rol<a to play in
class t.e1·ms, lo win its independattempting t o persuade Blac k revolutionaries that "No matter how
ence; as th e Black working class
PW<JC's arguments are subtle,
well organ ized, no matter how well
hut effective. The appeal l.o Lenin
led, no matter how politically con-
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and Stalin provides t.he revolu tionary doak . The d esignation "antidogmatism" h as a disarming effect;
it implies that PWOC is rea..<onable
while its opponents are not. The
history o f slavery and c mancipat.ion which denie.~ the slaves an imporumt role in their own liberation
kicks off the argument thal l:llacks
can only oo free if whites decid e to
free them, and PWOC's version of
RR.Construction and its overthrow
fortifies this false picture. The
lengthy argument about the creation and "dissolution" of the Black
natio n says that t.be nation only
existed when it was too weak, in
class terms, to win its independence; as the J:llack working class
grew stronger, its nation fell apart.
The creation o f a Black ruling class
pro,~des a scapegoat on which to
blame all the nationalist programs
that PWOC finds so threatening,
even though PWOC is entirely unable to coru1~>ct the l:llack independence moveme nt \\ith t he so-ealled
lllack bo urgeoisie. The whole force
of this barrage of arguments is to

r
strip away any · suggestion that
Blacks rcly on themselves for liberation; instead, they must. join the
white workers under the leadership
ofPWOC.

I

I
I

I
'

Il

I

The real picture is quite dillerent
from the one painted by PWOC.
The reason why 13lack workers have
been the leadership of so many
workers' struggles is precisely because of the power and potential
of their nal.ional struggle. Conversely, the strength of the Black
workers has immeasurably advanct~d the struggle for national
liberation. Nearly all of the sharpest
mass attacks on capital within tbe
U.S. have been launched by independent Black or Third World
groups, while only rarely have substantial numbers or white workers
joined Lhem in r ecent years.. PWOC
grudgingly admit.s that "under a
variety of concrete circumstances.
all-Black organizations are necessary ,'' but argues that "Only multinational organi1.ation can cOnsistently and effectively carry out
this stru.gglc." [B/,T, page M]
Again, t he purpose is not directly
>"]X!llcd out. PWOC is most concerned, it seems. with being able Lo
discipline its own Black members
to tllis line. In the "division of
labor t.hat o btains between white
Communists and Communists of
the oppressed nationalities" [BLT,
page 55 ], t-he task of the latter is
to combat nationalism. " At the
same time, the party cannot tolerate caucuses along national lines
'vit.tlin its own ranks. ~·arms of this
sort · encourage a separatist approach to the struggle against
racism . . . . Any attempt of a particular group of party mem bers to
claim autonomy or special authority abo'~ and beyond tbe demo·
cratic centralist determination of
the party as a w hole on the basis
of nationality (or sex for that matter) is simply Bundism and cannot
be tolerated." IBLT, page 56 1
PWOC's reference is to the Jewish Bund in the Russian Mand.-t
movement. A ,·cry one-sided account of Lenin's struggle against

BOURGEOIS NATlONAI.ISM?
One indication or the class roots of Black nationalism can be ex·
amined in the Congressional testimony of Henry Adams, one or the
leaders of the Exodus or 1879:
Q. What is r our business, lli. Adams? - A. I am a !>borer. I was
on a ra.rm and ha<e been at bard work all my life.

r~

* * • * •

Q. What did you call your com mi ttee? - A. We ju~t called it a
committee, that is all we called it, and it remained so; it increase<! w
a luie extent, a.nd re111ained so. Some o( the members of the com·
miuee was ordered by the committee w go into every State in the
South where we had been slaves there, and post one another from time
to time about the true condition of our race, and oothin' but the truth.

* * .. * •

Q. Your council appealed first to the President ond to Congress
Cor protection and relief from this distre...,d condition in which you
found yourselves, and 10 protect you in the enjoyCIH!'lt or your ri~hls
and prh·ikgco? - .11.. 'ies, sir.
Q. ll'oU, what other plan bad you? - A. And it that failed o ur idea
was then to ask them to""' apart a territory in the United States tor us,
somewhere where we could go a.n d live with our families.
Q. You prefen<d w go otf somewhere by yourselv~? - A. Y~.

* • * * •

Q. Now, when you orgoniled the council what kind of people
were taken into it? - A. Nobody but laborin' men.
Q. At the time you were doinr tbat, was there anylhi~ political
in your organization? - A. Nothing in the world.
Q. You were simply lookine out for a better place in which you
could get work and enjoy your freedom?- A. Yes, sir; that was all.

·~·*-•

Q. Was there any opposition to t.hese meetings in which you talked
about going away? - A. No, sir. There ditln't nobod)' say anytl1ine to
us against our having meetings, but I will teU yo u we had .a terrible
5tl'IJggle with our o"-n selves, our own people there; these ministers of
these (•hurches would not allow us to have any meeting of that kind,
no way.

* *

(¢

* *

Q. Your meetines were composed, then, of men in ravor of aoing
a-..·ay?- A. Yes, and or the laborin~ class.
Q. Others didn't pmtieipate with you'! - A. No, sir.
Q. Why didn't the poUtidans wa.nt you to go? - A. The)· " 'ere
oeainst it from the beginning.
Q. Why? - A. They thou11ht if we went somewhere else they
would not get our ,·otes. That is what we thoufbl.
Q. Why were the mio isters opposed to it? -A. WeD, because they
would not get our support; that is what v;e thought of them.

* * • .• •

Q. What was the lArgest number reached by your coloni«tion
council, in your best judgnu>nt?- A. Wdl, it is oot exactly live hun·
dr~d men belonging to the couJteil, that we ha.·e in our oouncil, hut
tho)'
agreed to go with us a.n d enroll their names with us ftom time
to time, so that they ho,·c now rot at this time 98,000 names enrolled.
Q. Women and men? - A. Yes, sir; women and men~ and none
under t.welve years old.

an
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the Bund 's desire for "culturalnational autonomy" within the
Russian Party has been popularized
in the U.S. left, resulting in the
epithet "Bundist" - meaning antiLeninist - being attached to any
Communist group that provides
antonomy in any form for its oppressed-nation members. PWOC is
wron~: on this also, not only in substance, but also in pretending t hat
its practice follows Le nin.
At the 1906 Unity Congress of
t.he Russian Social-Democratic La·
bor Party, Lenin specifically proposed special conc.-.ssions to the
Bund: "the Party must really ensure the satisfa ction of all !be Party
interests and requirements of the
Social-Democratic proletariat of
ea.eh nationality, gi>'ing due consideration also to the specific features
of its culture and way of life; and
that this may be ensured by holding
special conferen~ of Social-Democrats of the particular nationality,
giving representation to the national minorities on the local, regional
and central bodies of the Party, ·
forminll special groups of authors,
publishers. agitators, etc.
"Note. The reprC$(!1Jtation of a ·
national minority on the Central
Committee of the Party could, for
el<ample, be arranged in the foUowing manner: the general Party congress may elect to tbe Central Committee a dermite number of mem- ·
bers from among candidates nomi- .
nated by the regional congresses in
those parts of Russia where at pres- ·
cnt separate Social-Democratic o r·
ganisations exist." (10:160) Later
he reported, "the Bolsheviks pub- ·
lished a draft resolut.ion proposing .
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a number of further concessions to
aU the na.t ional Social-Democratic
parties, c•·en to the ext~t of 'proportional representation in the
local, regional and central bodies
of the Party."' (10:3il-372 Lenin's emphasis] Clearly PWOC's
treatment of its Black members is
not based on this precedent f'rom
Lenin. (Today, whe11 the revolutionary initiative is in the hands of
the oppressed peoples, it is necessary for the revolutionary party t.0
provide a grca~ deal more autonomy for Third World members
than Lenin proposed for the nat ional parties in 1906; PWOC takes
a giant step backward by returning
to his 1903 argument.)
PWOC's insistence that its Black
members combat nationalism as
their resi)OIISibillty under the "division of labor" is also contrary to
Lenin's line on the national qu estion in th(• epoch of imperialism:

•· All national oppression caUs
forth 1he resistance of the broad
ma.~s of the people; and the resistance of a nationally oppressed
population a! ways tend$ t.o national
revolt. Not infrequently (notably in
Austria and Russia) we find the
bourgeoisie of the oppressed nations talking of national revolt,
while in practice il enters into reactionary compacts with the bourgeoisie of tbc oppressor nat.ion
behind the backs of, and against,
its own people. In such cases the
criticism of re\'olutionary ~farxb"is
should be directed not again:>t the
national mo••ement, but against its
dcgradauon, vulgarisation, against
the tendency to redu~-e it to a petty
squabble." [28:61 Lenin's emphasis)
l.n the final analysis, "antidogmatism" ls the new cloak for
left chauvini&m in the United
States.

COMING IN FUTURE ISSUES:
*More Documents and Debate on the Puerto Rican Struggle
*Are White Workers in the U.S. Paid Above the Value of Their
Labor Power?
*A Critique of "Socialist Feminism"
*Practical Experiences Applying STO's Strategic Line
*A Historical Examination of Revolutionary Alliances
*More Discussion on Mrica
*More Debate on the Soviet Union
*A Study Guide to Reconstruction in the United States
*Reviews of Harry Braverman's Labor and Monopoly Capital
and Hal Draper's Karl Marx's Theory of Revolution
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Literature from STO
White Supremacy and the National Question: An
STO D~uuion Pa~r. Thii pJper provide$ a hi.J.
r.orieal perspooti.VQ on th.r de\•ll'lopment of white
supreTMcY in the U.S. includin: the role oC the
U.S. lett in that deutopment. It upF.Jns why STO
regards BJack pro~c in the U.S. as a nation, while
re!Kti!\6 the Ss.alini1.\ criteri1 u.std by mul'h ot the
~h. The p.llp!'r abo tHpondJ to mat~)' of tM crit.i.
C"L..-ns tM.-t hll"'t beta mlde oC STO's po1ai00 on
white supremacy . .s.75 or $ .60 tor 10 or mot i?.
_. Undentaodi"i and F'lch<inr '1\'hiU S.p<emo<y:
A Coll«<ion. •fbiJ eollo<tion in<lud<; hisiOoc&l
articles by Krn La~nnc• : "The Root& of Cta.u
Struggle in 1M Soulh'· and .. Mi>J...,.ppi's !lr>l
J.abor L-'nion:• 1'1\trc uc !&!so tv.--o b.iotorical arti·
dei b)• Thoodort! Alllm: ;'\'/hite Supt'cm*C)• tn U.S.
history" and "SJ;avt-ry llt\d the Origil\$ of fUcUm.•·
Noel ~in•s "Black Worhr; Whit.e \'.'orker!' a
poru.lar treatmenl of tbe 1\Cff'ull.y ar:.d possibility
ot im'Ohing white worken in tht ~ ~
white SUJ)Nin:K')'. lS fncturlffl . lgnati:n and AE!m•s
" \\<iltte Blindspol" •• an .-srly formulation ot
STO's position on •hltc suprem.tty. fina.Uy ~
include romarb by fcn>li<l and Da>id IW>noy on
..Whi~ Supremacy: l m~ion.s !or Polltkal
Propam:~ Sl.OO or S.16 for 10 or mor~.

_SoviN In llalr by Antonio Gramtd. A(l examin&·
liOn l)f th~ i.ssu<'$ r aised ln the factory occupation$
fn lct\ly during the t-arly 1920'•, civine particular
emph:u:ii to the (ei"3tiombip:s betwttn the socialist
puty, tb• t rade unions. and th& worken cov:ncils.
$.50 or S.35lor 10 or mor<.

Gf.nual Strike i.a Fra:ne.t by Andree Hoyles.. A de-t•iltd factory-b)•.factory &(:COunt of the ewnb of
t.Ka ~lay. 1968. tene.t111 Jtrikt. lov~uabl~t tor any·
one inlef"ested ~ drawintJ sue~ condu:sioes
from one of d: t most impon.aat recent 1ro1k:ing:
C'I•Jt smJ~ in an adv~cd cap::t&Ji.st eountry.
5 .50 oT $.3~ for 10 oT more.
_

_s;_

_Towards A Re,.olulioa&f)" Party. FLnt pobtiibed Ul
1971. this pamphlet pn!'i@nU t-M Strctt~ pet$pte·
tive of S'TO at thAt time. incJurling an ~nalysU and
critique of many ol thij s:m.r.egtc conoeptioru then
cu~ent. . in th~ U.S. ldl. 'l hh reprintin-g include. a
new introducl.ion w-Mch is '-'fitie•J o! ro m~ or oor
u.rJier views at ptl)wntM In th\! pamphlet. $ .75 or
$ .60 tor 10 or more.
_

~ Orgmiution Al

the Workpbc:e . .r\n analysis

o! the bbof contract tynlllrn, al\d a cnticim'!l ot tbt!
wuaJ wn prionty on union reform Lbrough raok

and !de caucu~. $ .25 o r $.1~ for 10 or more.

_ The

Ptoopt<U lor F-ir.m in tho U;S. b)' Don
Ha.~quis:t. A cnuqut of thP thesis now CUT'ffflt
in muc:.-b of tit~ U.S. l~ft that lss.ci;m is imm inent.

$ .25 or S.l5; for 10 CJt mor<".

Wilen Has Work.ioa~U..• • Crimt? the depor·

Lation or Mnieau -.i.U.ou.t pai)HI.. The sb'uggle of
uncloeu.mented wof"ken for jobs b the US. h1loW'$
how ~he !.J:ht against deportation~ draw lessons
from t.he b:stdes apirut the t-'\llef.tl\"t Sft.~ Law in
the 1S50'i. S.25 or $.15 Cor 10 or mon.

_ Rape. Rarit.m and The WhheWome-n'lMO'\'emtnt:
An Answ~r to Susan RrownmiDer b>• Alison Ed·
wards. This pamphUl~ ism two puts. Tb.e first is a
re\iew o t SuSiiin BrawnmUitr's book., .4.go-ind Our
Will . £dwardt a.rgu<'l that the book i1 a "law-o.ndotdl?r.. book with stton: racist owrtones.. In lhc
second pan ot her UP)'. &dwal\b ~on to atg\Oe
tor a new form ot "--omen's niO\'en:W"nt with a
theoretic-al tuX~ prQilUlmatic approacil. S.7~ or
$ .60 for 10 or more.

Th. fll\ty Story b}' Joyce Ro••Q:t and Colin Ba.rker.
A cas-:- study o f the t-~hth Sl\op Sceward 's MO\'i!·
menc. An in-depth exaiDi.nadon of the struggles at
t let;· factory in London. Engtlltld, o,·er ;~. nurobtr
ot >'•-ars. Important tor an u.nd4tu:tand\ng of both
the Jtrenith< and limilatio.u of the Brifuh Shop
SLewatd's Movement. S. 35 or $. 25 for 10 or more.

_

Fiahting Ratism: An Exeoha.nct. An exch•oge of :
vliwt b-eiween NOQ-l lgnatin and Ken Lav.-re-nce on
the one h-and. and Slau~:hlun l.ynd on the o lhe:r,
wi th t¥glltd to Sus:Sn-g in BoJton. 'rt.. discu:ssM>n
focuse-s on an editotiN in Rodltol Amt'rico. S.35 or
$ .2~ for 10 or mono.
Marx Oa .-\mericu SZ.very by Ktn U \TJft\Ce. An
of :\1arx~s 1\"tltinp on Anwtican ~r)' .
dttnoa.strat..ir<...:g f.M;t Marx y•• A~rican ~••ery as
a p3.rt o ! the cspitalhll)'3t#.m and conrid.ered me
~ym

stNUIP 2-g&nst sa-.-ay in the U.S. to be the most
~v--..n.ced outpoit ot b.bor's liJ:br. a.cainst capital
$.50 Qr $.3..5 for .10 or more .

_No Cond:esc::ending Saviors by Noel lc;natin. In this
pamphlEt, lgn.itin presenta his vie1''S on the currmt.
debate 0".-er the characte.r of the SO\~t Union and
China. Based on 31) in-d('pth historital analysis, be
add~ the qcestion o f wbt-thv the Soviet Unioo
cw O..ina nw &ehie~ .socialum. ln the c:ourw ot
the 11r'gUJ:Dt'nt. l.gn.atin examines in dtWI th<e historkal dt-\"f'k>pment of the rCYOlulion m the Sovj!et
Umon and relies on the wrl\.i.nei or ~Jux and
Enic-ls and the ~ writ.inKS of Ltnln to mu.k:E! hi$
c:ace. Sl.OO o.f$ .75 for 10 Or mor".

Make checks payable to Sojourner Truth Organi7.ation. Send to STO, 1'. 0. Box 8493, Chicago, IL 60680.
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from inside frant cover)
is ril:!dled with so many myths, Collins necessariiy had t~ discuss at length
lb.e ~ent of the IA>ninist posit.ion before attacking PWOC's dis·
~The matter of :wtoaomy for oppressed nationalities within com·
~ mgani:utions, touched Oil at the end of Collins' article, is currently
Oei:;s disols5ed in STO and will be elaborated In detail in a future issue of
(ca~~ed

~p-

....,

Mpec:U. of imp..-riafum on a world scale are explored in Kassabun
C!:-~

article

O!l

Africa., Don Harne.r quist's review of Arghiri Emman·

~ boo'k,. Un:eq=l &.;hange, and the views of the Soviet Union expressed
~ Nne! f,§anb, Martin Glaberrnan, and Lenny Zcskind . STO's stra"tegic

ug;::

::em. are 1lurpened in Carole 'I'ravis' reply to Prairie Fire, and in the

~e

sect.ion.
Forthcoming issues of Urgent Tasks will include more documents
:md debate on the Puerto Rican struggle; a discussion of whether white
-..orkers in the U.S. are paid above the value of their labor power; a critique
of "socialist feminism"; articles discussing practical experiences applying
STO's strategic line; reviews of Harry Braverman's Labor and Monopoly
Capital and Hal Draper's Karl Marx's Theory of Revolution; more discussion on Africa; more debate on the Soviet Union; a historical examination
of revolutionary alliances; and a study guide to Reconstruction in the
United States.
The editors
Elaine Zeskind
1-oweU May
Noel Ignatin
Ccroline Haymarket
Don Hamerquist
Ja.spei Collins
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